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Read

How

THE HUMBLE LITTLE SQUIRREL TEACHES UR A GREAT
BON. THE SQUIRREL “HAS” BECAUSE HR SAVE* TOG
BATE TO HAVE.
COMB IN AND WE WILL GIVE YOU A LITTLE BANK BOOH?
YOU CAN JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS BANKING CLUB. YOU CAN tVT
INCREASE YOUR
nr 10 CENTS, 5 CENTS, 2 CENTS OR1 CENT
PAYMENTS THE SAME AMOUNT EACH W
. IN 60 WEEKS:
.

10-CENT CLUB

PAYS $117.50

*

PAYS
PAYS

6-CENT CLUB
6S.75
2-CENT CLUB
25.50
1-CEHT CLUB
12.75
YOU CAN BEGIN WITH THE LARGEST PAYMENT AND DECREASE YOUR PAYMENTS BACH
WE ALSO HAVE 50 CENT, $1.00 AND $8.00 CLUBS WHERE YOU
DEPOSIT
AMOUNT EACH WEEK.
* COME IN AND JOIN TODAY.
WE ADD POUR PER CENT INTEREST.
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Saves you from 2 to 4c
each
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OTTAWA MURDER

NOT HIGHER

GOOD

Plans to Safeguard Factoty

The Germans are not going to
the Holland manufacturingplants,
The City of Holland will be repre the rommittreon lights of the
tented by City Attorney Charles H. Me
Bride and bv Charles fe. Ward, one of Counril can prevent It. Tfce
the most able attorneys'in Western has under consideration a plan
Michigan. Mr. Ward will be remem- by plenty of light will be used to eafa*
bered as the attorney that was hired guard the factory diatrlet and in that
by the city of Grand Rapids to prose
cute the men identifiedwith the big way prevent prowlere. Germans ar
water acandal some years ago, when ev- other# from having n chance to apery man connected therewith was eon proach the buildings without
vie ted. He has been trying all the im
seen hy the night watchmen.
portant casea for the Cere Murquett?
The committee took tfcia matter If
for several yean and has had a very
at the request of the manager of
successfulcareer as a legal advisor.
The Holland City Gas Co. on the of Holland's largest
for New York City from where it other hand ia leaving no atones unturn
plants. This factory ia ahi
will go to Philadelphia,Pa., where the
to get (the beat lepal talent obtain
owner resides.
able. The firm of Diekema, Kollcn A alley, aa moat factorial if®,
It la the intention to run night and Ten Cate of Holland will repreaent allay io so poorly lighted that
day la order to make the trip before them together with Charles McPherson night watchman found it Impomdbla
tsoesing comes.
of tha Arm of Norria, MePheraon,Har- see elenrly prowler* lurking th*r«.
rington A Waer, eonaidered the atrong
During the past few weeki ha
eat legal combinationin the city of
POLICE CHIEF
,
been bothered by prowlers.He deal
Grand Rapida.
What the .next step will be ia hard to know of eouree what they were
FINDS
determine at this time and it ia now up for. They may have been perf
the Holland City Oaa Co. to make
harmless, and <then again they may
GRAND (HAVEN OFFICER WAS to
the next move since Judge Cross has
STOPPED AT CAMP
enjoined them from collectingthe ad- in the pav of the German goven
CUSTER.
vanced rate demanded in their recent and plotting to blow up a few
communicationto the Common Council. in Holland.
Chief of Police Delbert Fortney of One thing b« sure, that, it ia going to be
At any rate in these limfi of
Grand Haven made a trip to Bittl''
a fight to a finish with the higher court man scares the manufacturerdid
Creek to visit Camp Cueter. While i*e determining what the rights of the Gas care to leave his factory at tho mercy
chief did not wear his uniform, he had
Co and the rights of the City of Hol- of anvbody because of Insufficientit;
his badge and gun with him The gun
lighting lie petitionedtho council far
land are.
was stowed away safely in his hip
more light and the alde-mcn refer,
pocket a» he approachedthe camp and
the matter to thv committee* on 11^
guard on duty in compliance with
ing. This committee will inveetlga
the orders search tfhe Grand Haven of
“THE “NUT”
not only this ease, but they rill loa
fleer. Finding the gun the guard iminto the matter of lighting alley*
mediately stopped the officer and asked WILL TRAVEL WITH HIGHLY COL other factory dlstrietaas a ell
him to explain.The Or Haven chief
ORED CAR OVER THE OOUN
displayed his badge showing that he
TRY TO DEMONSTRATE
was Chief of Police, but the guard re
TRIAL
mained skeptical and called the ser
Glenn P. Thayre, who for the past
geant of the guard.
year has been manager of Holland’s
The sergeant proved as skeptical a1 only “Nut” factory, in other words
the sentinel. The chief came within
Demountable Wheel* Co., has resigned ERNEST KOLBERO CASE IN 01
narrow margin of going ito the guard his position and has been called
CUIT COURT OCCUPIES TWO
house. About that time the Grand Ha Washington to go into the service
ven Ilian
man Daw
saw ithe
iiic serious
nwiiuuo side
asuv of
wi the
*s«v ease
•»<*«
the United States.
but he had a lucky thought and dug ui*
Walter Orobe who has for twenty
The Kohlbergease in the Ottawa
permit from Ottawa county allow years been a demonstrator and an able
weapciM. He was salesman, has taken the management Cireoty eourt was not as brief as
permitted to pass but it looked for
Mr. Grobe is alread-* on the ground and expected at first. It occupied tke coirt
time as though he might have to call will soon bring his family to Holland all day yesterday and was expects t*
upon some of the Grand Haven officers from Baginaw.
to identify him.
It is the intention of Mr Orobe to go to the jury late this afternoon.Pear
Chief Fortney visitedthe camp from start a tour of >tho United States with of the twelve jurymen serving la the
end to end, and came away with
two or more Ford Sedans, painted in case are from Holland and, HaUand
great deal of admiration for the '•an
lurid colors to attract more attention
township. The following jury servadl
tonment. He saw a number of Grand These cars, driven by. able demon
Haven soldiers, but missed a number strators will be u*ed<to demonstrate how William Brems, farmer, Robinson j Alwho were away on duty.
quickly a defective wheel ran be rem and Moore, piano maker, Hoi laid; W.
oedied and changed thru the nut
Cameron, farmer, Georgetown;Peter
Will Arendshorst, formerly with the tern.
Bontekoe, plumber, Holland) Edward
Holland Rusk Co., will have charge of
It is said that this invention has anythe sales end of itnc Home Furnace Co thing beat along these lines and not VeMman, farmer, Blendon; Henry BeieSelling goods is nothing new to Mr. alone will the Holland Demountable ter, farmer, Allendale; Philip FakiArendahorst and there Is no doubt but Wheel Company be thoroughly adver- ing, farmer, Allendale; Albert
that he will be efficientalong those tised by virtue of this unique method,
carpenter,Holland Twp.; Tony Yaader
lines in his new venture.
but ihe city of Holland will also get
Zalm, barber, Grand Haven; Will*
a share of it.
Modders, barber, Holland; Judd H*

oner of Philadelphia,Pa.
Mr. Eisenlohr sold his own boat to
the United States government but he
must have another boat, and as these
arc hard to get at this time, he was
compelled to come clear to Holland to
negotiate with Mr. Golds for the wellknown rraft that has been plying on
Black Lake for several seasons.
Part of the old crew of the Marigold,
and a crew of the former steamer Miramar sold to the government and two
of the Jetiek boys of the Jesiek Boat
Livery at Maeatawa started with the
pleasureyacht for -the Boo and they nre
now going thru the chain of lakes, thru
the Welland Canal, down the Hudson

Your Family

STARTS MONDAY,
DECEMBER 17, 1917

Street Lighting Committee

Book*.

The heautiful yacht Marigold, worth
$60,000 and owned by Egbert H. Golds
That the fight between the City of
of MarigoldIxnlge,Chicago, has been Holland and the Gan Companv ha* ju«t
sold to Louia Eisenlohr,a wealthy cant- begun is evident from the fortifleationn

CITY ATTORNEY GIVES
ADVISE TO GAS

pound

_ CONSUMERS

farmer, Polkton; Peter Weetrate, Olive.

Mrs. Ella Sdrwerk, is the oaly par-,
who saw Ernest Kolberg fire tha
fatal shot at his wife on the eveaing
of August 31. As she testified beftra

son

iristmaslkijjesfion*

B. Steketee’s
Put Food
185 River

the coroner's jury, so she testified *•

Pkoie 1014

Christmas shopping has no
terrors for those

who know

this store.

For they know that they can here
find gifts which bring pleasure both
to giver and recipient— which is the
essence of this season.

And

they

know

that they will find here a willing help-

fulness in the selection of gifts—

what others are glad to
in their

BEAUTY
and exduiivaMM

And

expression In the special stocks we have
prepared for Christmas.
Their subtle charm
makes the exhibit the
we have shown for

of style,
prettiest

own

Jewelry, Watches, and

get,

wise experience

and sympathetic interest

We

recommend, as a suggestion, rings. They are
appropriate. They are welcome. They last You will
find here splendid specimens at a wide range of price,
suitable for man or woman, youth or maid.

The

W'W'W

offer

you an

They

are

rings, sold

by

us,

especial opportunity of choice.

much

less costly

than rings which

com-

pare with them in artisticcharm and worth.

And

they are guaranteed. If any sening

or cracked,
thing to

SJT E

YENS 04hPS

mean

to

it

know

is lost

will be replaced. A comforting
in

making a present which you

be a sign of permanent regard

Jewelry" Store
24 E. 8th

St

Holland

Huizinga’s Jewelry
Charles Petprsen of Grand Haven
waa arrested Wednesday by Sheriff C.
Dornboa on a charge of forgery. The
complaintwas issued by the Smith
Baking company, where Petersen attempted to cash a cheek for $50.

in

several problems in giving.

yeary^

Chains,Gems, Fancy goods, Silverware, Clocks, and Fountain
Pens.

PAID.
The City Attomev wdeed this paper
to publish the following information
because of the many inquiriesreceived
from gas consumers who wish to be in
formed as to what to do.
Says Attorney McBride: “I advise
you to make payment of your gas bill
at the old rate and demand a receipt
for the amount of money paid. The
kind of receipt makes no material dif-

Grocery

Ave.

HE SAYS PAY BILL AT OLD RATE;
OET RECEIPT FOR AMOUNT

the stand in court yesterday, that t*
her knowledge there was no quarrelbe-

tween her mother and her step-father.
She knew that her mother complained
of the work being too hard aad that
she had consulted Lillie, Lillie A Lillie
of Or. Haven concerning a separation
She knew that preparations had been
fereiee at this time, so long as it is an made by her mother for moving back
acknowledgmentof payment.
to Chicago, but there had been ae
’By injunction thev are restrained
bitternessbetween her mother aid kre
from collectingthe advanced rate demanded and should they endeavor to step-father,she declared.
collecrt the advance they would go
Mrs. Swedeck declared that Kelberg
again«t the mandates of the conrt and had never mistreated her mother ia her
would be in contempt of eourt which no presence and that he had been kiad te
doubt will not happen as the Gas Co. her as far as she knew. Under erees
known the legal status of tho case as examination by Mr. Pagelsen, Mrs,
far as it has gone The main thing U Swedeck testified that she believedMr.
to get an acknowledgementof the sum Kolberg had done the shooting an an
of money paid for your gas while this impulse and not after deliberately
injunction i« pending.”
planning to kill her mother.
Mary Maierhauser,a neighbor tf
tho Kohlbergswas on the stand yeeterday afternoon, and onder cros* elimSPLIT

CHURCH BAZAAR WILL
THE POT

ination she stated her opinion that the
very meritoriouscauses have old couple had been happy at first tot
been thought of by tho Ladies Aid of if they had had any trouble it eame
the 14th Street Christian Reformed after her children came. Dr. Presley
chnrch in planning their annual ba- connty coroner was called yesterday afzaar. Great preparations have been ternoon and etated that Kolberg’* selfmade for the success of this yearly inflicted wound wae very slight ail
not sufficient to keep him uncoasciens
event and the congregation is looking
long.
forward to it with anticipation.
The baxaar will be held all day SatIS
urday of this week at the Holland City
Gas office, which has bean kindly doCITY
nated for this occasion. Lunch will
be served from 9 a. m. until the ba
William Wilds, city clerk of Graft
xaar closes at night. ValuableChrist- Haven yesterdayreceived a telegram
mas suggestionscan be had at this an- informinghim of his appointmentt*
nual event and many us&ful gifts made a commission as first lieutenantin
by the Ladies Aid can be purchased construction division of the Uni!
Patriotism and benevolencewill be States signal corps. Mr. Wild* 1
the watchword of the ladies of the mediately wired his acceptance te t'
14th street church for the reason that department and io now awaiting
the proceeds will be split, one-half go- to report for service.
ing to the society and the other half
The city clerk applied for a cam
divided between the Red Cross and the sion in this department some time
Holland hospital.
Ladle*, afid several week* ago he was
the Red Cross and the hospital should to Washington to report for an *r
be remembered by the Holland citizens ination personally to Major Boehl.
next Saturday. Plan to take jour nnent several days in Washington
fore returning to Grand
lunch there on that day.
o
furnished the department with inf
R. Zeerip, 54 W. Ninth St. will cele- tion concerning his past military
vice and took the examination.
brate his 51st birthday tomorrow.
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SERIOUS AUTO AOCI-

OTTAWA

WITH
THE BIG MAJORITY

DENT ON CENTRAL AV.

IS IN

OERRIT WEER8INO RUNS INTO FIFTY-ONE OUT

ALDERMAN KAMMERAAD'B
SHOE STORE.

00

'

UOHTY-THR1E

OF

UNTIES IN MICHIGAN HAVE

FARM AGENTS.

An

automobile accident which might
The county agent plan for asaiatlng
have been more seriousto life and limb
was very damaging to the ear owned farmers and carryingon agricultural

ZEELAND
by John Weerstng,and to Alderman
Thomas Keppcl, U. 8. Revenue In- X. Kammeraad’s hitching post and
pector at Detroit, returned to that shoe store.
city Monday after spending a few dayi
with relativeshere.
Mias Gertrude Languu returned
home this week after spending an ex
tended visit with relatives and friends
in Grand Rapids.
John Do Haan, who is employed as a
teacher in Kalamaroo,returned to that
city Monday after visiting with his rel
atives for a few days.
Chester La Huis and Johann Svtzama
who are trainingat Ann Arbor for po
aitionsin the Ordnance Department returned Monday after spending a few
days with relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Bouwens Sr., return-

ed Monday from Grand Rapids where
they visitedthe past week.
Tony Komeyn and Edward ’Kleintans returned home this week from
Iowa where they were employed on
farms for the -nst six months.
Mrs. tierrit Kooiker of Hamilton isVisiting at the home of Mr. and Mrs.

Wm.

-

o

-

to Holland in the near future.
H. Gtrabbingand J. Harsink motor'«ed to Battle Creek last Sunday.
John Klomparens is home from Battle Creek for a few days.

Mrs. H. Gerdinge and Miss

tttena

-

Bcholten are visiting friends and relatives out north.
Mrs. Z. Beckman is improving nicely.

-

o

DRENTHE
’The youngest daughter of Henry

Tender Kolk was

accidentally scaled
?by hot water the past week.
Rumors are abroad that Egbert
i’Bredesreghas purchased the house and

won

a

distinct victory in the state, a report

Oerrit Wcersing was driving the car from the office of the directory of exfrom the south down Central avenue tension for the Michigan Agricultural
aud he claims to have hit the turtle college indicates. Fifty-one of MichiIn the center of the street, causing the
gan’s 83 counties,among them Ottawa
car to swerve to the left directly for
the shoe store on the corner. In it« and Allegan counties,the state leader
course it bent double an iron hitching of county agents has been informed
post, embedded in cement and came now employ permanent agents; a score
within a few inches of going thru the
of others are considering such a move
large plate g..i-s show window. It
half dozen
did however* strike some of the wood
work of the building,cracking the have refused flatly to line up with the
boards in two placet.
rest of the state. The first agent taken
The automobile is practicallya total
on in Michigan was engaged in Alpena
wreck the front axle, wheels and radiator and fenders being demolished. It county five years ago. The growth of
had to he carted away to the repair the county agent plan since is said to
shop.
be more phenomenalthan has ever
Gerrit Wcersing, altho badly shaken
characterized any other public service
up, was not hurt, which considering
the rest of the accident was very for- effort.
tunate.
‘‘Of the
counties employing
o
agents” the report sets forth ‘132 were

and

-

-

NOTED POULTRY AUTHORITY TO SPEAK
GRAAF8CHAP
The public auction sale of A. AlferPROF. C. H. BUROESS OF M A. C.
ink was largelyattended. He will move
Wentzel.

projects of a public nature has

only a

51

provided with

men

before the war

broke out. The others have ‘‘come in”
as a resultslargely of what they saw
during the summer of the work of the
temporaryfield men employed to help
cope with problems arising in the food
WILL ADDRESS HOLLAND
campaign The terms of these temper
OATHERINO
ary agents ended on Nov. 1, when
upon 19 counties voted at once in faC. H. Burgess, professor of Poultry vor of keeping their men on the job
Husbandry of the Michigan Agricultur- permanently* This leaves 32 counties
al College,will givo an address on the still without county agriculturists,
tho
mating, feeding and housing of pure assurance has been received at M. A. C.
br#d poultry under present conditions that most of these will make the necesof high cost of feeds. Feed formulas sary appropriations before the present
and balanced rations especiallyinter- year ends.
esting to the city lot poultry raisers
:o:
will be discussed.’
Mr. Burgess is in charge of the state
poultry work being conducted by the
governmentfor the production of’ more
poultry and eggs to meet the war time
Grand Haven Tribune —
great
needs. The meeting is free to all and
everybody interested in poultry is in- American flag has been placed in the

-

-

^

^rt^ur "r‘8Kers

I

Suggestions

extend a mo& cordial invitation to

Silk

Suggestions

us a visit and afford us the

show

opportunity to

A

Garters

you the

Neckwear

Traveling Bags

vited. At

-

Christmas

Buyers:*

GREAT FLAG WILL
ADORN THE INTERIOR
OF CHURCH EDIFICE

this meeting fiaa’l plans auditoriumof the First Reformed
will also be made for the local poultry church to greet the eyes of the wor^Holland visitors the past week were
shippers who gather there. The starry
show to be held Dec. 21 to 25.
E. K. banning, Henry Wyngaarden, T.
banner 8x16 feet in diameter will here:o:
Daining and Harry and Bert TerHaar.
after serve to inspire the church goers
Jlrm. Henry Wyngaarden of Vries- Bogus Check Man Landed by
with the true spirit of patriotism and
Ottawa County Officers keep fresh the memory of the young
land spent Monday at the home of Mrs.
K. banning.
men who have gone out from that
E. W. De Pew, wanted in Spring church home to offer their lives to their
./jULa Hunderman visited with relattwAn /Holland and Graafschapover Lake charged with issuing a bogus country.
check, is held by the Belding officers
Bnadav.
A roll of honor of th men who are
Harm Van Spyker made a business pending the arrivalof SheriffDornbos, wearing the khaki or the navy blue is
who will go after the prisoner at once. being prepared by the church. There
trip to Holland Saturday afternoon.
Bo»n\Jr Mr. and Mrs. ?d TerHaar— DePew is wanted in this county for will be about twenty names on the list
passing a worthless check for $12. He of honor and this church will surely
ahtty boy.
VJ-uneral services were held for Mrs. got away with the trick against the have a right to display a starry service
"DtAin Kniidhof Saturdayat 12 o’clock Spring Lake state bank safely and dis- flag.
fsnm JV home and at i o’clock in the appeared. but the local officers have
Oknttiaa Reformed chilrch, Rev. W. been on the lookout for him and their
Vanden Werp officiating. Interment vigilance was rewarded.Several days
ago DePew called at Mrs. A. Wood’s
hook place in the Drenthe cemetery.
'Amoag those who spent Thanksgiv- home in Spring Lake and asked to be
The Christian Reformed denomina"iag Hay here with their relatives were taken in as a boarder. Offering to pay
"Miss Clara Vis of Grand Rapids, at the a week’s board in advance. DePew pre- tion has more than trebled its communhome of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. sented a check on the Spring Lake icant membership during the past efl
years. The number of families has
’’Ver Hxi* of Hamilton at their paren- bank for $12. The ehe.-k was signed
more than doubled aud the number of
tial Arorae and Mr. and Mrs. Robert by G. J. Hall.
churches has increasedfrom 107 to
DePew
timed
hi#
work
well,
by
preITaaisMlTVriesland at the home of Mr.
senting the check after the bank had 239. The statistics for 1917 as comrant Mra Egbert Van Dam.
piled in the annual year book arc:
Miss Margaret DeVries Sundayed closed, and there was no opportu
Families, 17, 927; communicants,39,381;
identify
it.
Soon
after
getting
rid
of
t. with relativesin Holland.
Memy Brueker and Rennie Brandt the bogus check, DePew slipped out of souls, 91,342; congregations, 239; minwho expeet to spend the winter months town, and when it was discovered that isters 176; classes,13.
Sixty-four churches have no regular
ii California are making preparations the check was worthless, he was not
pastors and the necrologistrecords 49
to be found.
-for frtieiT trip and will leave shortly.
Sheriff Dornbos stated that in look- deaths among the ministers since tho
tBert Brouwer who is taking a course
ing
up the chap’s work, it was found organization of the denomination. The
vdf book keeping at thp McLaughlin
'©Dxinwm College in Grand Ran- that he frequently used thia method of first church, Paterson, N. J., organized
fraudulently obtaining cash in small in 1859, is the oldest church. Rev. P.
3id» irpent Sunday with his parents.
Those whs attended service-, here on amount, as change from bogus check*. A. Hoeksttra,a former Holland clergyTknksgnrlngDay were Mr. and Mrs. Always the presentation was made af- man, is its pastor. Eastern Avenue
Tmeas Vredeweg of Hudsonville, B. ter the banks had closed, and before church, Grand Rapids, is the largest,
‘Kroodsma of Vriesland and Miss Lena opening time in the morning he was al- having 415 families and 2,075 souls.
Rev. JohannesGroen is its pastor.Cenways well on his way.
Wun&ra Velde of Zeeland.
tral Avenue church, Holland, Rev. B.
o ----'George Van Rhee and Joe Mast sueH. Einink, pastor, is second, with 345
speeded In obtaining leave from Battle
families and 1,528 souls. Rev. L. J.
Creek the past week the former stayHulst of Nunica, who recently cele.lag home till Sunday evening while the
brated the 68th anniversary of his orlatter spent Thanksgivingday with his
dination, is the oldest minister and is
-fmretrt*.
Charles W. Fairbanks was the first nearly 93 years of age. There are sixMr. and Mrs. R. Van Haitsma spent
'Saturday evening and Sunday at the man on the spot to pay up his taxes teen professorsand 460 students in the
JioOTf of Mrs. J. Ulberg of Zutphin.
Monday morning when City Treasurer
h la reported that John Hlik who Appledorn began the December cam- NOTICE TO HOLLAND TOWNSHIP
TAX PAYERS
enet with an accident a short time ago
*ua was injured so seriously,is im paign in the city hall. Through the
Starting December 10, till Jan. 10,
proving somewhat.
day there was a thin stream of taxpay'WiHiam Vis of Ann Arbor who is ers who came to make their semi-annu- 1918, I will be at the following places,
excepting Holidays and Sundays to col-making a short stay with his parents
al settlement with the city, but the lect taxe* every Monday, Tuesday,
tiere left for Byron Center where he
win spent a few days witl relatives number was small compared with the Wednesday and Saturday at the Hol-and intimate friend
number that can be expected to come land City State Bank, Thursday at the
Den Herder’s Zeeland State Bank, and
o- - in each day later in the campaign.
Fridavs at home, one half mile north of
The total amount collected Monday Noordeloos store. Friday, Jan. 4, 1918
HAMILTON NEWS
A surprise narty was held on Mr. was $615.89,which is about normal for at the store of Ed Schilleman at North
C. W. Bntler Tuesday evening. Sixty- the first day of a tax campaign. When Holland.
wia were present and he was presented compared with the total to be collected
JOHN H. K00YER8, Jr.
with a beautiful trunk, which was givTreasurer
en by his friends and neighbors as a before January first however it is only
o
token of remembrance,as he is soon to a drop in the bucket. The total to be NOTICE
OLIVE TOWNSHIP
,#wnc^

To
Silk Scarfs

— —

Gloves

Knitted Scarfs

Sweaters

,

Fur Caps

Most Attractive Line of

Silk Shirts

Holiday Novelties

Hosiery

Jewelry
Smoking

Suspenders

EVER SHOWN UNDER One Roof

Handkerchiefs

Jkts.

Bath Robes
House Coats

Umbrellas

Etc.

CHRISTIAN REFORMED

DENOMINATION GAINS

John
New

Store DeMerell

Rutgers
Co.
*

J.

Block

West Eighth Street Holland. Michigan
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TAX CAMPAIGN WAS
STARTED MONDAY

-

(3t51)

-TO

teave for Montana for his health.
Mrs. Andrew Bergsma and daughter
“Oleadda and Grace Rutgers were in
Allegan on business Friday.
Mr. Van Dyke of Diamond Springs
Idied Suddenly Thursday evening.
Helen Hoadley went to visit her sister Friday.

’Car barber has left for Battle Creek
where be will work at his trade and
Albert Kaper of Holland expect* to

Take

bis place here.

Gertie Gempker and Herman Zwaan
mere united in marriage last week they
•will live In East Saugatuckwhere he
kas a farm.
Art Lange has gone to Milwaukee, to
work.
H. Jurries made a business trip to
Holland Saturday.
Oerrit Veen lost a valuable horse
."Saturday.

«X>E8 CKAZY OVER LOST BEANS
iPhilo

Way

Hime ago

of Allendale,who a short

lost a bip crop of beans, when

thieves entered his granary was taken
to Kalamazoo Tuesdav suffering an unbalanced mental condition. Altho the
lost goods were returned it is said the
incident caused Mr. Way to brood, until he lost his reason completely.

German Cdok of Cook
House was

in

Bros. Music
Grand Rapids Tuesday on

business.

The Boyal Neighborswill hold their
annual election of officers Thursday
evening. All meinbers are urged to be
-jreMnt,

Appreciates
HOSE
ALL COLORS IN

25c to 75c

The City Treasurer’s department
would like to apply the ‘‘Do your Shopping early” slogan to the tax gathering campaign They would like to make
it “Do your tax paying early” At this
time, when the campaign is young,
there is time for a comfortable handling of the amounts that come in. Lat<
er in the campaignthere will be the Inevitable rush and all the accounts that
lire settled now are so much to the good.
Bv doing it early the tax payer saves
himself a long wait in the line up at
the tax window and he gives the treasurer a better rhance to do his work
without so much of a rush.

Starting December 10, 1917 till Jan.
10, 1918, I will be at the following
places to collect taxes. At home every
Friday, att he First State Bank, the
15th, 22nd, 29th, of December, 1917,
and the 5th of January 1918; at Borculo at Koop’s store the 18th of December 1917 and the 2nd of January.
1918 and at West Olive the 20th of
December,1917 and the 8th of January
1918.

-

PHILIP VINKEMULDER,

(.•W51o

SLIPPERS
MEN'S TAN AND

SLIPPERS
$1.00 to $2.50

3t51

RICH, LUSTROUS BILKS

$5.00 to $12.00

25c to $1.00

SWEATERS

BATH ROBES
INDIAN DESIGNS AND TERRY
CLOTHS
$4.00 to $6.50

NECK S0ARFS
NEAR SEAL

AND CONEY

ELABORATE

SILK SHIRTS
BRILLIANT COLORINGS AND
NEAT PATTERNS

WHITE LINEN, FANCY BORDER,
PLAIN INITIALS

Notier,

ONE OR TWO PIECE FLANNEL
AND MUSLIN *
$1.00 to $1.50

choice is still good in

various colorings

Van Ark

>
__

Winter
Street

_________

PAJAMAS

$2.00 to $5.00

Do your Shopping Earlier while the

West Eighth

FANCY BOX COMBINATIONS
WITH BELTS AND HOSE

50c to $2.50

HANDKERCHIEFS

27

SUSPENDERS

ASSORTMENT

WOOL AND SILKS

DE-

TROIT SHAPE
$2.00 to $8.00

will

First State Bank, Dee. 10, 15, 18, 22,
Willard Van Hazel, manager of the 24, 29, 31, Jan. 5, 10.
Hope College basket ball team is in reCentral Park Grocery, Dec. 12, 19, 29
ceipt of a letter from the basket ball and Jan. 2 and 9.
manager of the University of Michigan At home, near Ottawa Beach every
offeringHope a date for a game with Fridav.
Iho Ann Arbor five. This is the first
’ JACOB WITTEVEEN, Treas.
season that the university has ever
(3t51.)
attempted to place a nuintet in the
field. In all probabilitylocal fans will NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS OF LAKEhave the opportunity of witm>Miij<
TOWN TOWNSHIP
slash between the two teams.
Hope opens the 1918 season Friday
I will be at Graafsehanat Honcveld
evening, December 7, with the Calvin & Reimink store to collect taxes the
College,Y. M. C. A. five as her oppon- following dates, Dec. 11, 18, 26 and
ents. Bamaker will again hold down January 8, and at Gibson store Dec.
the pivot position. Among the other 20 and Jan. 9. At home Friday’s the
men likely to be seen in action are hours 9 a. m. to 3 p. m.
Heemstra,Oilmans, Roggeu and Van
8. B. W10LTER8,
Hazel.
Treasurer.

ORINGS

$1.50 to $8.00

FUR CAPS

NOTICE

Taxpayersof Park Township:—I

NECKWEAR

PURE WORSTED ROPE STITCH
AND SHAKER

BLACK

LEATHER; ALSO FELT

Treasurer.

be at the followina tilaees from Dee. 10,
OFFERED GAME WITH
1917 to Jan. 10, 1918, inclusive,to col*
STATE UNIVERSITY lect taxes.

MACKINAWS

NEW OVER-PLAIDS IN ALL COL-

SILK, LISLE
ETC., ETC.

TAX PAYERS.

gathered in this month is $82,131.77.

Man

Gifts that a

___

and

patterns.

&

Holland, Michigan.

.

Holland City News

GAS COMPANY

AND
CLASH

MM

the priee which haa prevailed up to thia
ti^,e• Commencing immediatelyafter ]
the present reading of meters our
charge for gu consumed in the eit
!
JUDGE OBOES ISSUES TEMPOR- Holland will be at the rate of
ARY INJUNCTION RESTRAIN- per thousand cubic feet with a discount
of ten cents per thousand eybic feet
FROM
upon payment of bills not later than
CHARGING MORE THAN
the 15th of the month following that
FRANCHISE PRICE
in wfiieh gas is consumed. This price
will continue throughout the period affected by the duration of the war.
Also Orders Ctas Company Not to Olose
We have exhausted our resources ^TVJO often the days Immediately beTheir Plant Or Stop the Supply of
with which to continue the oneration of
lore Christmas are spent in wor(Jka In This City.
the property at the constant loss which
rying over the buying of gifts
has been increasingrapidly in the past
year or more. We have no alternative which the giver can but HI afford and
except to raise the price of the commod- which are going to people whom she
Gas Rates under- the Fran- ity we have for sale and if for any rea- cares little about. These ore what we
son our action should fail to produce
chise 90c net for 1000 feet the necessary increase in revenue with
which to meet the actual expenses of
of gas.
Gas Rates demanded by the the company, we will be compelled to
close the plant and stop the supply of

CITY ARE

NOW

I

IN

Some Good Things
For the

ING COMPANY

££=££sMake This A
Musical Christmas
A

company

$1.15 net for 1000

gas.

feet of Kas.

“XT

Respectfully submitted,

HOLAND CITY GAS COMPANY,

The expected happened when, the
Holland Gas Co! raised their rates in
accordancewith a communicationrecently sent into the

The

expected also

Common Councilf
happened when

the city of Holland started suit against
the Holland City Gas Company as soon

(By)

E. P. Davis Manage-.

M

Mayor's Gas Message to People
Undoubtedly every user of gas is
aware by this time of the arbitrary
move on the part of the Holland City
Gas Co. to increase their rates from 90
cents to $1.15 net. One of our citisens
Mr. E. P. Stephan offered to pay his
bill at the old rate 90c, which* wai
promptly 'refused by the Gas Co.
The City of Holland has a franchise
wjth the Holland Gas Co. (which

as the proposed rates were enforced.
What brought the matter to a. head
was th^ attempt of Mr. E. P. Stephan
to pay his gas bill Saturdayat the old franchise has yet several years to run)
rate which was refused by the com- to furnish gas’ to the Citizens of Holpany. The gas company, the past land fdr $1.00 per 1000 cubic feet of
gas consumed with a rebate of ten per
month had two meter readings one up
cent if the bill is paid on or before the
to the date of the communication, 15th of the month.
Now the Gas Company comes to the
which was at the old yate and the other
to finish the balance ’.of the month citizens of Holland and says without
consulting them, you pay us $1.15 inwhich was figured at the rate stipulated
stead of $.90.
in the communication.Two bills were
The City maintains the positionthat
seat out instead of one, for the two we have certain legal rights in this
readings The first Mr. Stephan paid matter, and we have taken legal steps
to maintain these rights. A temporary
without question and the second he
injunction has been issued by Judge
offered to pay at the franchise rate, Cross restrainingthe Gas Company

‘T

MUSIC— The Ideal Home Gifts. Brings Happiness
Through All The Year.

ECONOMY—

big word in war time, don’t wadte
money on useless trifles. Order your Piano, Edison Diamond
Disc Phonograph or Columbia Graphonola now so as to be sure
and get what you want.

which was refused by the Gas Co. Mr. from charging more than $1.00 per 1000
Stephan then questioned Mr. Davis as ft. of gas consumed with a rebate of
to what tlys result would be if he did

not pay the advanced rate bill. The
manager told him that he would receive a second notice asking for payment and if the money was then not
forthcomingthe meter would be taken
out and the gaa service stopped.
ImmediatelyMr. Stephan applied to
the city authoritiesasking for protection under the franchise. Thru

Mayor

Vaadersluia and City Clerk Overweg

ten per cent If the bill is paid on or before the 15th of the month. In accord
with the above injection, we advise all
consumers of gas to pay their bills at
the old rate.
Let us all keep sober-minded about
this matter and not enter into any hotheaded disputes. • The eity is represented by the best legal talent, and let the
Courts decide what is right and just in
this matter. Everythingwill be done
in our power to see that the city is
not without gas.
J. Vandesluis, Mayor.

call •‘duty*’ pfewnta and of all gifta
they give the least pleasure to the giver.
So try to put yourself In your gifts
this year. Begin early and knit the
cherub a play suit Nothing Is ao soft,

of

Holland and
Evert P. Stephan for the consum- IN

for the county of Ottawa. The bill
states in substancethat a franchise
was granted by ordinance to Bascomb
Parker and his assigns on March 9,
1903, to run for a period of 30 years.
That Sept. 30, 1903 this franschisewas
assigned to the Holland City Gas Co.
and late*r became the property of the
American Public Utilities Co. The bill
sets forth the rates provided in the

We

will take your Liberty Bond

on any

of

them

at full value.

and so comfortable for robust
children outdoor* In early winter
so wartn

weather.

For big brother get ribbon two and
one-half Inches wide, eight Inches long ;
fringe both ends, then embroider Inipts suit was started, thru City Atty. C.
tial In center or have gold letters put
H. McBride, against the Holland City
on. The band can be glued inside of
Alderman Charles Dykstra of the 5th his hat to Indentify it
Gas Co. and the American Public Util
itiea Company. Mr. McBride filed i ward came out for a municipalgas
Father will need a new desk calenbill for an injunction in circuit court plant Friday evening when he read a dar and file for his office. So cover a

for the city

A

FAVOR OF MUNICIPAL GAS PLANT

Cook Bros. Music House
40 East Eighth Street

Citizens

Phone 1269

paper at a meeting of the Forward
Movement club. Mr. Dykstra ’s paper
was entitled, “The Present Gas
Problem." and his treatment of the
subject aroused a great deal of discus-

among the members of the club.
He reviewed the history of the gas

sion

situation in Holland for a number of

years past, tracing the various steps
that have marked it and the various atfranchase and also states in full the at
tempt of Evert P. Stephan to pay his tempts that have been made to solve
bill at the Holland City Gaa Co’s office the problem for good. And then he
on December 1.
came to the conclusion that the erecCitv Attorney Me Bride went to tion of a municipal gas plant by the
Grand Haven Monday and appeared
before Judge Crosa in behalf of the city of Holland would be the only way
city and Mr. Stephan. The Judge out. He did not favor baying the plant
issued an injunction w^ich follows
of the Holland Gas company, he said,
STATE OF MICHIGAN
but he came out in favor of establishThe Circuit Court for the Counting a new concern entirely.
Ottawa, In Chancery
Aid. Dykstra referred to the fact
City of Holland, a Municipal
that the fifth and sixth wards are with
Corporation, and Evert P.
out gas and he declared that the es
Stephan, Plaintiffs
tabiishment of a gas plant by the city
vs.
would be the quicxest and easiestway
Holland City Gas Company,
of having gas providedto these two
. and American Public Utiliwards on the same basis as in the other
ties Company, Defendants.
wards.
Upon reading the bill of complaint
Referring to the prwent controversy
for injunction, made under oath and between the gas company and the city,
filed by the plaintiffs In the above en- Aid. Dykstra said that it was his opin
titled cause against the said Holland ion that a test case would result from
City Gas Company and the American it.
Public Utilities company, the above
The paper created a great deal of
named defendants,to bo relieved discussionin the club and it was of contouching the matters therein complain- siderable general interest in view of
ed of:
the gas situation in Holland at the
It is ordered that the said defend- present time.
ants, Holland Citv Gas Company and
American Public tltilities Company be
Seminary Has Best Theologirestrained from charging or collecting
from the plaintiffs herein and the incal Library in Michigan

Holland Furnaces
MAKE WARM FRIENDS

*

-

habitants of the City of Holland a rate
for gas consumed, in excess of the rate
fixed in the franchise by ordinance
numbered 213 of the ordinances of the
•said city of Holland, and from closing
the gas plant and stopping the supply
of gas in the City of Holland, until further order of the Court; and that the
peoples' writ of injunction shall indue
out this Court for such purpose.
Dated, December 3rd. A. D., 1917.

o

-

An .unknown donor

made a

form with

Ask Your Neighbor
leather, cretonne or any

durable material and bang It by silk
cords. Crimson Is a suitable color
scheme. Apply an easily read calendar
near the top center and with celluloid
tabs Index the lower part so daddy
may fill his advance engagements in

.

present

proper style.

For daddy and brother a child can
enamel gayly the handles of garden
and carpenter’stools. This adds an attractive touch to cold steel.
For the children an “evergreen pie"
served at the Christmasbreakfast table always causes great excitement.

To make

It fashion an Immense pie
dish of cardboard, paint it leaf green
Theological Seminary. The librarian, and cover thickly with sprays of everDr. E. J. Blekkink,having no other green. Put In the presentB— all previ-

of books to the library of the Western

way of thanking this friend of

the

the opportunity to
thank him in the following public let-

seminary, takes

ter:

ORIEN

Buy Your Furnace From

ously wrapped and labeled—and then
put on the lid. The latter Is shaped In
cardboardand covered with nice evergreens.
The wee baby makes a new appeal

8. CR088,
The SeminaryLibrary
to our gift instincts.Cover a downy
Circuit Judge
square pillow with palest pink silk and
Some
weeks
ago
a
bundle
of
books
The writ of injunction was served
upon the Holland City Gas Co. at Hol- waa left at my door for the Theological

land and the American Public Utili Library. The donor withheld his name.
ties Co., at • Grand Rapid? Tuesday
Whether he was of the city or only a
morning by Deputy Sheriff Homkes.
visitor
we do not know, likely the forThe commnnicftion that brought
about what promisee to be an extended
desire to assure the party
legal battle follows:
the gift is very welcome and with the
November 7, 1917
hope that his eyes may see those lines
To the HonorableMayor and the Common Council of the City* of Holland, we write as we do.
Our Theological library is growing.
Gentlemen:
Por. several years this company has More than a thousand books have been
been hoping for and seeking an adjustadded during the past 12 months. We
ment of the gas question in this city
because the operation of the property can say with -confidencethat the Wescould only be continuedat an actual tern Seminary has the largest and the
loss of money. This was a fact under best theologicallibrary in Michigan.
normal business and price conditions.
Wo expect it to become one of the best
Under present abnormal conditionsths
situation is so much more acute that in the Middle West. There is every

The

Hollanil

Furnace

Cn

company
you SERVICE and QUALITY of

because you are buying from a
gives

that

the highest grade

With your purchase you are

also given a

FIVE

Year Service Bond, issued from our main

office

mer.

Although we are over 600 furnaces behind, we will

—

.

be in a position to give local customers

prompt and immediate attention

unless relief of a substantial nature is reason to believe that it will.
provided immodiately it will be imposThere may possibly be in the city
sible to continue the* operation of the
those who have Holland, German, or
plant.

After careful consideration and serious deliberation, and with a feeling of
the utmost confidence in the fair-mindedness of your honorable body and the
thinking citisensof Holland, we have
taken step* to have all meters read on
or before the 10th instant. Bill for
gas consumed between this and the last
reading of meters will be rendered at

French theological works, or in other
languages, which they would like to like the one pictured, cover this with
donate to the library and thus add to fillet loce and handkerchieflinen in
our growing treasures. We shall be de- strips that are strapped with satin
ba'iy ribbon set off with two soft
lighted to bear from you*
E. J. Blekkink,

rosettes.
Is this.

Acting Librarian.303 College Ave.

A

delightfulcarriage pillow

Holland Furnace Co.
Holland, Michigan

Holland City

VAoirpui

Neus

Mr. John Markle of HolUnd cam*Wedneaday to spend a couple of dayawith hia mother, Mrs. J. E. Markle.
Allegan Nava.
Those from the local M. E. chureb
mt. • wiiui.
always
...graduated from U. of I, Oct. 27 and
who attended the Area Coafereaet held
Soot 4 Kroxncr B14f 8th otreet. Hollood.MIc'
Unity Lodge, F. A A. M. will hold
. 4
interest of the Western Theological in Grand Rapids last week unddr tk#
. • 1 . . . 4 . .. .
was sent to Chanute Field Rantoul for
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Vanden Beldt Seminary. He reports good resulta. directionof Biahop Henderson and bia
election of officer tonight in their lodge
.
rooms in the Tower block. Business of two weeks and this week came down and aon John Melvin have left for a
Maurice Huyzer has returned from ataff are: Rev. and Mra. J. F. Bowerl«*ma 11.50 per yoor with » diaooont of 50c u
vast importance will also b* transacted here. I just got in from a 37 minute trip to the South. They will spend a Chicago where he passed successfully man, Mra. A. E. McClellan, Mra. E. B.
«hM pojtog in •Ovum. Rmm of AdvonUlOi
at thia meeting and it is urged that ai*. ride ip the clouds, tt’a fine. I am still week en route. They’ will enjoy a a quartermaster’scorps examination. Bich, Mra. Ella Gowdy, Misses Grace
ode known upon application.
member, of tb, order como out tomgbt. | uni)er inI(tucllonbul ,hlDk j ,m get. couple
He went to Detroit Tuesday for Benjamin, Hazel Ayrea, Lucy Moody,..
H. Piarr, who live near Baton Rouge.
Tbo Lodlo. Aid .oclrty of tb,
t|ong 0
j w0„ld like
the final examinationand if he passes Hazel Fairbanks. Clara MoClellaa,
While in the south they will visit difGeorgia Atwood, Measrs. T. B. Binns,
itered m aecond-cUH matter at toe po«
that he will leave for Florida.
Cl!"
“W Holland todry.” Mr. Pork.r-. od ferent places of interest there.
Welton, Saunders, G. C. Moody and C.
eAee at Holland, Mlohlfao. under the aet of
Theodore
Elferdink
of
Grand
Haven
bazaar all day Tuesday
Rev. and Mrs. James T. Veneklasen
W. Fairbanks. '
atMcreeeMhrcb.1187.
dress
is
“First
Cadet
Squadron,
Scott
December 11 at the Gas office.Fancy
spent the week end in Holland.
and children, Dudley and Paul, who
Wm. J. Olive is in Grand Rapida ea
Work, sewing baskets, etc. will be on Field, Belleville, 111.
Miss Marguerite Diekema was a business today.
spent Thanksgivingday at Mra. Vene
sale. Luncheon will be served. The
John Van Landegend, son of Mrs. klasen’a mother, Mra. P. F. Schuelke, Grand Rapida. visitor Saturday.
P. VanAnrooy of liacoln, Neb. ia a
public is cordially invited.
John Van Landegend, West Twelfth St. returned to their home in Grand HaMisa Anna and Gertie De Pree visit- guest of his parents, Mr. and Mra. John
It is just a year ago that the Peter* who has been living in Muskegon for ven Saturday.
ed friends for the week-end near Saug- Van Anroey.— G. H; Tribuae.
Sand 10 cent store was moved into the the past few years resigned his posi
Mr. and Mra. Charles Floyd and ehil atuck.
tion there as plumber and has gone to
First State Bank building purchased
C. Van Leeuwen returned afto*
Newport News, where he will be em- dren of Grand Rapids have been the
RBPO&T OF THE OOMDITIOM
and remodeledinto one of the finest
guests last week of Mra. Floyd’s par- spendinga week with frienda in Chiployed in the U. 8. Navy yards.
stores of this kind In Michigan. Mr.
ents, Dr. and Mr*. Arond VanderVeen. cago
The Pint State Bank
Can you remember when a drug store
Peters moved into the new building
—Grand Haven Tribune.
Mrs. B. Welton of 31 E. 24th street at Hslland, Motlftn, at tks sUs* of **wasn’t a drug atore at all unless it has
mss
MsrwabsT
20, 191T, as eailsd fNjy
under great difficulties,as he was com
E. P. Stephan, manager of the Hol- spent the week-end with relatives in Us Ooau&lMlonar•f Us Baaklif
three big bowls full of differentcolorpelled at that time to move into a parsat:—
ed water standing in the display win land Furniture Co. attendedthe con Grand Rapida.
tially completed store and the goodsl^
vention of the Michigan Case Goods
laaae Kouw. the real eatate man
d duJK?1*?88
I.OSDI SHU
UlSCOUDll, TIS.
could not be properly displayed ioodfen InfHtn 0Jt £ fr0nt hofdfng a Association held *t Hotel Pantlind. in Grand Rapids and Otsego on
Commercial L
Dept.. . .fOTfi,888.89
lev^B. A. Day announcesthat the to these circumstances. Thia year it is
, “
u* » Grand Rapida Monday.
Bevlngi Dept ....... 404.855.01
ness Monday.
8888, 640.40
•U faehioned revival eervicea being different,tb. building 1. completedy,h*"d,u °f '‘‘‘"I
Mr. Jame* Weatrate and family • J. A. Vander Veen, Lew Bouwmaa Bondi, Mortgage* and flecuritiea, via.,
Northern Michigan farmers who
bald
Wealeyan church, coraer of there are more goods to select from Ihave
were
in
HoUand
Thursday,
visiting
his
Commercial
Dept.
....
840.000
00
and
John
Hoffman
are
on
a
bunting
wood lots are planning an active
019,4
427.05
Savings Dept.
•tfnrt and Pine Avenue, will con and the display is properly made.
winter campaign and
a will haul
kt
to Pe- father, Mr. J. Westrate and family.— trip to Diamond Springs.
666,427.00
The Star of Bethlehem, 0. E. 8. No.
Hane thie week, beginning with Tueatoskey and other cities and villages AUegan Gazette.
87.00
Level McClellan la in the city on fur- ' Overdrafts ...........
iby evening. All interestedare invit- 40 gave one of its popular dances Tues thousands of cords of wood from timber
96,000 AO
Miss KatherinePelgrim, who
lough, having nrrived from Fortr«.
day evening ia the Odd Fellow ’a Hail
16,471.00
't\
not fitted for lumber. First grade green teaching at Coopersvillethis year, Monroe, Va., Thuraday. Young Me ou,#r r**, EtUle ....
The cost of living has gone up so in Central avenue. Theta dances are
Clellan Saturdaywas awarded the com- luma In Tranalt
m*3 * COrd' wh“' irf spent the Thanksgivingvacation with
Ugh now that farmer* at Nunica arc getting more popular u they g. bln!' ill*, "krif «
her parents, Mr. and Mra. H. Pelgrim, mission of second lientenantin the »ig19 H*
Tb,
on.
of
Aeed.,
ereoio,
««
the
w0“dJ
f
Ulting up nights armed with shotguns
nal corps. He will report on December DneKfrom Banka in
Ed Zwemcr, well known member of at their home on West 12th 8t..
fourth
in
a
aeries of six. About sixty
te fight the increase. By the same tok|_ ^e.erve cuiea... .060, 201.65
the crew of the government dredging • Misa Minnie Schuelke, teaeher in the 15 at San Antonia,
Eichangea for Clearing
aa eoiaeone has been reducing the coft couple* were pfeaent. Lacey ’• orches
(steamer,
General
Meade,
ia
now
in
the
Mrs.
D.
Sweezy
and
Arthur
Holliday
i
Hou,“
tttf _________ _______
.......... 7,006.10
High school at Lake Odessa, who spent
Iferougl wide-spread stealingof chick- tra furnished the music.
national cantonment at Battle Creek, the Thanksgivingvacation at her home of Kalamazoo,Mr. D. Smith of Allegan U. 8. and National Banb
The Kings' Heralds will meet on
Currency
•.SOON
having gone out with the last contin- here, returned to Lake Odessa Sunday. and Mr. and Mrs. Oerrit Elferdink
tW regular monthly meeting of Thursday afternoon, Dec. 6, at 4 gent from Holland. — Grand Haven Tri'. OOOOO
Carl Stapiekamp,who was in the family and Mr. and Mra. G. Anderaon SSuuiu."
o’clock in the M. E. church. Children
bi
>une.
of Grand Rapids spent Thanksgiving Silver Coht ....... i.lST.oo
Iba directorsof the Challenge Machin
oity for the Thanksgivingvacation, re
from nine to 14 years are welcome. A
822.01
company of Grand Haven, the folThe Holland Furnace company dis- turned to Chicago to resume hie studies with Mrs. J. Elferdink, 100 West 10th Nickelsand centa.
penny collectionwill be taken. There
^wing officers were elected:J. Edgar will be a program, refreshments and played a generous Thanksgivingspirit at the Y. M. C. A. College there.
street.
0M.2e8.47
Ssvtafs
In, president and general manager;J. games.
Mr. and Mrs. Royal W. Scott of
[toward its employees. Each cmiployee
‘
Miss
Minnie
DePeyter
returned
to
U. 8. Bonds.... ..... 0 0,000.00
Wesley Lee, vice-president;Charle* R.
d ham. Chicago Mondav after spending a few Evansville, Ind., formerlyof Holland, Dus frsm Banks la *
Tb. fltxr of Bethlehem, 0. E. a No.
tope, secretary; R. G. Wilson, treasare in the eity called by the death of
about
Rtserre Cities. .'. ft, 170.70
aggregating
dayi in Holland.
*
mar; B. 8. Hanson, assistantmanager; 40 will hold regular lodge meeting ..
Mra. Scott 'a mother. Mr. Scott is a U. 8. end Nstionsl Bsnk
and* were diatributtbi, evening in Unity lodge room, l'|jrce thou»*"dP»"»
Currency ........40.000.60
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Mabbs visited in very successful representative of the
Ikorga- E. McCabe, advertising man
Allegan this week- returning yesterday. Bankers’ Life Ineuraneo/ Ctl.,:ofDes Gold Coin ..........81,000.60
•ger; A. E. Karcher, superintendent. There will also be initiatoryservices.
Gold
Certiflcstea ...i
600.00
Charged with having robbed hia emAll member* are urged to be present as
. G. Van Schelven was in Grand Ha- Moines, Iowa. He ia now state dfatrict Slim Coin ........ 8,080.21
Mrs. Button is asking for a divorce
ployers,
a
Muskegon
oarber
ahop
proa large gathering ia desirable.
Nickel* and cents.... 060.M
manager of
vea on business Wedaesday.
i^pm Mr. Button in the Allegan Co.
prietorof $30 in money, William Prem
Justice Robinson has issued a war-y’
Herman and Marinua De Fouw were
Mrs. George E. Kollen has returned
01fO,047.M
efceuit court. Judge Cross, no doubt,
in Grand Rapida Wednesday on busi- from New York City. Whilfi'tlior* she
mill have to play the old familiargame
Ibileid with ‘h^UUn^LTa'^r
lni »»> bc returned to Mo« asaa.
was entertained at the home of Mra. Checks and other esak ttsas.
•fi ‘button, button, who's got the but
er.1 blxekli.ted ” men. Complxi.t
J>ck|0n „d
AttorneyThos. N. Robinson was in John Bussing, president of the Board
18,618, 818.4*
Total.
tmf’f
was made by Police Chief Van Ry, but
UABILmii'
Grand Rapids on legal business yea of Domestic Missions of the Reformed
Marcus L. Joseolyn, aged 72 years,
The Michigan Railway has fourteen terday.
00,0084*Merrill baa not been located. Merrill
church. On her return home Mra. Kol- CsplUl Stock paid la ........
00,0004*Aed Saturday at his home at Ventura. conducts a
Fund
I snowplows for the winter service,
a. H. Brinkman took
load of len visited Piladelphia and Atlantic Surplus
89,801.91
____
islded
proflti.
net
..........
Undh
Wle fameral was held Tuesday morn
Commercialdeposits subjesi
City.
im at 10 o’clock from the Ventura formed
to check ........ 9849. 178.09
‘
1
d ” .’.‘ho!: ^7hold *ood* t0
M°"
Ed Vaupeil and A. B. Bosman spent Commercial
Uarch, Rev. J. F. Bowerman of formed
Certificatesof
l.nd dlvi.ion.About three mile, of 1‘
’Jock” Biemersma of Camp Custer Friday in the Furniture City. \
deposit ........ 808,088.94
div
eveniaf.
About
50
were
pr«eo:
1110
h„
b„n
built
bttw,tn_
Mslland officiating.
Certified
Checks
..... 978.94
was
in
the
city
visiting
flriends
last
Mrs.
Alfred
Huntley
was
in
Grand
and a pleasant evening was spent. Mr.
Misa Blanche Van Etta died SaturShelby and Martin, on te Kalamazoo
Savina* Deposits(book
Rapids Friday.
Vander Lind® who served the church
accounts! ...... 1,186,884.17
division, where the drifting has been
day afternoon at the age of 21 years.
Tlir. and Mrs. F. DeGroot spent the
Austin Harringtonwaa in Grand
during the summek spoke and sang. bad.
Ike funeral will be held Tuesday aft
fl.794.042.14
l^anksgiving
in
Grand
Rapids.
Rapids
Saturday.
Refreshment*brere served.
•noon at 2 o’clock from the home of
; 40,000.0*
The new fish market, open as often as Attorney and Mrs. A. Judson Kolyn
Albert Meyers of Camp Custer spent Notes and bill rediscounted
The
results
in
the
billiard
tourna
Bills payable ................. 89,285.**M. a Gale, No. 239 West 9th St.
its chief backer aid son of Orange City, la. visited Sunday with his parents in Laketown.
m.nt in tbeCu timings
tAr”‘
The bari>er shop of Casper Beldt was
Total ................ 82,018,811.4*
Dr. and Mra. Preston Bcott and Mrs.
Mondtv night .ret 8.kkers, 97 v.,
«'‘a b;
of .bout Mrs. Kolyn ’a parents in Holland.
moved from the old location to the
^William
Sloot, one of the Holland Otto Kramer were Grand Rapids visi- STATE OP MICHIGAN.
A. Coureu., 100; U. Courreur 78 v>. L.|thr,e ton* of thls kmd of 'ood '*,h
County of Ottawa,aa.
building recently occupied by the City
week, at prices just about 50 per cent boys at Camp Custer, spent Thanks- tors Saturday.
I, H. J. Luidcns.Cashier of the above
Lordahl, 100; McCarthy 77 va. H. De
Hasion.
of those formerlyquoted by markets. giving at his home in Holland.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
E.
Vander
Veen
left named bank, do solemnly eweor, that tho
Bruin 100; F. Helmers 60 vs. W. SakDealer however, have in many eases ' Miss Mary Biersma, 64 West 16th St. Saturday for Los Angeles to spend the above sUtement ia true to the beat of my
About a year ago Holland was trou kers, 100
knowledgeand belief and correctlyrepresent*
materially reduced their prices in Musnt Thanksgiving the guest of her winter.
bled with fake fire alarms. Now Muo
the true atate of tha acveral mattern therein
Vic Hoyt of Lansing, son of former kegon.
ends
in
Grand
Rapida.
F. N. Y'onkman who has been spend- contained, aa shown by Ua hooka of fee
kegon has one of the fiends. False fire
County Clerk Charles K. Hoyt, spent
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Vander Ploeg ing a few days in Holland, returned to bank.
alarms to the number of almost a dor
The winter schedulewent into efH. J. LUIDBN8, Oaahier.
Saturday and Sunday with friends in
Detroit spent Thanksgiving with Jackson Saturday. *
daily, rung in from all parts of that
fect on the Michigan Railway company
Subscribedand awera te before mo tkie
Grand Haven. The young man who is
Vander
I'loeg’s
mother,
A. H. Landwehr of the Holland 27th day of November, 1917.
ng the fire depai
oRy, are cannac
department no
Saturday. The traini on the Holland
William J. Weatveer.
r. J. M. Rodger of Chicago was a Furnace Co., was in Grand Rapids on
inw police’ being unable a student at ‘M. A. C. will shortly en division will be utachaAge^ On the
tad of trouble
Notary Publis.
ter the aviation school it San Antonio
Mt
at
the
home
of
the
Diekemas
on
business
Friday.
identity
of
clues
to
the
id
to 'obtain an‘7
Kalamazoo-Battle
Creek-Jackaon
Jack*c
lines
My rommUsion eipirea Jaa. 9, 1981.
for serviceover seas.
est 12th street.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bekken of HolCorrect Attest:
parsons taming in the alums.
the flyers and limitedsleave at 7:15
OERRIT J. DIEKEMA.
The Laidies Aid society of the 4th a. m. and every two hours thereafter John Diekema of Ann Arbor spent land called on Saugatuek friends SunBobbers entered a store in Pnllman,
W. J. GARROD
Reformed
church
will hold its annual until 7:15 p. m., and on Saturday and
ankagiving
day
with
his
father
and
day—
Mrs.
Henry
Kraker
of
Holland
GEO. E. KOUiKN,
AMegan county, between Thursday
Directors.
bazaar Thursday afternoon in the base Sunday at 9:10 p. m. in addition. Lotera in this city.
spent Tuesday with Mrs. Eva James.
sight and Friday morning and stole
ment
of the church, corner 1st avenue cals leave at 4:45 a. m, 8:30 a ra. 4 H. Zocrmaq was in Grand Rapids
$200 in cash and many valuable paand 15th street. Fancv work will be and every two hours thereafter until Friday spent Sunday at Byron Center.
aora. The cashi regi
register was also rifled
sold and luncheon will be served. The 6:30 and the last train will leave at • Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Huntley viaited
of spore change. Sheriff Hillman is inpublic is cordially, invited.
11:20 p. m. Trains will arrive as now. friends and relatives in Kalamazoo.
vsstlgatingthe case. The safe was not
Eva Owne-Haven is sick with pneu- At Battle Creek the new terminal will
Mrs. Seth Eby of Bangor, Mich.,
blown but its wo# opened by combina
monia
at
her
home,
73
Wesl
8th
St. |be used.
ipent
Thanksgivingwith Mr. and Mrs.
At this time Mr. Hoover is asking everybody to
lion and for that reason the job ia acPott of this city.
The Grand Haven, Allegan and Coop
oredited to local talent.
A family reunion was held Thursday H. Pi
Miss ‘Laura Lindberg of Grand Ra
cut expenses and profits, therefore, we are selling
ersville banks have already started at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. Vaader
Fifteen thousands two-poundloaves
ds was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J.
their ChristmasSavings clubs.
Ploeg, Fairbanksavenue. Those presif bread can be produced every twelve
Seven Michigan hunters lost their ent were: Mr. and Mrs. J. VanderPloeg, lulder and family 91 E. 14th St.
boar* by the big ihree-oveu baker.*
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Bosman of Grand
which aupplies Camp Custer with its lives in the north woods hunting deer. Mr. and Mrs. S. Vander Ploeg, Mr.
laven were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs II. Vander Ploeg, Mr. and
ially bread, A batch of broad in this Dear deer.
ienry Meengs aver Thanksgiving.
bakery means a Quarter of a ton of
A four course dinner was given la«t Mrs. A. Vander Ploeg and familiesand > Miss Anna Visaeher of Chicago waa
Mr.
4ough to be sliced up into loaves by
In the eity visiting her parents,Mr. and
at the lowest possible price.
the machineryfor the oven. Ono of
Mrs. Arend Vsscher, 630 State street.
Bert Vander Ploeg and family of Grand
these batches is mixed every 15 minPresident Ame Vennema of Hope col[Haven.
Little Wonder Flour is just as good as it alites when the plant operates. As yet
lege left Friday morning for New York
Rev. D. R. Drukker, former pastor of
the bakery only operates at capacity
The ladies of the M. E. church will " ity where he will remain two weeks
the Fourteenth St. Christian Reformed
ways has been.
on Boturdoya to make enough bread to
hold their ChristmasBazaar Dec. 8.
the interest of the institution.
church of Holland and now of Kalamabut over Sunday.
The Misses Jean Welling, Katherine
A cate to be tried in the Allegan cirzoo, has declined the call extended by
To-days retail price at any store is
John Hall, former purser on the the Seventeenth St. Christian Reform- [cuit court in December is Jacob F. Welling of Grand Rapids and Marie
Graham and Morton boats running out ed church of Grand Rapids.
[Metzgervs. Saugatuek AmusementCo. Welling of Holland are visiting their
of Holland, has sold his ranch at Winparents over Thanksgiving.— Grand
Bredeweg
defeated Kamhji, by a 75 a*ki“« ,or
SI.
aepeg, Canada, and was about to reHaven Tribune.
Dale
Cook,
son
of
Dr.
and
Mrs.
M
to 39 score Mondav evening in the billtorn to his home in Wisconsin before
Mias
Margaret
Meyer
left
for
Mt.
J. Cook, who broke hia arm about a
ooming to Holland when he sustainedHard tournamentin the Palace Billiard week ago ia rapidly recovering. The pleasantFriday where she will serve
a broken arm and a wrenched back. I _ '
fracture was reduced by Dr. Winter as teacher in French, German and EngHall was helping a neighbor pile up | Crescent Tent No. 68 The Maccabees
and Dr. Kools. The lad broke bis arm lish in the High school. Miss Meyer
wood, when the pile- tipped over and elected the following officers at Jhejr
If your dealer has not got Little Wonder Flour, we
takes the place of Miss Elizabeth Van
also in May of this year.
fell upon him. He is now in the Vie- meeting Monday night: Com. — E. G.
Burk, who became Mrs. Clarence Lokwill deliver it to you direct from the mill at the above
Herman Landwehr formerlyof Hoi
toria Hospital, where ho will remain Pond; L. C.— J. H. Wise; R. K.— J.
ker on Thanksgivingday.
for sometime.The Holland Elks, of Knutson; Chan.— P. Vander Meulen; land, now with the Holland Furnace
Barron Dan Sietsema of Zeeland was
prices*
which he is a prominent member, wired §ergt.— A. E. McClellan; M. of A. — J. Co. at Flint, left his lucrative position
Holland visitor Tuesday.
J.
Hopkins;
1st
G.—
P.
Marten;
2nd
G.
there
and
has
joined
the
ranks
at
Camp
kirn a beautiful bouquet of flowers.
pay more money for Flour that it manRev. Battema left for Battle Creek
Monday noon.
Nine small pigs, just right for roa»t- -J. E. Lewis; Sent.-F. Girard; Pick. Custer.
— 0. J.
I Samuel F. Kurz, who has been
ufactured outside.
Fred Beeuwkes and William Brouwlag, diaplayed in front of one of the
Neil
Klaasen,
the
ten
year
old
son
of
,he
employ
of
the
De
Pree
Hardware
er
yere
in
Grand
Rapids
Tuesday.
Allegan markets early in the week,
J. Diekema was in Grand Rapids
eaused many remarks about the waste Mr. and Mrs. William klaasen, living Co. for the past five years, has accepted
which resultedfrom their early ilangh east of the city, died at his home after » position ns checker at the Pere Mar Monday.
ter. It did not look much like conser- j nn illness of three weeks. The funeral quette Freight house,
Vaudie Vanden Berg was in Grand
vation of the meat supply. It may be [ w,as I'eld Monday afternoon at
William! and Harold Fisk, who went Rapids on business Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Lokker were
however, that the farmer who sla'ugh-o’cloek from the home, the Rev. E. J. to Holland last Sunday on their motor
tered them had no corn with which to Tuuk
cycles, reported having gotten a swell in Grand Rapids Tuesday.
Miss Katherine Post was a guest ovfeed and make them grow and so ha l| A wild duck shot by H. C. White in Khicken dinner for the small sum
to dispose of them in some way. It northern Michigan this week was found thiry cents. Nothing like it in Grand er the week-end at the home of B. P.
Sherwood at Grand Haven.
would have been better had he ’found to have a piece of metal attached to its | Rapids.— Coopersville Observer,
Joe Rowan manager of the Holland
aale for them to some one who could leg bearing the following biblical quo
Showers of blessings may come to
have reared and fattened them. Peo-ltation:“Write Box 4S, Kingsville, the country through the revival of Rus). Co. left on a business trip thru
pie who bought them, however, thot Ont., ‘For me to live is Christ and tJ knitting. Remember grandmother, she the Eastern states Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Walsh and
themselves fortunate that the pigs die is
.....
_ nimble fingers? As the sock
of the
were no larger.— AUegan Gazette. | 7^0 scarcity of fuel has reached the lengthened with the speed of an after- daughter have left for Ran Antonio,
John Kress, custodian of the Graham
point
the winter.
______
... where
. J some of our people
people arc noon shadow her soul seemed to reach
A Morton interests at the big dock and buying it in Holland and having it tb® heights of sublime calm. She did jMiss Blanche Cathcart, who was the(
warehouses, celebrated his 56th birth- hauled by wagon— which makes com- more than knit— she created a beauti- guest of Mrs. Martin Bos, has returned
day
| mon, dirty, sooty soft coal a rather ex
ful atmosphere,full of love, compas to her home in Holland.— Grand Have

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

muiuu

1 R. C. Parker, former local manager
rooms. At- J of the Woolwortk store in Holland is
ter the regular ceremonies a buffet aow tn aviator. On a card to George
lunch will be served. Visiting brother, Dok he |iy|; ,iAt Ult x am flyillg. X
B

Dr. and Mra. J. F. Zwemer returned
Tuesday morning from Annville, Ky.,
where they spent Thanksgivingwith
their ehilaren, Rev. and Mrs. A. W.
Worthington. Before that Dr. Zwemer
spent a few weeks in New York in the
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public entertainment will be held pensive luxury. — Saugatuek Commer- |sion and sweet charity.
at Trinity Reformed church on Friday .dal Record,
Inv person in the United States
svening, Dec. 7 at 7:30 'clock. This' The new Calvin College at Grand I found with any explosives in his posaatertainmentis in the nature of a Rapids, considered one of the most session and who does not have a license
Bad Cross benefit and a silver eollee- modern achool buildings in the atate, I i**n®d by the federal governmentshow».-i_ is cor- was thrown open for public inspection'ing ti,e purpose for which the explosiv1»on _ii«
will l
be x.u._
taken. Everybody
tially invited and the promoters of the Friday afternoon. Principal Albertus esare to be used, will be at once aravent promise a good
j J. Rooks, Rev. Louis Berkhof and ten
rested and fined not to exceed $5,000 or
Ninth Street Christian Reformed students as ushers euided the groups sent to priaon for one year, or both fine
alnrch, commonly known as the old through the class and study rooms and and impriionment as circiynstancesmny
warrant. This law took effect Nov. 15.
Van Raalte church, adopted the bud- the cnemistryannex,

ts

..

program.

fat system at the annual meeting. The! Universityof Michigan students, .Born to Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Blag,
qaestion of making tho languageex- now in France, have headquarters, 60 West Sixteenth street, Saturday—a
shiaively English was tabled for the when off duty, at the College Union boy.
| club house, located at 8 Rue de Riche- 1
A $3,000 fire occurred in the lumber
Lester Overweg, nine years old, bus- lieu. The American University Union 1 storage building of Hamilton Lumber
tained a broken arm twice within two affords the usual dub accommodationsCo. at that place Thursday night. It is
weeks. The first break occurred on and is supported by American colleges claimed that the fire is of an incendiary
the gridiron and Tuesday afternoonasd universities,some thirty in num- origin. The fire apparent y had been
wkile watching a basketball game in ber. Prof. Charles B. Vibbert, of the smolderingfor some time, for when
the high achool gymnasium, some one departmentof philosophy,is Michi- first noticed the building was envelopwashed
ed in a sheet of flames. The contents
fashed him and he fell breaking the gan’s representativeat the Union.
arem in the same place.
The 1917 potato crop is estimated to of the building consisted of a quantity
Peter Broen, Holland carpenter, has consist of 453,000,000 bushels or half of dry white pine, and this together
iled petition in bankruptcyin the U. again aa much as last year. Reports with the start the blaze bad when disS. DUtrict court. Breen schedules his from the commissionon car servicein- 1 covered, were circumstances promising
iabta aa $1,055.65 and hia assets at dieate that more than 750,000 cara will • to make a lire which would be hard
be needed to handle
1 to combat.

present.

tm.

it.

Te“i»
Tribune.

John Emmick who has joined the
naval militia left Monday evening
with a Grand Rapida contingent for
Camp Logan, 111.

The

Peter Boot
Dry Goods and Groceries

Foreign Mission Society of the

M. E. church will meet

this afternoon at 2:30 o’clock at the home of
Mrs. Carl Shaw, 215 West 15th street.
The Ladies Aid society of the M. E.
church will hold their annual bazaa*
Saturday at the Hat Shop of Misses
Hontekoe St Karsten.
The Third Reformed Sunday school
made the best collection tor foreign
and domestic missions yet made. For
the month the total was $900 and the
past Sunday the amount was $337.00.

Fresh Vegetables and

Canned Goods for Holidays
Orders Taken and Goods

Twro surfmen named Robinson from
the South Haven life saying crew, had
come up hero on their bicycles.— Grand
Haven Tribune file copy twenty years
ago.
Mrs. Jacob Hieftje and son Fred, one
of the crew on the General Meade, who
has been in the Pauline-Stearns hospital at Ludington for nine weeks with
typhoid fever returned home Saturday
at nooa.— G. H. Tribune.

______

Promptly Delivered
32 West Eighth Street
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Phone 1266

Holland City News
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TAOS

FEDERAL COAL
FOOD WORLD S
GRAND HAVEN
MORE MEN ARE
MOST
URGENT
PROBLEM
COMING INTO
TO NIP SMALL
CALLED FOR AN
GRAND HAVEN
POX IN THE BUD
8TAT
ATE ORDER
EXAMINATION
That
bread is the staff of life”

NINETEEN COWS
AEE KILLED BT

14

IS

DONE TO AAFBOUABD MILK
SUPPLY OP THE PEOPLE
. OP HOLLAND.

STRINGENT MEANS ABB EMPLOY

ED THERE TO PREVENT

Another examination wili b« conducted by the draft board of the second district of Ottawa county. Tnis
announcement was made by the board
Wednesday morning. When the examinations were concludeda month or
two ago it was believed that enough'
man had been passed by the board to
All the quota of 191 required from this
district, in view of the fact that over
and above the 191 men accessary the
board had examined enough for ten
per cent more. This was done to make
sure that the board would not run out
! men by reason of rejections.
While the board has not yet run out
! men ,the rejectionsin the last con-

is scientifically true, according to Dr.

SPREAD OP DISEASE

'’Foods’ 4

club Tuesday evening when it met at
Four Omos Now, Bat City Officials Will the home of Bupt. E. E. Fell. But in
Try To Coniine It to
land township were slaughtered Tuesorder to be the staff of life the whole
Theee
day at the Kleis slaughter house east
kernel of wheat must b0 used. Wheat
of the city on the order of the state
ho said, is one of the few foods that
Grand Haven has taken officialsteps alone will sustain life and growth- But
live stock and* sanitary commission.
to prevent an epidemic of small pox in the white bread most people eat is maio
The eows were given the knife because
that city. The city offictalehave been
tuberculin tests applied to them under
of flour out of which the germ and thv*
stirred to immediate action by .the bran, containing one of the kernels
the provisions of Holland’smilk orpresence of four eases of small pox
dinance showed conclusivelythat they
most valuable food elements, have been
there. While these cases are all con- removed.
were affected with tuberculosis. The
fined to two homes, three in the resicity ordinance provides that no milk
Similarly,the reader of the paper dedence of J. DcRyk* and one in the clared, the average housewife, in premay be sold in Holland from cows that
home of C. Voshel, others may have p airing vegetables boils away and loses
have not been tested.
been exposed and the next day or two a very large percentage of the mineral
In enforcing this provision Dr. F.
Brower during the past week insp^ted tingent sent to Camp Custer have been will show the results. A number of elementsof these foods. Fruits and
many that it was deemed 'advisable homes may be under quarantine before vgetables should bo eaten, when ever
six herds from several parts of Holland
examine more so that a few extra the end of the veek.
township,extendingfrom Qraafsehap
possible,in their raw' state to retain
Dr. Peter M. Vanden Berg, city the minerals that the body needs, and
to North Holland, and the result was men would be available.
The examinationwill be held next health officer, has planned for a strict in boiling them care should be taken
the slaughtering of nineteen cows.
Most of the herds from which Hol- Monday morning, Dec. 10, at 8 o’clock quarantine.
to retain as much of the mineral valus
The first order issued to the public as possible by using the water in which
land milkmen receive their milk were in the city hall in Holland. The folTuesday was to th« milk dealers who they are boiled in various ways as
tested last spring. But since then a lowing men have been called up for
Nineteen cowl frop six herds in Hol-

number of changes were made and
some of tha milkmen have made ar
rangements with other farmers for

examination:

George Podols, Zeeland; John Ma-

MBNT BENDS FOUR OARS
ANTHACITE

Four cars of Government anthaette

A

coal are on the \\ay to Grand Haven to
help relieve the fuel shortage. The ears

coal dealer, with the in-drurtlonthat

it

la a sensibleChristmas.
Here’s our sufiestion
instead of exchanging the
usual gifts that chasm for
the moment only, dub
the family Xmas money
and use it to secure delivery to your home of

—

be given general distributionin that
city. This is more inthacite than ha^
been received in Grand Haven for aom*
time and its distribution will
go far to relieve the pinch on fuel
there. This coal will be doled out under government supervision to assure
its going to the places where it is
needed to avert sufferingfrom the

DIVERAnTBD MARKET IS WHAT
HELPS THE FARMER
The Greater the Variety ot Produce
tax

10; Albert dverweg, Zeeland 5; Roy
Cummings. Holland 84 E. 15th; Martin
Dampen, Zeiland; Bernard Poeit, Zee-

|

superb

cold.

The city coal yards have a supply
of soft ‘'coal on hand, enough to last
for a few days, while most of the
dealersare out ’of it entirely. Thus the
task of supplying the whole city With
soft coal falls upon the city yard. However, the eitv officialshave the prom-

Moro than

TEACHERS TO
INSTRUCTED
BT THE BOARD

In its considerationof the problems
of that crop next year. While the soil
importanceduring the war emergency,
the United States departmentof agriculture calls the attentionrtf the Otta1
wa fnd Allegan county farmers in the
sugar-beet producing districtsto the
Importanceof maintaining the acreage
of thdt crop next year. W hile the soil
and climatic conditionsof the country
are suitablefor a much greater producConsiderable interestwas manifested meeting is for the purpose of posting
tion of beet sugar than is now made,
thfc teachers on how they can be of the
in the
the production for next year is neces by the
sarily limited by the available seed aminationheld in the court room in most use in helping the registrantsansup)ply and to the relativelysmall the city hall in which four young men swsr their questionnaires.*
areas where beet-sugarmills now exist.
The governor a few days ago re-,
Because of the impracticabilityof figured who were arrested a few days
quested
that all teachers place themshipping beets very far the effective ago on the charge of keeping and mainsugar-beet production is limited to the taining gambling plafce and assisting selves at the disposal of the regisacres in the vicinityof the sugar mills in keeping and maintaining such places. trants. But County Superintendent
and it is in these areas that most ol,
Stanton ran up against the practical
next year’s crop must be grown. Both The quartet involved is: Lee DeFeyter,
proposition that just about all the
Frank
Doyle,
Frank
Van
By
Jr.,
and
from the point of view of the welfare
teachers will need some clearly put inof the farmers of those districtsand John Vander Heide.
of the national interest with regard to
The men who appearedfor examina- formationthemselves before they can
adequate supply of sugar, it is import.rj were help the prospectivesoldiers.The quesant that the crop shall be grown as effi tion at ten o’clock
tionnaire is rather complicated, and
cientlyand economically as possible.It bound over to circuit court at the Jan
to a person seeing it for the first time,
is believed that this can best be accom uary term of court.
matter how well educated he may
plished by adheringsomewhat closely
The examinationwas held before
to Dm methods of crop rotation that
be, it is more or less confusing.
Justice Kooyers. Attorney Thos. N.
havg been worked out and tested
Henee Mr. Stanton has arrangedfor
of these producing districts, and Robinsonappeared for the young men the school of instructionin Zeeland on
roiding the planting of an Abnorm while the people were represented by Saturday, December 8. D. F. Boonstrn,
irge acreage of a reduction of the
Prosecuting Attorny F. T. Miles. The secretary of the local draft board and
acreage of beets. The determination of
a man who knows as much about .he
the acreage to be planted needs to be case aroused a good deal of interest questionnaire as any man in Ottawa,
made early so that the farmers can plan because of the fact that the charge was will be present for the purpose of going
their work to best advantageand the that the gambling was not of a single over the list of questions with the
sugar companies arrange in advance occurence but that it had been going on teachers and explaining *hat informafor the supplies necessary to operate for several months and had been car- tion the governmentis after.
the mills.
ried on in several places.
The questionnaireswill be mailed afThe sugar requirements of this coun
The evidence against the men on the ter December 15, and with the informatry and the allied nations during the charge was worked up by Prosecutor tion gained at ttiis meeting the teachnext year or more will be such as
Miles and. it was he who signed the ers will bo able to assist the -registrants
render it imperative from the stand- complaint made against them. Mr. in their respective communities.
point of national interest that our pro- Miles charges that the gambling
County Commissioner Stanton is
duction of sugar be at least maintain- tended oyer a ueriod from April to No- making plans to arrange for a similar
ed at its present level. It will in fact vember.
draft meeting in Coopersville for the
be highly desirableto enlarge it if the
The case lasted till 3 o’clock this af- teachers of the first draft districtof
stocks of seed available for planting ternoon. Only one witness however was the county, provided the draft board of
in 1918 shall permit of this.
examined. Louis Goldman was the mbn that district thinks it necessary.This
Holland farmers in taking additional who occupied the witness box most
meet, if held, will be on Saturday,
acreage are not only helping the nation the day.
December 15.
but are establishinga diversifiedmarket and the more this is true the betCIVIL
ter it is for the farmer.

delights the trained oar

eminently . satisfiesthe
discriminating lover of
music.

hoped to avert any down right famine
there.
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KoHC€R &GlMPD€IX
PIANOS

Now

Ii

\

—

1

WILL CONDUCT FREE
CLASSES IN ENGLISH

Here’s our special Holiday offer : Between now
and ChristmMwe will deliver a Kohler fii Campbell
—upright, email grand, or
player piano upon payment of a nominal sum.
The balance to be paid
after the Holidays, etther
in whole or In exceedingly
reasonablemonthly payments— amounts that you
hardly feel from month to

mont
ith.

4

Don’t pnt it off. Tb&
time for Xmue abopping ia drawing to a
eloae.

hia Fort Sheridan experience for a year
in college. He

commented upon the reverence in the training camps toward
the Btars and Stripes and said hat
the word retreat was unknown to ths

MEYERS MUSIC BOISE

American Soldier.

STEKETEE & SONS

A.

public

200,000

of
the musician and pre-

|

|

land 1; Wm? J. Vruhuixen, Holland 11;
’ Dr. and Mrs. W. G. Winter enterHans Alfred Van Ins, Holland 173 W.
tained thirty of their friends iMt even16th 8t.; Frank Van Dyke, Jr. Holland,
ing with a Five Hundred narty on the
n Fowler, Holland;
195 E. 15th fit.; John
occasion of the tenth annivesaary of
BE
Leonard F. Yntema, Washington, D. C.;
their marriage. Mrs. W. J. Olive and
Simon Holkeboer, Holland, 641 Mich.;
John Bosman won first prizes. A three
Raymond Rynbrandt, Byron Center; WILL BE SHOWN HOW THEY CAN course luncheon wm aerved.
Peter Dykman, Holland 6* Henry W’esASSIST REGISTRANTS WITH
sinoff, Jenison; John Thomas Huffman,
QUESTIONNAIRES
Holland, 76 W. 8th; George Buersma,
Holland, 151 Fairbanks;John H. Jut
ries, Holland, 24 E. 19th St.; Albert
The school teachers from the second
Geertman,West Olive 2; Vance Holledraft district of Ottawa county will
man, Jenison 2; Arrte Diepenhorst,
meet in Zeeland in the high school SatHolland, 177, E. 6th, Holland.
urday afternoonat 2 o’clock. This
-:o:-

fis

have been made and sold.
Their rich, singing tone

|

ise of a continued coal supply and it is

1

-

Kohler

Kohler A Campbell Pianos

•

—

new

Campbell Plano,

The average person starves himself
quarantine.All milk de- in lime. Where man needs about 20 Genuine “Fighting Parson”
liveredto these houses must be emptied
unjts of lime a dag he gets only five or
into a receptacleleft outside.
six from his food. By drinking a great
Yesterday the students and facFully as strenuous orders will proba- deal of raw milk, which is partieulaYly ulty of Hope College were addresaed
bly be issued to all tradesmendeliver- rich in lime, this defect can be remed- by the Rev. Clinton J. Frank of Moline,
ing provisionsor articles to homes un- ied.
Michigan, who iMt year wm a itudennt
These were but a few of a gteat
der quarantine. The houses under quarmany interestingfacts brought out by at Hope. Three months ago Mr. Frank
antine thus far are not under guard,
the reader of the paper. It wm an left for the Offieera’ Training Camp at
but such measures may be used If the
exhaustive study of the subject. Dr. Fort Bheridan, Illinois,from whence hj
disease threatens to spread.
GodfreV has been taking a special departed iMt Tuesday as a full-fledged
Over in the vicinity of Ferrysburg
course of study in foods and in his
there are said to be about twenty cases
fighting parson” with the rank of
The disease got pretty fair headwav paper Tuesday night he wave the mem- Second Lieutenant.He will leave next
bers of the club the result of a considover there before severe measures were
erable period of careful research. The week for Camp Dodge, Dee Moines, la.
called into play to check it.
subject was particularlytimely by rea- where he will have a part in training
Mayor Loutit gst into touch with
ion of the fact that the problem of the aoldiera of the National Army.
the state health department at Lansing
feeding the world is today one of
and a representative may come to
In hia address yesterday Lieutenant
America’s most pressing questions.
Grand Raven to co-operatein the placFrank laid that he would not exchange
,
— -o
ing of the quarantine there.

Rar-Qtou?
CUpiBtmaa

are consignedto Fetor Van Zylen, a

Former Hope Student

are forbidden to leave bottles of milk foods.
take away any empty bottle! from

Ol

chiela, Zeeland B. 5; John Ensing, Hud- houses under

their supply. Betpa they can sell such eonville4; Yen Van Dornink, Holland
milk the herds must be tested.
Arie G. Ter Haar, Holland 151 E.
The slaughtering of the tattle ' was
done under the. supervisionof Commis- •18th; John H. Van Hull, 50 W. 15th;
sioner of Live Stock Harper. When John Geurink, Zeeland 1; John M. Dc
the work Is done under the state super- Jonge, Zeeland 5; Edward A. Van Farowe, Hudsonville1 ; Ray B. Knooihuivision the owner of the cow gets
stat* award corresponding to half the sen, Holland 10; Thomas Wynearden,
value of the animal from $25 upwards. Zeeland 4; George Talsma, HudsonCommissioner Harper, who is an ex- ville 4; Willsie M. Mattison, Holland
pert in such work, estimates the value 1; Herman Klunderman, Zeeland; Edof the animal 'when It is killed and a ward Van Dyke, Holland 109 Faircheck is mailed tp the farmer for half banks; Kryn Breen, Jr., Zeeland;
Charles Wm. Martin, Holland, 78 8th
of the estimated amount.
St.; Irvn Vernon Peterson, Holland,
-o
262, W. 9% 8t,; Klaas Poortruga, Hudsonville2jJJoho.W. Kuipers, Holland

Relied Hia Better the Market

GOVERNMENT FUEL

read a paper on
before the Social Progress

A.’T. Godfrey who

Our Greatest Sale

<

OF

WINTER COATS
Ladies and Childrens
$35.00 $30.00 $25.00 $20.00 $18.00

coats coats coats coats coats
$28.00 $23.00 $18.50 $15.00 $12.50

All Ladies Tailored Suits
1-2 former price

$28.00 $25.00 $20.00 $18.00

Suits Suits Suits

Suits

$14.00 $12.50 $10.00 $9.00

Wo

reduction on all Ladies Skirts

SERVICE COMMISSION TO HOLD
AN EXAMINATION

r

The U. 8. Civil Service commission
has announced an examination for the
will again do its share during the comCounty of Ottawa, Michigan to be held
ing winter months to convert the for- at Grand Rapids, Grand Haven and
eign citixensin Holland into effective
Holland, on January 12, 1918, to fill the
and loyal citizens.During the past few
position of rural carrier at Berlin and
years the best method of doing this has
vacancies that may occur later on the
"been found to be by means of teachrural routes from other postoffices in
ing them the English language so that
the above mentioned county. The exthey can take part in all the functions
aminationwill be open only to male
of citizens.
citizens who are actually domiciled in
Classes in English will again be held
the territoryof a post office in the
this winter, beginning next Monday
county and who meet the other requireevening. Classes will held on Monday ments set forth in Form No. 19177. This
Wednesday and Thursday nights. They form and application blanks may be
will be in charge of >Iiss Minnie Smith,
obtained from the officesmentioned
principalof the Junior high school who
above or from the United States Civil
has been very suceessfulin this work Service Commission at Washington,D.
in past years. In case the response
C. Applications should be forwarded
should be . greater than anticipated
to the Commission at Washington at
other teachers will be added as needed.
the earliestpracticable date.
206
The classes will be held in room 206
:o;
of tbe high school.
These classes in English will be enIN
tirely free to the pupils, old or young,
NICK
who wish to take advantageof them.

The Holland public school system

-

RELIEF CAME

Holland -St. Louis Sugar Co.
Manufacturers

IRis

of

Granulated Sugar

Company has Factories in
pays

-

to the

The Sweetest and the Best

Holland, Mich., St. Louis, Mich., and Decatur, Ind.,

Farmers each year more than

ft, 000,

'J'HE

and

000.00

Holland and elsewhere

factories in

have installed systems whereby the
be dried and those farmers

beet pulp can

OF TIME

who have contracts with our factories can
Grand Haven Tribune— Three care of
soft coal have arrived in the city for
the municipal coal yard. The arrival
ON ‘ENEMY’
of the cars came in the nick of time
to save a somewhat serious situation
Subjects of Ausbria-Hungary who are as the supply on hand was practically
not naturalized citizensof the United exhausted and it was impossible to fill
States living in Western Michigan will the orders which kept coming in. Only
be required to secure permits from the a ton of the city coal can be purchased
U. 8. marshal to come within a half at a time, but the fuel doled out in
mile of postoffices in the event, which this manner goes to supply a great
following the message of President number of people.
Almost enough orders are on hand to
Wilson to congress appears to be a
certainty, war is declared upon Ger- dispose of the present shipment of
coal, but more is expected to arrive in
many’s ally, Austria-Hungary.
Upon the declaration of war unnat- a Short time, and the city hopes to
uralized Austrians and Hungarianswill stave off further serious shortage iif
become “enemy aliens” in the eyes of the city. Many of the local coal dealers are completely out of fuel and oththe government.
There are several hundred Austrians in ers have only enough to take cate of
contracU.
ths western Michigan district.

WAR ON AUSTRIA TO
PUT HUNDREDS MORE

receive this pulp at

REGISTRY

than

it

a much

cheaper price

takes to haul the wet pulp.

By request we

any farmer

will give

who

asks for the information the benefits deriv.
ed from the-feeding of beet pulp

to

tle.

L

Holland Factory Located On West Fourteenth Street
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SAW IK THIS PAPER
thirty-five years ago

GIVES STATE ‘

B«v. N. M. Steffen* of Zeclami, hat
•cwpted the call extended him by the
Firat Reformed church (Minority)of
thia city.

Another industry has been added to
our manufacturinginterests. Measr*.
Nagent and Bouwen have started a
hoop manufactory.

•

FACTS ABOUT
THIS

THE KNICKERBOCKER

COUNTY

AUSTIN HARRINGTON AUTHOR
OF ARTICLE ON "OTTAWA
COUNTY" IN DEVELOPMENT

Friday and Saturday

BULLETIN

The Roaring Farce

“A

In this mouth’s issue of the month-

THIRTY YEARS AGO

d

Montieth who was formerly a
resident of Holland, is now landlord of
the leading hotel at Long Pine, Neb.
How will it sound to announceto our
readers three mouths’ hence that the
News is printed by electricity.

TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO
Bern to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Tuerl
ini of this city, Wednesday— a' sou.
Married in this city, Thursday evening by Rev. H. K. Dosker, at the residence of the bride’s parents on Second
ctreet, Bcnj. l)e Witt and Miss Gertie
Hooting.
J. Lokker of this city and J. J. Rut
gers of Graafscha|i have entered into
a eo-ptfrtnershinand bought out the
clothing and shoe business of Notier
A Verschure.

ly bulletin sent out

Michigan Development Bureau appears
a cut of Austin Harrington and the following writeup about Ottawa County
from his pen:
Ottawa county may well be called
the Western Gateway of Michigan,
has two fine harbors and four
lines give the best of* service.XThe
Graham & Morton Transportyum Co.
out of Holland, the Goodric/, Crosby
and Grand Trunk lines ouf of Grand
Haven give all year servi&e.In connection with these lines w\ have the
steam roads, the Pere Marquette,the
Grand Trunk and the Grand Rapids,
A Muskegon interurban and Michigan

—
MONK TELL* OF THE
'

JOS—

WAR

"WAR PROPHECY" SEES PEACE
AT THE CHRISTMAS
TIME

A

correspondent sends the following

"war prophecy,"which he states will
iiterest all who read about -the war:
"At the breaking down of a wall in
the monastery of the Holy Ghost at
Vismar (a city on the island of GotD-j
land,) in the Baltic, a 200-year-old
propheer of the war has been
n found. The
prophecy, which was written
ttc
on narch1701, is
ow kept in the town hall of Vismar.
The manuscriptreads as follows:
' "Europe will some* day, when the
eat of the Pope is vacant, meet with
a fearful punishment. Seven nations
will turn themselves against
bird
with two heads. The bird will defend
itself with wings and talons. A monarch, who always mounts his horse
from the wrong side, shall be surrounded by a wall of foes. It will be a
tough struggle against the east and
west and the lives of many men shall
be lost. War chariots shall roil forward without horses, and fire-dragon?
shall fly thru the sky and spew fire
and aupliur and destroy to*ns. Mankind will not listen to the forebodings
of God, and He shall turn away from
them. The war shall last three vear*
and five months. Starvation and dis•ase shall follow. Bread will be controlled and distributedamong the people. Men will 'he lurching nt the hot
tom of the sea for their prey. The war
will start when the corn is’rn
the field and reach its maximum pitch
when the cherry trees are bloomingfor
the third time. Peace will be obtained
about Christmas."

a

Our summer resorts at Spring Lake
Grand Haven and Macatawa are of na
*tional reputation.All in all, Ottawa
oounty is a profitableand pleasant
pl»ce in whico to live.

— o—
NOVEMBER BELOW NORMAL
PRECIPITATION BY

1.32 INCH

o
Gathering Will Be Held In St. Francis
Church.

The Ladies Aid society of 8t. Fran

DR.

E.

dTkREMERS
mas entertainmentin the church on
IS IN WASHINGTON this evening, Dec. 6, at 8 o’clock
cis church will give their annual Christ

An excellent program has been arKremers, formerly of this ranged. Refreshmentswill be served
city city and for a number of years in by the young ladies of the parish. All
the government service in California the members of the congregation and
and in Honolulu, is now -stationed in their families are cordially invited to
Dr.

Ed

Washington, D. C. Dr. Kmners is rep- attend.
resenting the Medical Department in
-:o:the Gan Service of the army.
W. L. C.
The Gas Defense Service of which he
is in charge is manufaettring gas
masks and procuring the otlr-r defens"Macbeth" was the subject of disive materials which will In uted
cussion at the W. L. C. Tuesday. Miss
age. in t gas.
The Holland boys. Messrs. Oilman, Anthony gave a review of the play ap-

MEMBERS

DISCUSS ^MACBETH*1

Stegeman and Karstcn,graduatesof
the Hope Col'ege department of chemistry who recentlyleft for Washington,
D. <J., to enter the governmentservice
are under the general charge of Dr.
Kremers. The announced intenoitn of
the War Departmentis to use technically Qualifiedmen wherever they are
loeded.

TAILS BETWEEN
CARS, NUNICA MAN
INSTANTLY KILLED
Roy Reynolds, a conductor on an insrurban freightcar, was instantlykilld about 8 o’clock Tuesday night four
dies from Fruitport,when he fell beireen his car and a trailer.
No one witnessed the accident but it
tbdbght that Reynolds attemptedto
tep between the cars just as they
ere shunted off onto a switch and- in
>e lurch he dropped between. His
ady was taken to Muskegon. Revaids was about 35 years old. He was
irriod and besides his wife leaves
__ildreu. Hie home was' in Nutf
!e had beea in the employ of the
y for five yean.

plying its methods to those of modern
times. The character of Lady Macbeth

sublime in her courage, strength of
will and force of character, was
sketched by Miss Hunt.
Selections from the play were read
by Miss Bosch, and two scenes were
presented by members of the high
school senior English class.
Scene I of Act II was given by Peter
,Van Dommelen, Vance Rooks and Arthur Ploegsma,and the banquet scene
was presented bv Grace Mersen, Gertrude Kramer, F.fizabeth Vander Veere,
Oafhrine Me Bride and Magdalene
Brouwer.

Mrs. Waltz accompaniedby Mr.
Dok sang two selections, "Little Bov
Blue" and "In Italy."
The president read a letter from one
of the bovs at Camp Custer thanking
the ladies for the sweaters which have
been provided for the Holland boys in

A

matchless revival of
that never dying story

to

Cuide

Her

“East Lynne”

another white slave play

*

A new version

Order your Soots

You will see the company at their '

soon

best

“Ten Nights

in

a Bar

Room”

MACKI&'
V TED WAYNE

his

kicked

toes

against the door.
"Say, mother, can’t I go skat-

CELEBRATE THEIR
40TH ANNIVERSARY $
FAMILY REUNION IS HELD IN
HONOR OF MR AND MRS. J.

XL

8LEGHULB.

A

LADIES

very pleasant gathering wss held
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. Stegetllris,at 229 W. 19th St. in honor of

the 40th anniversary of their marriage
which took place at Ahnelo, the Netherlands.A bout 40 children and grandchildren gathered to help them celebrate.
Two daughters, Mrs. Boessenkoalof
the Netherlands, and Ms. De Groot of
his
way South Bend, Ind., were not present.
above everything Those present were:
J. Stegehuis,
from Emmet county; Q.'Wotthuis; T.
else.

WINTER CLOAKS

own

H

1-2 Price

So when final- Van Dyke of Grand Rapids and H.
ly Ned. sulkily Onik and E. Stegehuis of South Bend,
Indiana.
enough, took a
hatchet and went

toward

the

woods his

mothsee

All these children and their respective families enjoyed the family gath
ering. Many beautiful presents were
received in remembrance.

-

er did not

that he had

0

his

skates hidden un-

der his thick

-

GETS CALL FROM

have just eleven Cloaks
left, all

LARGE CONGREGATION

when you need

home, for who 1909, has under considerationa call
wants to skate from the Hamilton Grange Reformed
on Christmaseve church of New York City. The Hamilton Grange church is located on 168th
other Street, in Washington Heights about
Took a Ftw Tuma delightfulthings four blocks from Riverside Drive and
the Hudson River and haa a memberAround tha Pond. to do?
ship of approximately four hundred. It
So Ned took a was from this congregationthat the
few turns around the pond, knowing Rev. Dr. John M. Vander Meulen of
ufl the time that he was disobeying his Oak Park, Illinois, accepted
call
mother and feeling very unhappy all while pastor of Hope church.
Mr. Dykstra has made a remarkathe while.
By and by he took off his skates and ble record in Catskill and great presswent to the woods to cut some laurel ure is being brot to bear upon him hi
brunches. It was snowing very hard the effort to induce him not to accept
the call.
now, and he had to work fast, because
Mrs. Dykstra was formerly Miss
by this time It was growing dark In [rone Staplckaran of this city.
the woods.
:o:
’
At last his arms were full, and be

when

new and up-to-date.'

Just think of buying a cloak just

overcoat.
When he reachThe Rev. John A. Dykstra, pastor of
ed the pond he
found all the the Reformed church of Catskill, N. Y.,
skaters had gone who graduatedfrom Hope College in

it,

at half price.

Act Quick

there are

so many

a

,

ONE OF THE BIGGEST PICTURES
SHOWN IN HOLLAND

_________

•

"The Chrlaia" Tails of Civil War
The >tory of "The Crisis" opens

THE BEST CHRISTMAS

GIFT

just before the Civil War, and the action is carried into that crisis in the
life of this nation. There are spectacu
lar battle scenes and leading characters both of the Norik and Booth are
handled with sympatheticunderstanding, "The Crisis" will go down in
Filmland’s history as the greatest photo play. Will be shown at the Strand
tonighlt.

side him was a
great oak tree,

with

i J. Vanderslois

- -

GIRLS AGAIN SEEK RED
froze on his
CROSS SEAL BALES RECORD cheeks. Right be-

CHRISTMAS ENTERTAINMENT

Wednesday sad Thursday

ooriy

Coining

Normal temperaturecharacterized
the weather from November 1 to November 30, inclusive, accordbg to the
monthly report of C. F. Schneider, me
teorologist at Grand Rapids weather
bureau. It was above normal from the
third to the 21st, inclusive,w*ith no staggeredalong
appreciable amount of precipitationun
through the snow
fil the latter date. Clear skies prevail- trying to find the
ed from the third to the eleventh,with
path, but the
little cloudy weather, up to the last 10
snow had coverdays. At the dose of the month, the
ground was covered with a thin blan ed It up comSet of snow. The deficiency for No pletely.
Ned was lost In
vember as compared with the normal
precipitationwas 1.32 inches. But 1.21 the woods on
inches of rain fell.
Christmas eve !
He began to cry,
GRAND VILLE BOYS AND
and the tears

Grandville, Mich., Dec. 5 — The boys
and girls of Grandville, who won the
state pennant for Red Cross seal sales
last year, are out to make another rec
ord. Last year they made the highest
per capita sale in the state in their
class and expect to better the score
this year. Mrs. J. D. Brook, who so
able managed the campaign last season
is chairman again. The Red Cross so
ciety, .under the leadership of Mrs.
Fred Blake, is conducting the sale. The
headquarters are gay with posters and
the splendid pennant, and the town is
determinednot to let their honors get
away from them.

is

2:30 o’clock

relativesand friends.

Hr. and Mrs. Herman Van Ark en
tentained at their home Thursday and
Friday evening in honor of their 25tb
wedding anniversary.

“No Mother

Saturday Matinee at

Kuite were united in marriage last Crete, while the others or less importWednesday evening at the home of tha ant are built of gravel or macadam.
bfride ’a parents, Mr and Mrs. M. Shon
The county ia well provided for mar
iker, .West 13th street, by Rev. W.
kets and it is not necessary for the
Johnson in the presence of immediate farmer to make any long hauls or ship

Meoien.

Tin Soldier”

'CLARKSA

Tuesday

That famous triumph

It

day* he expects to open up with a very
First class school in every rural dischoice flock of winter footgear.
trict, and a majority of these are listed
as Standard. Everv city and village
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
has high grade public schools and at
. Mrs. Maria Wiggevs died last Tues
Holland is the well known Hope colday morning at the home of her daugh- lege.
ter, Mrs. L. Greene, 145 East Eighth
Our county is under the county roal
•treet at the age of 80 years.
system and it is well near completion
Miaaf Anna Shoniker and Frank
The trunk lines are being built of con

to foreign markets at his own risk
First elass creameries are scattered
, TEN YEAR* AGO
through the county and usually are eo
Bora to Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hieftje on operative.Large canning factoriesat
Bast Tenth street, Tuesday— a aon.
Holfand and Coopersvilie and a milk
Mim Grace Bush and Freen L. Ryr condensery at the latter place preserve
drMa were united in marriage Monda the products of the county. At Hol•veniug at the home of the bride ^spar
land we hava the sugar factorv and
eats, Mr. and Mrs. H. Bush, on East the largest branch of the Heinx factor
Vighth street at 8 o'clock in the pres ies. These, with the different feed and
face of relatives. The ceremony was flour mills, make it very convenient
performed by Rev. John M^ Vender for the farmer.

Noaday and

A Great Comedy

by the Western

Ingf he asked.
“Not today, son,” said Mra. Wayne.
"It la Christmas eve, and I want you
to go Into the woods and get some
laurel and evergreens to trim the
TWENTY YEARS AGO
Railway.
house. The servant! are all busy with
Rom to Mr. and Mrs. P. Romeyn on Our county is adapted to all kinds of the housework."
Sundays a son.
"Aw, bother!" whined Ned.
Thia morning Black lake is covered farming. The western part couitains
"Dear me, Neddy, that Is not a nice
with a thin coating of ic.e extending as some of the best soils for light agriculspirit
to show at Chi^stmas time,"
far as Point Superior.
ture, berries, fruit, etc. while the cen
John K. Benjamin is going in on his tral and eastern is probablymore sighed his mother, for she was much
own hook now. He has arrangedfor. adapted to the heavier class of farm- worried about her little boy’s selfish
the Weymar building,east of Keppel’s ing. We have an agriculturalagent spirit. Ned had a beautiful home and
Sons, East Eighth street, which will be and Assistant to cobperate and assist
fond parents, but
fitted out as a shoe store and in a few the farmers in every way possible.
he seemed to love

END OF THE

News

7848— Eipirea

n

hollow
trunk. There was

Dec.

22

STATE OF MICHIGAN— THE Pro
bau Court for tha County of Oi

n narrow open-

tawa.

ing in the trunk,

and

At a session of said Court, bald
at Probate Office In the City ot
Grand Haven In said County, on th*

poor, cold,
tired, lost Ned
squeezed his way
through the opening and found It

4th day of Dec., A. D. 1917.
Present, Hon. Jamee J. Danhof,
Judge of Probate
In the matter of the eatate of

snug and warm
Inside, with a
thick bed of dry
leaves. He stop- A Great Tree With
ped up the open- a Hollow Trunk.

Johan

Rieselada, Dceaeed.

Doukje Risaelada havingTiled her
petition praying that an initru
of evergreen, and that kept the wind ment filed in said court be admitted
and snow out.
to Probate as the last will and test
It wus very lonesome In the hollow
ament of said deceased and that adtree. Somewhere an owl was hooting,
mimistration of said estate be grantand again he heard some four-footed
ed to Boukje Risseladaor some
animal (perhaps a fox) go pat-patting
over the snow. He was not exactly other suitable person,
It ia Ordered, That
frightened,but It surely was very lonesome.
the 3rd day of Jna., A. D- 1917,
Sometimes he slept and dreamed of at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said
his nice warm home, and he thought probate office is hereby apeinted
of his fcood, kind parents and how for hearing said petition;
worried they would be, and he resolved never It la Further Ordered, That public
again to disobey notice thereof be given by publication of a copy of fma order, for three
them.
successive
weeks previous to said
After a while he
slept and was day of bearing, In the Holland City
awakened by the News a newspaper printed and clrcu
ing with branches

sound

of

the

church bells ringing in the glad

Christmas

1

1

d

-

-

in his

father’s

arms.

When Ned woke
up on Christmas

morning

-

Register of Probate.

Then he heard
voices calling bis
he
shouted back, and
presently he was

/

JAMES J. DANHOF,
A true cony. Judge of Probate.
WILFOBD F. K1EFT

Inga-

name, and

county.

lated In said

o

embodies the idea of SERVICE—
continous service, and not
few years only, but for life

it

—
THE
NEW HOME J
willing, able,
for a

=

.T-=

SEWING MACHINE

Built especially for

FAMILY use and

adapted to all

kinds of family sewing.
Immediate action by you will secure one of these
beautiful sewing machines for your home for Christmas.
[Call at our store and see the Latest Styles

Meyer’s Music House
17 W. 8th

Holland, Mich.

St.

7829— Expires Dec. 22

STATE OF MICHIGAN— The

Probate
Court for the County of Ottawa.

In the Matter of the Estate ef

Anna

Lallar alias Anna Hniskens,De-

ceased.

Notice is hereby given that four months

and from the 1st

of

Dec. A.

D., 1917,

have

found all the teTaTl ow e d for creditors to present
beautiful gifts their claims against said deceased to said

1“^

him he registered
^rCi? “fG^nd
a
vow
that
when
ntveni
jn sajd County or. or before the iBt
Found All the
next Christmas day of April A. D. 1918. and that said
Beautiful Gifts.
came around he claims will be heard by said court on
training.
The program, Dec. 18th will be giv- would be worthy of all the blessings Thursday, the 4th day of April A. D, jqjg
en by Dr. A. A. Stanley from the Uni- that were showered on
ten o'clock in the forenoon.
versity School of Music who will lec- . And hts parents always said, “Nsd- Dated December, 1 A. D. 1917.
ture on "Folk Songs," illustratedby die has never been the same since Me
JAMES J. DANHOF,
piano Each member ia asked to in- •pent the night in the hollow
judge 0f ProbtU.
vite a guest to thia meeting.

him.

Best because

1
tree"

Perpetuate your property interests intact by your
own self written law- your legal will.

Have your will correctly prepared. Name this
Executor. Your family should not suffer

institution

from mistakes in so important a matter.
Send for Blank Form of Will and Booklet
on Descent and Distribution of Property.

The Michigan Trust Co
of

Grsnd Rapids, Michigan

Safe deposit vaults on ground floor. Boxes to rent allow coN.
Audits made of books of corporations,Ira

#

noUand
Latt* from JoU Von do Woodo
Letters From the Front

Sunday—

—

Ark
Ben.

(Detroit Parents:
I rpeeived your letter yeiterday and

Vs

Lattar froas

itv

(

ftew*

HOLLAND TO HAVE A
FREE DISPENSARY

A. Cobb

American Exp. Force, 11-9, '1917
Dear Mother, Father and kids:—

I should have written long ago but I
just neglected it, but you don’t want
LrtKt from enroll
f'*? •»
home, as that ia nearly all the mail I to worry if you don’t hear from me
Eagle Pais, Texai, Nov. 25,
receive. I alio received some Sentin more than once or twice a week an
•ear
els last night and read about the Hoi- we are allowed to write three leters per
This is my first Sunday in camp after
Grand Haven footballgame. I week on account of the big pile of work
opending two monthi “on the farm," read the papers over a couple of times it makes for the officers as every letter
has to be censored now. I have been
aad 'm using it as a letter day. We everr
I get them.
•haven’t as much time here to write let- Wo
» re®1 cbiAen dinner with feeling fine ever since we landed and
tors as we did on the ranch. (Later),
tbit* goei with it. The menu fol- w« manage to get along fine. Stub, Bill
what better proof can you ask of that Iowa— combinationsalad, peas and and Marsh are all here so it’s not so
last statementthan this letter itself! crean>» canned corn, a la milk, mashed lonesome, and Deacon Golds is here too.
It is now 2:10 and I wrote that 11:15 "Pud> with pravy ® lft chicken dress- all but myself are corporals,but Bill
m. We were called out for water in&* btDan® »ee cream, cream cake, lem- and Stubs’ warrantsare only Tteck.
(horses even want their drinks on Sun- °®*de- Can
that and then warrants but its mighty good that they
days) and then it was dinner time. Im-p bad seconds on chicken and two ex- even got that because we want to mak
mediately after dinner the captain call- tra rationsof ice cream. I guees I am a better showing than the bunch that
the troop together and explained the bolding up the family record alright, joined the army. I want you to tell
government’s insurance being placed adl 1 no” I have Sained «®ctty 24 all the bunch that you see thfit there's
before the soldiers. And now I am able f,oun(1® "ince 1 ,e,t home and 1 ,cel a* no limit on the number of letters. I can
to continue
though I had gained 80. When 1 first receive and I’ll answer each one in its
That war risk insurance ia certainlvJ Kot down here I must have weighed turn and for them to write as often as
popular. Uncle Sam is giving us pro- about 105 pound"- I now weigh about they can and if you see Drew tell him
lection for such a small premium that 147 pounds. The “U. 8. 8. Hancock" he sure is a bird. We wrote him before
some of the men are bewailing the fact cwne in a few week* H10 and brou8ht school started and after and never even
that th$y have no relativesto name in down 400 mo;e “boot,’ marines I so much as let us know how the icair
the policies as beneficiaries. Quite a can about "nagme now how we looked was coming and by the way let me
lumber of the troop are taking out a wben I came down. The ship also look- iknow how the games from Central
came out. I heard that O. R. was 20 0
110, 000 policy, the limit. At my age it ed Iike a ffood raany of the o,d tlnJera•nly costs 64 cents a thousands or $6.40 But a» 1 have only been down here or at least that what’s Buck Lokker
a month taken from my pay. Most of ,our n,ontb8» 1 Aon’} 8UPP08e they cm0ln- told us at Phila.
We made up a tobacco fund before
s are taking out $5,000. Up to Feb. 8W;r„me Mold timer a,
The
12 we are all insured for $4,500 without
^ 8. Kitria ’ came in this a, m. we left the states so I have enough to
•ost, but insurance cannot be taken out ?ltb 8®PP»cs and »t is also taking a last me about two monthi, but any
after
*ew y4
°7 th«
tier that
mat
‘V b°y8 back. I wish iome of time any one wants to send any eig
We are drilling just about all the day the
tb® Jackies
da*kM would “ shanghai "'me. I arettes or tobacco of any kind let them
ow.
ow. First call goes at 6:30 a. m‘, wo®*d b® perfectlysatisfied as a stow- send it as it can be easily used b,*
reveille
sveille at 6:45, followed by "setting •^y; * do wish they would take it some of the bunch. Well tell th« kids
ap" exercises.After breakfast and po' into their heads to send me to France. to write and you write often because
Heing up around -camp, we saddle up I am getting real tired of this place, a letter will surelv be appreciated now
and are on our way to the drill ground it is lirke a negro carnival down here as its been nearly a month since I got
an hour after rising. We return to all the time. I know I didn’t write for a letter and I was anxious to hear how
the stablesat 10 A. M. and clean oor awhile— it wasn’t because I was lazy mother and Jack were getting along.
equipment and groom
couple of — but on account of a stamp famine What does the N. stand for anything or
horses before dinner. From 1 to 2 and I hope all of my friends will use are you just going to call him Jack
P. M. we have hand-grenade throwing, aora® ot fbf*r abundant U. 8. stamps N. and whkt day was he born. Well, I
then a lecture in the mess hall by the 88
d*«r8 hve 10 anticipation of must quit as its getting late and I’m

CIVIC
C.

Vm

17

l*®3

HEALTH LEAGUE OF W.
FLAME ONE IN CONNECTION WITH HOSPITAL

WANTED!

!

70U

*

writing.

yct

4

ists,

every

mittee of the

W.

Holland Furnace Co.

L. C. carry, the hos-

pital annex, formerly the garage of

I

an yet and has played about seven the fellows to write too.
Well adieu until next week.
james. Herb Johnson of Grand Rapids Union is on the team.
Your son,. John.
Say “hello" to the Sentinel folks
Address— Private John
de
will you!
Woude, 50th Co. U. 8. M. C., Santo Domingo City, D. R.
CARROLL.

-

o

-

In France, Nov.
Dear

Latter from Willard Laenboats

Van

7, 1917

Mother—

We are still up here. The weathei
has changed a little, the rain only
comes once in a while now instead of
all the time, and it is colder. We are
going to get boots soon, I think. Received two more letters from you and
one that you sent .from Mr. Woodcock, and they sure made me feel hap
py. And then I received some from
Irene and I haven’t heard from her for
months. And in her letter dated Oct. 9,
she said that up-to-date she had not
had a single letter from me. So

Care of Holland City

the Kremers place, will be turned into

FOR SALE— A

lot of good iecfnd-k»ai
furniture to be sold at a private iftU
at the home of Rev. Adam Clarkt lit
East Eighth street.

a free dispensary where the deserving
poor of the city will be treated -free
of charge. There is every reason to be-

FOR SALE

lieve that the plans will materialize,

On 7th

and public-spiritedpeople arc helping HoUSC anti Lot

Street

SALK AT A BARGAIN— A It
room house with bath, hot watar

to bring the project to a successfulis-

heating system. Lot 59zll0 ft. ear
College avenue and 14th St. OaM
quick if you wish to snap up a bargain. Inquire Michigan Trust Oa.,
trustee, Grand Rapids, Michigta.

ENQUIRE OF

sue.

The

annex has been grant-

use of the

News

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

C. P.

ed to the committeefor the dispensary.

The building has been put into good
shape with a full basementand a heating plant. Three radiators will be
needed to heat three rooms. Two of
these have already been donated, one
by Dick Boter and one by Dr. A. Leenhouts. The chairman of the committed*,
Mrs. Leenhoutsi* now 'coking around

Zwemer

1

The Michigan Trait Co., Receiver for

,

Graham & Morton Line
CHICAGO STEAMER

>

;

for a third.
Considerable carpenter

work

TRI-WEEKLY SERVICE

will

have to be done to build three rooms In
the building. Mr. Smeenge has ^rom

|

ised that he would be responsiblefor

j

this work.

He

Leave Holland
,

at 10:00 p.m.

Leave Chicago at

7:00 p.m

Monday, Wednesday and Friday*
,

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

will take it up before

The

the Carpenter’s Union and the work,
will be done., free of charge, the committee furnishing the material. Mr.
P. Damson has promisedin the "ame
way to be responsible for getting the

right is reserved to

change this schedule without

notice.

j

J. S.

j

KRESS, Local Agent

I

have already offered this. One dentist
moreover has offered a dentist’schair
free and a cuspidor and foot drill.
But in addition to this considerable
money will be needed to establishand
maintain a free dispensary.All the
money realized from the Rod Cross Seal
is possibleto give themselves to Uncle sale will be devoted to this purpose
Samuel without a murmur as thousands and donations of cash will be gladly
ofiother young men have done. We all received by the committee.
would like to see the war end rithout

thing

PIANO

Com-

Kving or scafcitv of life’s necessities.P‘cturC8 with 8Panisb readinR. etc.,
__
_____ ...i ____ that vou cannot understand ai
That1# wrong, I’ve
learned
since re-|‘hat T00 cann,ot understand and the
urning from the ranch. Requisitions °tber. bas regular plays but it is all in
for clothing are coming back without 8Pa.ni8b80,that take9 aH tbe joy out
the goods The new national army is !of it. We haven’t a thing down here
taxing Uncle Sam’s resources and the for amusement. The Y. M. C. A. is all
aaiforms are not on hand, so the only right but why in the dickens don’t thev
heavy O. D. clothes we have were given get som* vf that stuff ia places iike
as at Columbus when we enlisted. The this before they spend so much in the
aommanding officers has given us per- states. There’ \s one English church
mission to the soldiers here to wear here, but no one ever makes a soldier
welcome. There
white people
fatigue clothes out to drill, a
ln®re are
aFe some
*
unheard of before. We expect more buJ 4bey are 8l,an,"h.
I have been trying to pick out some
ulothing before long, however.
This squadron played the First from X,nas Pre8e,)t9’ bo‘ thinK" tbat 80rt
Bel Rio in football yesterday, winning are a®8^6® down here. Tell all
- ‘aunts of min? to write me and tell all
•45 0. This team hasn’t been scored,
i

wages. -—Address- •

est

ment.
If the plans of the Civic Health

mighty tired.
Your ion.

t

permanent positions at high-

Good chance for advance-

Troop commander on differentsubjects, tbat mal1 ba*
and *hen
and dismounteddrill follows until wa- the ®ai1 ?orae8 and 8 bunch of it, can
ter call at 4 P. M. At 4:30 we have y°u imagine how it would feel to be
supper and then prepare for retreat. {,org®tten‘ J“8( ima8ine one in this
45:30 P. M. That ends the militaryday, God forsaken hole a couple of thouand
•xcept that when you go down town, mi1?8 £r°m home and -then not receive
providedyou are not on the list of mal1.- mother don’t fear my behalf the camp that stays in, you meet coming d'8couraged when I get that
a military "cop1
"cop" on
___every corner of "“T* 1 immediately find a quick rem
the block, and at 11 P. M. you had edy. Because that it what sets so many
better not be seen by one of these M. of the marines "loco" down here and
P’s, as it means a night in the “mill," mother don’t think seriously of that
the guard house. Check is taken in ’“stowaway sunt” as I have not lost
the quarters at 11 o’clock by the men my right mind as yet. I am getting
in charge of camp, and woe unto the along 0. K. except for a little harder
man who puts a dummy in his bunk work, more drilling and guard mounting every other day. No fun at all.
and doesnft get away with it!
Some folks say that a soldier doesn’t They have two theaters here. One is
have to worry about the high cost of a movie house which shows Spanish
t

Grinders, Laborers.

Ideal working conditions.

ed There Free of Charge; Many
Are Helping.

a

w«

Action finishers and regula-

Foundry Helpers, Machin- tors, etc. Polishers,etc. Good
• j

^

M

SEVEN

P'ANO MAKERS'

Poor People of the City Oan Be Treat-

^

date.
date.

PAGE

plumbingdone free.
• Norman A. Cobb,
Mr. James Leenhouts,president of
73 Co. 6 Beg., U. 8. Marines,
the Grand Rapids Plaster Co., has ofAmerican. Exp. Force. fered the plaster free if the committee

Chicago Dock:* Foot of Wahaak

Local Phones:

Av

Chicago Phone: 2111 Central

1081, BeU 78

Citizens

*

from Grand Rapids to
Holland. Mr. De Pree of the DePree
Hardware Co., has promisedtho hajd-

will transport it

Lettor from Private Niviaon

Camp Waco, Tex.,

Dec. 1, 1917 ware free.

A number of other things will be
needed before the place is in good
Seeing .other lettersin the Sentinel shape and the committee is now at
from boys that I know, I thought 1 work to complete this work. Other
would write a short letter and perhaps public spirited citizens will be asked to
they might read it. I receive the Sen- assist in this worthy cause.
Dear

Editor

tinel every

—

day and

surely enjoy

it.

Thanksgivingis a thing of the past
—next comes Xmas. We had plenty of
good things to eat and are enjoying
nice weather every day. Today was
field day and we enjoyed all kinds of
outdoor sports which is’ better than he
drilling. I wish that the young m.»n
that are claiming exemptionwould see
that their country needs them and if it

After the building has been put into

The
to

Electric

Way

Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, Battle CreeK,

Jackson and Detroit

shape the physicians and dentists of
the city will give free serviees. Many

going across the pond, but if we must
we are going and will not stop until
the war is over and those that return
would do it over again without a thot.
That is American grit and I hope we all
have plenty of it.
Sincerely,
Earle Nivison, Headquartefr*Co.
.
126th Inf. U. S. N. G.

HOPE “HONORROLL"
IS A LONG ONE

Letter from Frank Chervensky

United States; Several Have

E

BULLETIN SHOWS 39 LOCAL OOL
LEGE MEN ABE IN THE
SERVICE.

Fast and Frequent Service
Passenger Trains
Limited All the

Way-Every Two Hours

Freight Trains
Lv.

Holland 12:00 noon, delivery at Detfoit next
morning

Lv. Detroit at noon and reach Holland the next

noon

Are Stationed In Several Parts of the
TitiH.

Camp

Grant, Dee. 1,

1917%

Dear Sister:—
Just a few lines while I have a few
spire moments. I am well and hoping
all at home »re the same.
Been awful busy lately as the last of
each month I have lots of reports to
make out and new ones started, but I
am almost caught up with it now.
I have full charge of a little hospital
here and it keeps me a little busy, as
I have all the paper work and most of
the nursing to do myself, but I don’t
mind it, it gives me a good chance to
learn some more about nursing.
How are all at home! Lots of charity collectionsnow days, but we sur®
get the benefit out of it, if it was not
for the Y. M. C. A. we wouldn’t know
how to pass the time away, sometimes,
not me, as I have loti of work all the
time, but we have thousands of boys
who have no money to go to town so
thevjfo to the Y and have a good time
free of charge.
We have a new general here, and th#
first thing he did after taking charge of
the camp was to recall all passes for

MEATS
That Hope College has a formidable
“Honor Roll" of students in the service of country is shown in the November number of the “Hope College

Enterprising

WM. VANDER VEER. 162

E.

lift

Street. For choice ateakj, fowl!, tr
game In season. Cltliena Phone 1048

(A number of wholly unfounded
DR. N. K. PRINCE
Bulletin." published Friday . The
mors have come to the Leenhouts fain*ily that Willard Leenhouts, with the
“Honor Roll" includes 39 men. Their
Veterinary Physician and Burteoa
expeditionary force in France, was
names, titles, and places where staATTORNEYS AND NOTARIES
Night Calls promptly attended to
•bout to return home Some said he was
Holland Mich.
tioned are given in the Bulletin as fol- DIEKEMA, KOLLEN M TEN OATK Phone
ill and about to return others that he
lows:
was already on his way back. All these
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
banks
rumors are entirely unfounded.Young
Baker, Tunis, Medical Department. Office over First State Bank. Both
THE
FIRST
STATE RANK
Leenhouts is enjoying his work tor
Base Hospital, Camp Lee, Petersburg,
141
Capital Stock paid la ---- ... 60, 0$«
Uncle Sam and is full of zeal to do his
Va.
Surplus and undivided profits 60,00e
part to whip the Huns. As svidencs
Bolks, John A., Infirmary Unit No. 4,
LOUIS U. OSTERHOI S
Depoaitora Security..... ...... 110.000
•f (this the followingletter just re guess it is one grand ball up or hold-up
164th Depot Brigade, Camp Funston,
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
weived by the family, is printed.)
4 per cent Interest paid on time
Kansas.
I don’t know which. But we are all
•ear Folks:—
Chapman, Orren D., U. 8. A. Hospital Practice* in all State and Federal depoaita.
nice and fat and comfortable yet. But
I have not written for some time won’t be if our cooks don’t improve.
Exchange tat all business centera
Corps, Ft. Randolph, Panama Canal
Court*. Office In Coart House
ow, but neither have I received any They’ve been rotten now for a couple
Grand
Michigan. domesticand foreign.
Zone.
mail. I suppose they will all come in of weeks. We had a 56 hour furlough
Cooper, Peter, Base Hospital, Camp
O. J. Diekema, Free.
bunch. “Stub” Wall and Cobb are last week and spent it in a large near
Jackson, Columbia,South Carolina.
MUSIC
J. W. Beardslee. V. P.
with us now. They just came a short by city; also all of our two months pay
Dalman, Laurence II., Walter Reed
Cook
Bros. For the latest Popular
time ago. It seems good that we can Of course I only had a few francs left
Hospital, Ward L„ Takoma Park, D.
THE PEOPLES STATE DANK
songs and the best In the music line
all be together agpin. “Stub” is also as I bought an array sweater for 25
C.
Citizens
phone
1269.
37
East
Eighth
Capital stock paid In. -------- 960, OOA
joing to drive an ambulance, perhaps; francs and a pair of old shoes which I
DeJonge, Cornelius F., 14th Cavalry,
Additionalatockholder’s liabilGobb ia in a machine gun company as traded for new. for ten francs and so
Street.
Txoop F, Eagle Pass, Texas.
Xmas, to I don ’t know just what I will
ity --------------------60,001
signal man.
you see that I didn’t have a young forCorporal Simon D. Den Uyl, Company
I have been rather busy ever since tune. The other fellowsall spent about be able to do. I have been "up against A, 338th Regiment, Camp Custer,Mich- LUMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH Depoalt or security _______________
100,001
we have been here but I enjoy the four times as much as I did. but none it" so often that never expect to igan.
Pays 4 per cent Interest on Bavlnp
work I am in. Yesterday I took a of them had as good a time as I had. know what tomorrow will bring with
De Vries, Charles, Post Hospital, Scott-Lugers Lumber Co., Elver Avenue
Deposits
her.
f
and
Sixth
St.,
Phone
1001
man to the hospital that had an acci- It sure was some time tho, even if I am
Camp Wheeler, Macon, Georgia.
DIRECTORS
It is very cold here and lots of the
4ent and when I got there with him he broke for a month. I wish I could be
Diekema, Wilson Edgar, Company A.
A. Viecher, D. B. Keppel, Daniel Tea
UNDERTAKING
kad died. That is &bout the only home sometime to enjoy all that fruit, boys are getting siek every day bat 338th Regiment,Camp Custer, Mich.
Cate, Geo. P- Hummer, D. P. Yntema,
] just manage to get along. I am get•mergency case I have had. Of course but no such luck mother, we won’t bo
Dornbos, Lawrence H. J., 10 Edna PI. JOHN 8- DYK8TRA, 40 EAST J. G. Rutger.
ting the Sentinel every day, so I know
EIGHTH Street.Citixens phone
I bring dental patients to have their home for this Christmas anyway. But
Buffalo, New York.
ust about what is going ow in Holland.
leeth treated but never anything ser- 1 we wiH hope we will be there soon. I
1267-2r.
Dosker, Cornelius D., 14th Calvary
NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
Will
close now with love.
ioua.
got the watch all safe, but was lucky
Troop F, Eagle Pass, Tex.
Frank
Chervensky,
Sunday, Stub, Irving and I spent the as the box was broken. Have not yet
KRIS BOOK STORE
Frank, Clinton J., Company 10, 2nd
PHYSICIANSAND SURGEONS
Field Hoap. Headquarters,
afternoonwalking around the sur- heard from the other letters, but will
Stationery, . Bibles. NewsP. T. Regiment,Ft. Sheridan, Illinois. J. J. Merten. Corner Tentn and CenCamp Grant, Illinois.
rounding country. It is a wonderful soon I guess, don’t knit anything for
Heusinkveld, Edwin D., Quartcrmas
papers, and Magaxinee
tral Ave. Cltlxen* Phone
•ountry but the people show signs of me as your eyes get too bad and it
ter’i School, Great Lakes, Illinois.
W. 8th
Phone 1748
1416. BeU Phone
the war. We stopned at a farm house makes your head ache. I will buy what TO ESTABLISH
Jewell, Elmer Earle, 14th Cavalry,
Phones
for supper and it was very interesting I want or need. I’ll get it some way
DRUGS AND BUNDIES
Troop F, Del Bio, Texas.
to see the way they t prepared their mother. You would be surprisedto find
Karsten, Andrew P., Walter Reed
| DOE8BURO,
H. R., DEALER IN
DE. A.
___
meal. It is all done over a fire place, out the devious ways I know of to get
Michigan fruit packers will undoubt- Hospital,Ward L., Takoma Park, D. C.
No stoves in the house. Coal is not clothes,if thev are here to get at all edly establish a eo-operative central
Corporal John Kobes, Company A, ZYS, BAB, NOSE AND THROAT
articles.Imports and domestic
ased very much in this country and I’H get what T want. So just don’t selling agency for the disDOsalof their 338th Infantry,Camn Custer. Michigan.
SPECIALIST
cigars. Citizens phone 1291. 38 1.
wood is getting very scarce. I am not worry about your bovs, I think thev fruit In order to bring better prices for
Corporal Ralph Korteling, Troop D.,
Peters Bldg.
Eighth Street
«n duty now for about five hours so I will make out’O. K. I for one, am not themselves and reduce the price to the 11th U. 8. Cavalry, Newport Keys, Va Cor. Central Ave. and 8tb St., Holland,
are quite a little time for myself. In worryingabout it, why should you. We consumers by eliminating the middle- Koeter, Herm E., 310 Supply Train
Michigan
MISS HELENE PELGRIM
my spare moments I hardly, kltow what get a German airoplaneonce in a while man or broker.
Co. No. 2, Camp Custer, Michigan.
OFFICE
HOURS
Teacher of Piano
to do with myself but now I spend as is nocturual,but they have as much
Laman, Benjamin, Co. C., 310th Rogi
This sentimentwas almost unanim9 to 11 a. m.; 2 to 5 p. m. Evetniag*
Cits. Phone 1460
most of it here in the
of a chance as a snow ball in Halifax
ment
Engineers,
Camp
Custer,
Michi
ously expressed at the annual meeting
Tues. and Sata., 7:30 to 0.
Residence 197 West 12th St
They call this “8uimy France" but here. Only I get awful heartsick for of the Michigan Fruit Packers’ asso- gan.
Muilenburg, James, 109 Sanitary
I can t quite see it that way. It raina my dear momsie at times, I just wish I
ciation, held Tuesday afternoon in conPLUMBERS AND ROOFERS
here about five days out of the week could see her once more right awav, nection ‘with the 47th annual meeting Train, 134th Ambulance o., 34th Div.,
DENTISTS
And the clay here ia bad. Most of the then I think that at least she is con- of the Michigan State Horticultnralso- Camp Cody, New Mexico.
TYLER VAN LANDEOEND, Dealer
Dr. James O. Scott
roads are stone and verv good but if soled by the thot that there are no
Mulder, Arthur George, Company A in Windmills, Gasoline Engines.
Dcndst
ciety, which opened its three-day sesyour wheels get off into the clay it is slackers in her house. And you don’t sion in Grand Rapids Tuesday morning. 338th Regiment,Camp Custer, Michi Pumps and Plumbing Supplies. Cltz
Hoars: 8 to 12 a. m. 1 to 6 p- m.
hard to get
know what venom there is in our
phone 1038. 48 Weat 8th Street.
32 East Eighth
Holland,MM*
As one of the first rtepe toward this gan.
This is a fine country and all that hearts when we think of the aleek end, it was voted to incorporateunder
Corporal Bornie Mulder. Battery B,
but give me the good old U. 8. A and dressed fussy cads we know al slack- the laws of the state. When this 22nd Cavalry, Ft. Oglethorpe, Ga.
I am willing to fight to keep our na- kers. We know what we are here for agency is established,it is considered Olsen, John, 312th Ambulance Co.
Steketeo,John D., Long Isltnd,Port- Co. B., Fort Bam Houston, Texas.
tion as it is and also for its reputation. and aro willing to take what comes,
78th Die., Camp Dix, Mill Brook, P. O. land Harbor, Me., Box 33.
likely that it will have its officesin
Van Lierop, Henry B. J., Battery A,
Of course my work does not bring me bat those scoundrels back there, get- Benton Harbor. Officersof the fruit Trenton, N..J.
Ten Haken, William H., Company 11, 22nd Cavalry, Ft. Oglethorpe,Ga.
directly into the trenches yet it also ting our money, our sweet hearts and
Osterhof,
Judson,
Battery
B,
13th
packers were re elected,as follows: J.
2nd P. T. Regiment, Fort Sheridan, Hi.
Van' Nederynen, Albert Castletoa,
has as many hazards as they have and everything you have left behind, they
Nichols, president,South Haven; J. H. Field Artillery, Fort Bliss, Texas.
Ten Have, John, Co. A.. 338th In- New Yoxk -------on sick leave.
alio I feel I can be of more help in are marked tho, eo will conclude with
Potgeter, Joseph, Ambulance Corps,
I

•

Business Firms

1141

Haven

'

|

St.

CENTRAL
SELLING AGENCY

LEENHOUTS

__

Y.

out.

Crane, Fennville, vice-president;G. L.
that line . Well, this is getting to be loads of love and kisees to you and
Port, Coloma, secretary-treasurer.
rather lon^, to I will close.
daddy. Tell dad for me to be my best
Your son,
daddy and take good eare of mother L08T— Valuable hunting dog, black
Willard G. Leenhouts,
until I can say Bon jonr mon ami mere
and tan, near north Holland; has also
Supply Co. 6th Reg., U. 8. M. C. and pere. Aa ever,
been seen at West Olive, goes by the
American Expdy. Force % P. M., N. Y.
Bay Tardiff.
name of Billy. Finder please return
dog to Albert Bidding at the LokOttawa County Road Commissioner,
The Ladies Guild of Grace chnrch
ker Rutgers Co. store and receive re*
Austin Harringtonwaa in Grand Bap- will bold its annual bazaar on Decemward.
Ids on bnsinesi Wednesday.
ber 18 at the gas office.

/

St

Allentown, Pa.
Pxins, Peter N., 14th Cavalry, Troop
F, Eagle Pass, Texas.
Sergeant Teunit W. Prins, Battery
A, 3 ’8th Regiment, F. A., Camp Custer,
Michigan.
Reus, William Frederick,Co. A, 3 ’8th
Infantrv, Camp Custer, Michigan.
Standaard,Cornelius, 14th Cavalry,
troop F, Eagle Pasa, Texas.

fantry,Camp Custer, Michigan.

Van den Boeeh, Ernest D., Co. F.,
32nd Michigan Infantry, Camp MacArtbur, Waco Texas.

Corporal Fred Voss. Troop D, lltk U.
News, Va.

8. Cavalry, Newport

A Single Exception.
Van den Noort, Joe, 6th Co., C. A. C.
"Do
you
think a memory for dates
Fort McKinley,Portland, Me.
Vander Meer, Millard, Long Island, helps a man?” "Sometimes,”replied
Farmer Corn tassel. “But not when ha
Portland Harbor, Me., Box 33.
Van Oodhom, Jokn, Prov. Ambulance b aelUng spring chickens.*1

1
PAXIB BIOKf

Holiaiui City

JIOLLAHD MARKETS
B«eh Mintm

_

whito No. 1
'Wheat, white No.
Wheat, white Ho. 8.
Wheat, red No.
Wheat, red No. B
Wheal,- ted No. S

I

£

__

_

bushel

.....

1J8
2.00
2.00

home

_

St. Car Feed

- ---No. 4 Feed ----Cracked Corn
Corn Meal

climb the eaves to rob the sparrows
81.00 np>ta for a delectable pie. Now Mr
2 23

.

-

-

James Hunt of

Philadelphia, who if
81.00
8600 crusading against the English sparrow
80.00 advocates the pie ns the true destiny of
Bran -----...« 00 the sparrow. He furnished the sparrow,
Xiddnuga
. 50.00 for such a pic opened in Washington re
Hereenings
..48.00 ccutly at a luncheoi^ served by the
•Oil Meal
. 62.00 Philadelphia Public Ledger.
The guests d« /ared, that the pie was
Cotton flood 'Meal .... .. .........
60.00
Krause Hi Protein Dairy Food ______ 60.00 good, and the. flavor of the sparrow was
Low Grade - ......
77.00 superior to chicken and equal to partBadger Pair* Feed ______________ 52.00 ridge. Washington boys found this out
Badger Horse Feed ___________________ 60.00 long ago in the!r secret sparrow roasts
OEr Lay Scratch food, with grit....81,00 where dozens cf these tibits were spit
•C Kr-Lay Scratch feed without grit 80.00 ted on wires before the blaze and de
von red by these foo.J pirates.
Cleaning a sparrow is n simple matThomas Klomparens k Oo.
ter of cutting the breast away from
' (Feed in Ton Lota)
Hay, loose .........
12.00 all other parts and skinning flpeeinl
Hay, baled -------------14.00 traps nre used for catching sparrows.
Straw
10.00 These are set near favorite cookeries
and dozens of sparrows are caught at
n time.
Molenaar * De Goads

____

----

.

IB

4

directors.

At the suggestion of City Attorney
McBride this plan was modified. It
was decided to pass a resolutionaskFROM.
ing Food Commissioner Prescott and
Fuel Commissioner Prudden to make
Use th« Spawn to Stock Up Hntcher- recommendations
as to the appointment
of such officials for Holland. In this
1m and Sell Mother Fish to tho
way tho same reeult will be obtained
People
but it will come from the other end and
there will be no chance that the plans
The reason Holland is able to get made here will conflict with general
plan* made at state headquarters in
•help white fish from the state at this
Lansing.
time is that this is spawning time for
ht is expected that an Answer from
the white fish and it is the fish killed the state officials will be forthcoming
to obtain their spawn which the state almost immediately and that the council ran take further action at the next
s selling to the people at practically

»

Jacob Riis describesin one of his de
.80 lightful essays how the good old house
use tc
2.21 keeper in his Daninh

...

suggested that a committeebe appoint-

.

WHERE THE BUPPLY DISPOSED OF HERE COMES

fHAT

2.03
, 1.00

Old Corn ___________
Corn
__________ _
______

THIS DAINTY DISH DECLARED Bl
SOME TO BE THE SOLUTION
OF SPARROW PEST

2.01

News

ed to keep in touch with the food and
SPAWN FISH
fuel situation and that this committee
IN HOLLAND
cooperate with the state food and fuel

A DELICIOUS PI1

Rye

par

STATE SELLS

tM

___

_
_

Oata,

TWENTY

SPARROWS BAKED IN

Oo.

(Bujing PHom of Orals)

^heat,

FOUR AND

1

Presents

meeting.

•ost price. Spawning

time will continue for another twenty days or so, and
after that U will be harder to secure
a supply of

fish

ELECTS OFFICERS
FOR ENSUING YEAR

fish sold here is fish confiscatedto the

state by illegal fishermen

who

arc

Xmas

A Few

It is popularly supposed that the

PERCY RAY TO GUIDE DESTINIES
OP UNITY LODGE DURING
THE NEXT YEAR

caught in the act. But the fact is
that while all fish obtained in that
Unity Lodge, No. 191, F. & A. M.
way nre sold to the people,there is not
last night held their annual electionof
enough of this kind of fish to supplv
officers. The following were elected
.48
very many people. The state fish de- to guide She destiniesof the order for;
SOME
COAST
OUARDS
... .43
GET MORE PAY partment each spawning season how- the coining year: Wowhipful Master—
.. .46
ever catches a large supply of 'white Percy Ray; Senior Warden, Frank J.
- .18
Congleton; Junior Warden, E. P. Davis;
fish to supply the various hatcheries
The
members
of
the
coast
guard
sta- .18
Treasurer, I Altman; Secretary, H. [j]
••••••••••••a
...1413 tions have received an increase of pay with spawn.
Harrington; Senior Deacon, C. T. Bow-

------------

!

Butter, creamery ..
Butter, dairy ...... ....

top

........................

Pork

__________________

-------

Mutton

Veal

........

.

......

. .......

Beef

...12%
.. .14
14

Chicken

25“*hicken
Turkeys

.

...

.23

..

LOCALS
Miss Kittie Doosburg
fiapida visitortoday.

is a Grand

Heir. James F. Zwemer took <the inter*
•uirban for Grand Rapids today

Supervisor De Koeyer took the
Uerurban for Grand Rapids today.

which is to be in effect during the perIt has been found that this is a bet
iod of the war. This advance consists ter way of propagatingthe fish than
of doubling the allotment which is proto let them spawn in their natural habvided for the families of the members itats, for the reason that carp and othand in cases where there are large fam- er cannibal fish eat the spawn in the
ilies amounts to considerable.Under natural haunts, while in the hatcheries
the ruling a member of the coast guard the spawn is of course protected until
is obliged to turn over to Ms family a the young fish are large enough to pro
certain portion of his salary depending teet themselves.
on the number of children. • In some
Yesterday 500 pounds of fish were
eases this amounts to as high as $37 sold in a very short time at White’s
per mouth, so that in an instance of market. Eight hundred pounds more
this kind the head of the family re- have been promised Mayor Vandersluis
ceives an incraaseof that amount,
to reach Holland late today or tomorrow.

in

WANTS

:n:TO DISPOSE
SOCIETY
ASKS
OF FIRE TEAM

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Lee Fletcher,
W. Seventh street, Wednesday, a girlf Who wants to buy a fine team of
horses at a bargainf He who does can
— oo:—
apply to the board of fire commissionT William Arendshprst is in Grand Ha- ers. The fire team, put out of busiven today.
ness by the motor fire truck, is on the

£.
r

—

Jlrthar

wen

:e.

—

Van Duren

today.

is in Grand

Ha

,

Joe Rowan has returned from

an

eastern trip.

Mr

-

*

Xievense will celebrate his
71st anniversary tomorrow.

Buyamin A. Boone of Zeeland enNavy at th^
veciuiting office in Grand Rapids Tues-

listed in Ih? United States

daj'The F north Reformed church bazaar
will Ue held this evening in the base*
mna of the church. The usual bazaar
articles will be sold and coffee, cake
. and ice cream will also be sold.
— a:—
s' Aid. TBfieve, chairman of the com•< mittee on poor reported to the council
last night that the sum of $76.50 had
been expended during the past two
weeks for temporaryrelief.
— :o:—

The

«

Eirelsior class of the Third Re4formed ehurch held their monthly
basincM meeting at the home of Law*
•tsuw Huyser last evening The meet*
ring was »f>ened by the president. A
wery interesting -rogram was given and
* social hour followed.

—is:—.
Mrs. B. A. Haight and two sons and
Alias Bernice Kidney accompaniedthe
fformer’s sen, W. A. Haight as fur as
•Gtwafl Rapids Tuesday to bid him farewall as he left for Camp Logan, IlL He
/has enlisted in the Naval militia.
'This evening at 8 o’clock the Ladies’
Aid society of Bt. Francis church will
rtghre It*

Christmasentertainment.All

•jnembrre ol the congregation and their
'itmilie*are cordiallyinvited to be
•,j>resmvL

— IS!—
Mrs. W. H. Thorntonhas been called
tto Chicago on account of a death in
'the family. This is the second time in
‘dhree -weeks that Mrs. Thornton has
"S— a Tampelled to go to Chicago *'»<aase of the death of one of her relattives.

—

:o:

—

‘The Christian School society "Monica” will hold its annnal sale tomor'row afternoon and evening in the par•Ion af the Central Avenue Christian
BeTormed church. Fancy work, plain
wawing, guilts, knitted goods and hand
ysinting^ will be on sale. All are cor•dislly jurined.
— :o:-Tlie entertainment in Trinity Re*
Tonned church tomorrow evening for
the ’hcaefit of the Red Cross will include a missionary drama. The play
wrill be preceded by music and readings
fhe music to consist of vocal solos and
durts and piano duets. A silver collec.
tion to he taken will be for the Red
Jh'OM

THE COOPERATION
OF COUNCIL

WOULD SYSTEMATIZE CHARITY
IN

market and so far the board has been

of the President
To the accompanimentof eonsidera
ble speechifying,the Common Council
last night accepted with a rising vote
of thanks a beautiful framed portrait
of President Wilson presented by exAlderman Bert Slagh. When Mr. fllagh
heard two weeks ago that the council
had decided to buy a likeness of the
President to hang it in the council
chamber he decided immediatelythat
he would like to present the picture.
In accepting the picture on behalf
of the city, Mayor Vanderskiis declared that PresidentWilson bears the
same relation to our country today that
Lincoln did in civil war days, and a*
Lincoln freed the United States from
the curse of slavery so Wilson would
free the world from’the curse of “Kai
serism, Prussianism and militarism."
He said it was thereforeeminently appropriatethat Holland should honor
the president. Later Mr. fljngh made a
few remarks saying be was glad the
council was non-partisanenough to
place the likeness of the president in
the council chamber

H

He

Vrids; C. bi H.^J. G.
' Karkten; P. 8.— J. R. Coster; R. A C.
W. Helmboldt;M. 3 V.— A. E. Vander
Halle* M. 2 V.— F. A. Marsh; M. 1 V.
— A. Harrison; Sen.— Wm. Murphy.
Mrs. James Tilt of Holland is the
^jwest of Mrs. Ralfffi Van Toll at Grand
F.

—

but (he communinty
a-* well during the coming year as h
this way, all working for one common
interest,can great things be accom

FIT-ALL

lice

box

i
of

candy ud we

CASES

will delifer

Mirrors
for Tooth Brushei, Comb, Hiir

Miiicore

Brush,

ud

for you Xmas
uumerous othet Moruiit

Oitfiti
Toilet Articles.

A

of

Ha?e

frenc/i Mirrors

Choice Liie

a choice

Hue of
A Nice Box of Cigars

Perfumes

ud

Cigarettes for the boy

of1

who smokes.

Toilet Witeri

sta-

tionery

to

choose from.

ALL PRICES

LAWRENCE DRUG CO.

plished.

Phone 1295

54 Eoal Eighth Street
Mail Orders Taken Care Of

For Sale

•

Henry Geerlings appearedbefore the

common council last

Sent la

J

STRAND THEATRE THURSDAY

running order.
B. E.

THE LARGEST PICTURE EVER IN HOLLAND

Leonard

mt

Fennville, Mich.

for tbis purpose vtiislly goes to the

families that need it most.

Same Day

2 ton Mack truck in

“The Crisis

Phone Fennville

Bell

Americsos Greatest Story by

Wioston Churchill.
One Matinee 2 P. M. 15c
At Night, 6:45 and 8:45

2

Shows

e^aning on b/hulf

of the society and asked that the alder-

men

cooperatewith the society and
form a sort of unofficial partnership
with it. He offeredthe whole machinery

of

the society tothe council for use in

it. He offered the whole machineryof

the society to the council for use in
finding out who needs help, with the
understandingthat the council wjuld
furnish the funds needed for the relief
of the poor who are not eared for by
churches or other organizations.
He proposed that the city shall be
divided into six districtsand that the
Social Service society shall have t,«'c
inspectorsin each district Thes-i inspectors shall keep in constanttouch
with the sU nation in their own territory and shall try to learn of all cuse«

HOLLAND

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
GREAT ABUNDANCE
now presented at Du Mez

are

Notwithstanding the

fact that

Holiday Goods are very scarce and

lines of

to get,

size

Toys, Dolls, Games and Novelties
is exceeding large
We

desire to

call

your special attentionto

our line of Erector and

American Steel

Model Builders, Guaranteed Trains on Track, Electric Motors, Transformers,etc.*.

\

Puzzels, Magic Outfits,
chanical Toys, A

Many New

fine

A new

line of Iron Toys,

Mb.

assortmentAmerican Made Dolls

Games,. Painting Outfits,

War Toys such

as Diving Submarines, Machine Guns, Cannons
Battleships,Forts

etc.,

A large stock of Toy Books*

Childrens Sew-

NOW

of a plan to appoint a food and fuel
director for the city of Holland. Alderman Kammeraad made the suggestion that somethingshould be done to
place the disposal of food and fuel in
Holland on a more stable basis. He

many

Bros.

we have been fortunate to secure a line of gifts which exceeds in
and assortmentsanything we have ever shown before. Our line of
hard

ing and

HARD GOAL

Gun Lake, Allegan county,’ one day

Brushes

itself

WITHOUT

this week saw a very large wild white
swan. Of course the bird kept away
from everyone.But Andrews got close
enough to* admire its pure white plumage and notice its long, beautiful neck.
The bird rose when approached but settled again in a far part of the lake-

Combs

Glue ui your

order for

Boys

order to see to it that the money giv-

en

Ballagh, veteran missionary in the orIS
ient- Altho he has reached the age of
85 years he is surprisinglvstrong and
finds great delight in going off on country trips for weeks at a time. Dr. THIS FACT IB BROUGHT OUT IN
Ballagh is the head of four missionary
COUNCIL DISCUSSION LAST
‘
generations. The others are his daughEVENING
ter, Mrs. McAlpine, Mrs. Robert 8
iNeil Landman of *he Holland Coast
Spencer, his granddaughter and a great
City Takes Steps For the Appointment
'Guard station No. 7, while on south
granddaughter
*patrol ran onto a strange animal and
of Pood and Fuel Directors
A very pleasant skating party was
he thought it was a polar bear. Hat*
Here.
held Friday evening at tho Lyceum
ing a largo Colt’s automatic in his
rink. Those present were the Misses
pocket, Landman forgot to use it in
Minnie Galien. Kathrvn TerBeek, There is at present perhaps a smaller
the excitement.Returning to the staKathryn Van Null, Kathryn Nykerk. supply of hard coal in Holland than
' ‘lion out of breath he notified Surfman
Anna Bomers, Susie Brieve, Louise
' No. 3, Will Roe, champion hunter and
trude Kuite, Cornelia Wenzel. Cornelia has been the ease for many years. Maytrapper about the animal. Shouldering
Ver Schure, Margaret Ten Brink, Ger- or Vandersluie declared last night that
..his musket Roe proceededto get the
Rynkema, Nellie Zeerip, Cina Siersma the coal bins are almost empty so far
-rinimal. He returned the next morning
and the Messrs. Henry Cook, Jim Cook, as hard coal goes, only eight- or ten
'8 a. m. with a large skunk. The
Fred Galien, Ed Marcusse, Albert Van
t'ooya at the station have not yet retons remaining unsold. He reported
Lente, Oerrit Vanden Berg. John Beltcovered front the effects.
man, Lawrence Huyser, Neil Marcusse, however that there is a considerable
'Holland Chapter, R. A. M. held its Samuel Bov, Joe Thomas, Alfred Mel- supply of soft coal and coke.. The may'tpnual election of officers Monday cher and Henry Stroop. A light lunch- or repeated his assertionshowever that
sight and the following will be install- eon was served at 10:30 at the Hotel all cases of actual sufferingfor lack of
Cafe. A group picture was taken of
• on Monday evening December 9 at the
coal would be looked into immediately
lodge rooms in the tower block: H. P. the party and all reported a very good
time.
and would almost certainlybe supplied.
— Boy Heath; K.— E. Vanden Berg; S.
— M. E. Dick; Treasurer—
Helmers; Frank Andrews while hunting on
The coal discoesioncame as a result

*

For Die Soldier

Toilet Sets

dress the lodge on timely subjects inter- HI
esting to all Masonic brethren
Unity lodge has been one of the
most influential bodies in Western
Michigan and the newly elected officers
with theassistanee of the membership
promise still greater laurel*for Unity
lodge and ho doubt will make this the
banner year for the organization.
It is urgently hoped by the men that
every member will put his shoulder to
the wheel and help boost not only for

the lodge

I?orj

CITY SUPERVISION

of actual want. They shall make very
'searching investigations into all .'axes
so that there may be no expenditure cf
money in cases where there ’.s no actWidows of civil war veterans are ual need. The inspectors are to work
pleased over the increase in pensionL :n conjunction with City Inspector Van
which will be given them after thisi den Berg, and eases of destitutionarc
date.. From now on all will receive025['
to be deferred to the Committee on
a month, whether they nre now receiv- Poor, who can then take aet'On for the
ing $20 or only $12. No applications relief of the destitution.
are necessary to obtain the increase,
Mr. Geerlings announced that it takUncle Bam will simply enlarge the aixj es about $300 a year to relieve cases of
of the checks with out a reminder.
this kind. Many of the churches take
P. J. Rooks of Linton, N. D.. is in care of their own poor, and so do many
the city visitinghis father P. G Rooks fraternalorganizations. But there are
of Holland Township and Evert Allen, always eases that do not come under
his father-in-law,living in Holland. these heads. The society in the paat
Mr. Rooks left Holland in 1888 and past has often helped families that
soon began to dabble in politics. He could not be given city aid because
is a democrat but was elected sheriff they had not Hved here long enough.
several times in a county three to one
The whole question was referred
republican. He has also served for 16 the committee on poor for investigayears as clerk of the court and is now tion. They will report at the next counthe postmaster of Linton, N. D.
cil meeting.
-Sixty years a missionary in Japan is

the record achievedby Dr- John H.

White

en; Junior Deacon, Robt. Leenhouts;
Tyler, Wm. Murphy. Installationof
these officers will be held December 19,
at which there will l* several -wellknown outside speakerswho will ad-

HOLLAND UNDER CITY

unable to dispose of the animals.
The board is very anxious to sell. Machinery of Socl&l Service to Be Used
The city has no work for the horses
and City to Furnish the Money
and it is considered poor business to
la the Plan.
feed the two animals with good appetites and get nothing out of them, especially when hav is $2S a ton. So
It is the plan of the Social Service
the board is willing to let the horses
Society to put charity in Holland on a
go at a very reasonable price and
throw in a pair of good harness besides. more systematic basis in order to
avoid all overlapping of giving and in

Ex-Alderman Presents
Council With Portrait

Suggestions

Embroi-

dery Boxes, Building and A B C Blocks,

Wood-

en Construction Toys, Painted Balls, Black
Boards, Doll Beds, Doll Buggies,

etc., Its utterly

impossible to give you an adequate idea of the
greatness of our

showing in the toy

-

'.r.v.v ,v,v, '.vv./v.'.'.v,
.....

line.

FANCY GOODS
As usual we have a great variety of Fancy Goods, White Celluloid ware of
all kinds, specials in

Cut Glass, Umbrellas,

Hand Bays and purses, Handker-

chiefs, Gloves, Fancy-Aprons, Breakfast Caps,

You

will be Surprised

Mens Articles, China Pieces,

etc*

and Pleased at our

Big Showing This Year

DU MEZ BROS.
“The Big Toy Store”

What we say we

do,

we do

do.
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METHODIST MINISTERS CARRY
ALONG WORK IN RURAL

i SSS5

'

ii

!«as

MANY ENJOY FISH
ALLEGAN COUNTY
DINNER SUNDAY
FAIR STATEMENT
IS INTERESTING
MUNICIPAL SALE ADVERTISED

COMMUNITIES.
A great many young

REELECTED.

Mothodiat

war work and as a result there is

I
'

»

•

*:*'

•

=*. C

-W®

i.

(

a

dearth of ministers in the smaller con-

v
{

grogntionn of the denomination. Hut
the church as a whole is not allowing

•' i'V.4’’j
'

these small congregations to go unnerv-

ii

ed. Action has been taken whereby
work in the smaller places is assignel
to pastors in the larger centers who
will carry it along in addition to their

regular work.

Just 15

WAS A FINANCIAL BUCOEBB-OFFICIAL8 OF LAST YEAS

;\ff\
preacher* have gone to the front to do

|\

FOR MONDAY PULLED OFF
SATURDAY.

more Shopping Days before Christmas^

To Rev.

J. F.

Bowerman of

this city

has been assigned the West Olive

Don't wait until the last minute

to select

those gifts for ycur Friends.

BEGIN RIGHT NOW. The Jas. A. Brouwer Co. Furniture Store is
with four floors of USEFUL, DURABLE, CHRISTMAS GIFTS

get that

around. Charles Hoyt deputy game

hibits.

.....

Give iFurniture
Gift

The Allegan Gazette reports the annual meeting of the Allegan fair as being a groat success financially. New
that the Hollnud fair directors have
made their report, ns a matter of comparison, the statementof the Allegan
Countv Agricultural association it interesting.Allegan wa* more fortunIn common with other cities, Holland ate than Holland as to weather condimust have fish cheap. The mayor had tions, although the week was far frfm
ideal The Grand Ranids fair associabeen negotiating with the state fish tion experienced perfect weather for
commissionerfor a week or more a*k their exhibitionand the attendant#
ing for Holland’sshare of the finny demonstratedthat it takes fair weaker to make a fair aa well as fine extribe, if the state waa pawing them

Allegan Gazette— A small number of
Every Sunday afternoon he goes to warden from Ottawa, now at Lansing members of the Allegan County Agrithat place and conducts regular church was instrumentalin getting to Hol- cultural society met In the eity iflR
services.
land 600 pounds of the finest white Wednesday of last week In annual session. The reportsof the officers showed
But Mr. Bowerman is not relying on fish that has ever been sold here. These that the last fair waa a financiallacregular church services alone to de- Mr. White pawed out, under tho super- eese. The statements follows:
RECEIPTS
velop the field in that district. He is vision of the miyor at 17 cents per
1916 Balance ..........
1SMT
organizing a -public lecture course to ba pound. A penny a pound was given
Gate receipts .........
3^N.M
given in the church, which he hopes, the White market for handling the Grand atand receipts .... 47I.M
will serve to iacrease the interest of fish.
Concessions_________
8ST.M
. the people of thc^ community in the
36JH
It is estimated that 250 familiea in Renta ......
church work and Jelp along the eer- Holland sat down to a fish dinner with Entry fees ..............
345,51
i vices on Sunday bji a large attendance.
_
the satisfactionthat thev paid before- Other receipts ___________
This lecture course will be entirely the war prices and less for them. The
free to the public of that community fl*h came a day early as they were
Total............... ..............
and it will be inter-denominational.not expected to arrive until Mondav.
EXPENDITURES
Everybodv will be made welcome. It
.............
3t5.ll
A largo sign above three large box- Salaries
.will be one of the features of a Com- es of Iced beauties indicated that John Amusements
... 675.66
munity Uplift program that the local Vandersluia had aecured these fish Judges and assistants ____ ....... 4.11
pastor expects to introduce into West from the state commission and that Music ........................
. .............
. 801.54
...... 699, 5e
Olive. There will be five numbers in they would be sold for the reasonth!) 1 remiums ................
the lecture course.
... 1,268.41
price of 17 cents a pound. A line of Ra*ea __________ — ........
Plans are also under way for the purchasers soon emptied the three big
organizationof a farmers' club in West boxes and many could not be accom- Note paid
..................
. .........
. 581.ll
Olive undtfr the auspices of the re- modated.
ligiousorganization of the community.
Total ..................................
$4,91T.tt
An additional two hundred pounds
The
balance on hand at preaent with
of fish were received at ten o’clock
all indebtedness paid U 6462.65. The
IN
Monday morning and were sold in
amount of money to be received loot
little over a half hour. Mavor Vanderfrom the state is 6465, ao that the tosluis announces that he w’ill get fish
eiety Is poing to have more than 6966
The draft board of the second dia for the local people as often as possi with which to make repairs on th6
ble and place them on sale.
trict of Ottawa county announced Monproperty.
:o:
•
-lot ..... day that it will be the duty of all
registeredmen who have changed their
GIRL
TUBERCULOSIS IN
addresses since registration promptly
IN

filled

The

field.

Although Mayor Yandersluis is tome
iDhermon, ho never brought homo such
a mess of fish ns he did Saturday.Six
hundred pounds were disposed of in n
few hours at the White Market oi.
River avenue, where Van had placed
them on rale.

...

4

.....

.......

WHY?
BECAUSE.Iwe haveja large assortment to

BECAUSE
BECAUSE
BECAUSE
BECAUSE

our goods are

.

select

from.

we give you

MUST KEEP
TOUCH WITH BOARD

and surely there is no time

vice is more appreciatedthan during the busy Christmas season
stores are crowded and everybody is in a hurry.

Please Notice

Any goods purchased now

when serwhen the

- -

FORTY DEATHS FROM

will be delivered

Service

IN 1916

-

GRAND HAVEN

NOW

IS

:

RUSSIA

give the new location. It is up to the

Mias Heap, who is the daughter if
Mr.
and Mrs. William Heap, Graa4
board of health show that the number
formed The local board wants to bo of deaths from tuberculosisin Michi Haven, and who haa juat arrived la
in position to reach the men promptly gan during 1916 was 3,005. This L Russia,has gone there on a special misj&nd the changes of address must reach wveral hundred more than the number sion for the war council of the Qatloaat
;r-)-ai-JM-AyciAge^year.
.This dote not
flte Board at (he "ciTy haTTYift TaTeV
board of Y(-W. Oi A. Miss Heap left
mean, however, the board explains,
than Dec. 15.
that there were actually more deaths Chicago October 21 and aailed from
Failure to comply with this an- but that the disease is being better Vancouver,B. C., October 25 for Yenouncement may make the registrant recognized by physicians. During 1916 kohoma, Japan, on the Emprsaa tf
the state tuberculasissurvey was in
liable to losing the exemption he may
Asia. From Japan she went to Vladiprogress and it is believed that this
have secured previously. Moreover it caused a marked increase in interest voatoek through Manchuria and Bibsrmakes him liable to arrest and conse- in the disease and that hence 'many ia and was due to arrive in Pstrograd
quent punishment.The announcement cases were truthfullygiven as tubercu- November 24.
of the local board applies to all the losis that otherwiss would have bees
Mrs. Robert W. Spear, presideat ed
listed as something else.
registrantsin this district.
the
national board of the Y. W. O. A.(
In this county 40 people died from
Under the selectivedraft the ques- the dread white plague during the year speakingin Detroit last week, stated
tionnaires are to go into the mail on 1916. During the same period Muske- that Misa Heap is one of the flrat
I December 15, and every man in the gon county reported 38 deaths from the
yenng women who has gone to Rnaia
first draft who remained at home disease and Allegan county reported 16
whether rejected or because he was not —there were 12 counties in Michigan en this special mission to help the wocalled, will receive one of these pa- that reported more deaths from tuber men of Russia by first establiahlif
pers to be filled out.
tulosiathan Ottawa.
American cafeterias there and (lat6f
| The law requires that five per cent
when the time ia ripe to help establish
of the total number to be mailed out
a Y. W. C. A. Ameriea has now
KAISER
shall go out through the mail daily
chance to help the Russian women at
OF THE
for the next consecutive 20 days. With
this, the greatest period of their hismore than 2000 to receive these papers
tory, who in the present chaos of naeer
in this district it means that the local
tainty look to us for help.
board will have to send out a lot pf
New York, Dec. — “The French rev
Miss Heap was selected on aeeoaat
these blanks daily until the entire olution will look like a Methodist Sun of her special qualifications. Aftei
mailing list is taken care of.
day school picnic if the German people graduatingfrom the Muskegon High
The law gives each recipient seven ever rise against their preaent rulers.’’ school she took a year’s course ia Eng
days in which to answer the questions So declared Jamea W. Gerard, former lish literatureat Oxford, then studie!
and return them to the board. Failure ambassadorto Germany from the Unit for two and a half yeara in Paria
to do so is a misdemeanor punishable od States, in an address here, before France, also two years in Munieh, Ba
by fine or imprisonmentfor one year the League of Political Economy.
varia. Hhe speaks three differentlaa
and immediate induction into the gov“This fact,” added Gerard, “will gnages and haa had three month’s ia
ernment'smilitary service.
be because of the greater brutality of strnrtion in Russian, and also if s
the Germans. Because the militarv graduate of the International College
Ralph Antbruip, 13th years old, who leaders of Germany and the Kwiser of Secretaries.She has also been interlived like a millionaire*
illionaire far
far several know this, they are willing to fight on ested in Y. W. C. A. work and hai
daya at the Hotel Muskegon but was in the hope of ultimate victory.
traveled extensively in Europe.
finally subjectedto a police inquiry
“They have learned to fear what
when he failed to pay hia bills, has doubtless will happen when the people
been found to be the son of a Berlin, know that Germany has been defeatMichigan couple, who paid for the ed.’'
FALL OF HIS
youth’s vacationand took him back
-:o:home.
Sheriff Dornbos’ officers arreetel
FERRY8BURO HAS

JasABrouwerCo.
of

OTTAWA

to inform the board of the change and

any time before Christmas.

registrantto do this without being in-

The House

......

.

on easy payments.

service,

..

...

new and up-to-date.

sell for cash or

.

_

ourjprices are as low as the lowest.

we

WM

_______

_

That Beautifies and Satisfies, and
Furniture from Jas. A. Brouwer Co.

The Store With A Christmas Spirit

Right

Now

Is the time to get

your

CHRISTMAS ORDERS
in. Remember we can
make your
evening

if

sitting

it

in the

Official figures given out bj the stats

FEARS
RAGE
PEO
PLE-GERARE

suits you bet-

ter.
«

5

Always mak? an

EARLY HOLIDAY SHOPPING
much
greater importance and advantage than ever before. Many
pieces of Holiday Merchandise now in our store positively
has been incouragedin past years. This year

it is of

appointment for
night sittings.

cannot be replacedadvancing prices the

In these times of

fact that «vo

more than

In *ur at ora la mold for

10c

arthlm
will help

The Lacey Studio

you solve the problems of Christmas buying.
19 E. 8th

We

are

now showing

St

CHARGE FATHER WITH
SON

Op Stairs

wrapping magames, children’s books, and our

large assortments of

terial for packages, toys,

handkercheifcounter contains some wonderfull values.

W©

SMALLPOX SCARE
WITH TWO OASES

invite you to visit our store

Two rases of small pox have developed in Ferrysburg, according to reports
from that village Monday morning and
the little village is more or less upset
over the developments.Several weeks
ago small pox was discovered in the

REMEMBER
Our highest price is

Midway school district outside of Ferrysburg and many homes were quaran-

10 cents

What

Oily strictly S

uJ

10c store Ii the

Buy?

Lot us help you to saye the problem. We can

&

F. W. W00LW0RTH

to

CO.

city

satisfy

you whether

you wish to purchase a gift for Wife, Husband, CMldreu, Parents or
Friends.

Phtie 1643

WHEN
Buy

as early as yon can.

NEW OFFICER

TO BUY?
We hare a

of

Seed

Com

WHERE

TO BUY?
ft ths STORE THAT WILL SAVE YOU FROM TEN to THIRTY
PER CENT on all your pure haees— whether it be HOLIDAY GOODS

some

com

is

going to

fine early

bought very

be hard to get and here

store that Invitee Comparison of Ooods

and Prices.

yellow dent seed corn that can be

reasonable. Inquire
G.

OR STABLE LINES. The
is

-

Van Wynen
Route

11, Holland,

Mich.

A.

PETERS

East Eighth Street and Central Avenue

and lO,
Store and
Bazaar
5

Holland, Mich.

MULDER AND
LUNDBERO MARRIED
SATURDAY

LIEUT. LEON L.
MISS C.

FOR SALE
Seed

TAKES A BRIDE

very large stock to select

your holiday gifts from, but the earlieryou buy, the better you'll be

200 Baskets

tined. The trouble was at first thought
to be chicken pox as the cases were
light. Later, however, they were pronounced small pox. Now two families
in the village iself have been placed
under quarantine and greatest care is
being taken to prevent the spread of
the disease. The achools were fumigat
ed Monday.

Lieut. Leon L. Mulder, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Mulder,
quietly
married in Grand Rapide Saturdayafternoon to Miss Laura C Lundberg.
The ceremony was performed by the
Rev. Henry C. Roehner. They will be
:uesta of the groom '• parents during

wu

Clarence Rice, a Polkton young

W

ings, the lad told the officers of a trip

he had made to the CoopersvUIemarket with a wagon load of Mr. Boreht
chickens. Stopping at his father’s
house, the boy allegesthat the father
suggested some of the chickens be left
there, and the boy turned a couple ef
the birds loose.
Mr. Burch waa In Grand Haven Friday and expressed a desire to do something toward correcting the boy anl
making a man of him, suggesting that
he might be able to get him into th<
armv. Acting npon the lad’l rtvela
tions the officers Saturday took 61

furlough.
Lieut. Mulder leave# Friday for Ban
, Antonio, Texai, where h« ia to be staI Honed. He received bis eommiiaion
| from Ft. Sheridan and ia assigned to
warrant in Justice fubb’s.
the Aviation Section, Signal Corpe.
against the father.
ie

maa

Saturday on the charge of breakia|
and entering the granary of W.
Burch in Polkton. Mr. Burch is pmb
Usher of the Sheep Breeders’ Jonraal
at Chicago, and young Rice waa em
ployed on the Burch farm. At the jail
the young man was put under a thon
questioning by Sheriff Dornbot aid
ProsecutingAttorney Fred T. Milei
and the result was an action agalas’
Ernest Rice, the boy ’a father on tk(
charge of receiving stolen goods. It ii
claimed by the officers that they wert
convincedby the lad’s story that hil
father had contributed to his downfall
Accordingto the young man’s state
ment to the officers,the father knee
all about the affaire in which the lad
was mixed. As an instance of the
father’s part in the boy’s short com-

FAcm

n»

nouand

City

News

AGED OTTAWA FARMER LOCAL TEAM NOT A
CUT-OFF WILL SHORTEN FIRST LEUTXNAKT
GOES ON TRIAL
ONE-MAN AFFAIR PIKE BY TWO MILES
SPEAKS fb STUDENTS
XftKBBX KOHLBU10 AFPlAEED HOLLAND HIGH FOOT BALL SEA ROAD OOMMUBION’I FLAN FOB
STUDENT OFFIOHB STUB U? PADV COUET MONDAY AFTBENOON
•ON ICOST BRILLIANT IN
CHANGE IN BOUTS BETWEEN
TRIOTIC ENTHUSIASM
ON JCtfftDEBCHARON
SOHOOL'i HISTORY
HOLLAND AND GRAND
HAVEN.
The faculty and student body of
Waiting trial on the charge of mar
Losing only one game out of nine;
Hope College were addressed in Wi
4er tince the first of September, the
aged farmer, Ernest Kohiburg, living
ea the Pike between Holland and Grand
Haven appeared in circut court Monday

making a total number of 584 points
The Ottawa County Road Commls- nants chapel Monday morning by First
Lieutenant William H. Ten Haken of
to a total of only thirty for the op•ion proposes to change the route of
Cedar Grove, Wis., a graduate of the
ponents; playing aix games out of nine
the West Michigan Pike from Grand class of 1917, who has just been awardin which opponents failed to score— Haven to Holland. The change will in- ed a commissionafter three month# of
afternoon. During his long wait in jail, that is the record of Holland High
service in the Officers’ Training Camp
volve a shortening of the distance beat Fort Sheridan, Illinois. Lieut. Ten
the aged man has been an ideal prison- school’s football team this year. The
tween the county seat and this city by Haken delivered an entertaining ader, He has contentedly awaited the season that came to an end Thanksgivover two miles.
dress on hia experiences in the big
time to come for his trial, passing the ing day with the Traverse City game
Figuring that concrete alone repre- camp and inspired his audienceto a
days reading and smoking and pleas was the most brilliantin the locals’ senta a cost of over twelve thousand high pitch of patriotic enthusiasm.
Taking his cue from the remarks made
aatly conversing with anyone who hap- history. The only thing that kept
dollaraa mile, the propoaed change will •y Prof. John B. N/kerk, who was in
peaed to be near him.
Holland from a try at state championmean that the taxpayers of the country harge of the devotional exercises, the
Since he was placed in jail the last ship was its single defeat at the hands
trill be saved close to thirty thousand young lieutenant said: "Every man
day of August, Kolhburg has made of Grand Rapids Central. Had it not dollars.
you meet these days who ia not ardent
y patrioticmust be regarded with sn
friends with his jailers. They all like been for this the local team would
This week County Surveyor Peck of apicion.”
him, and every consideration potsib'e have secured a game with Detroit Coopersville and George Borck of
Tuesday TenHaken paid
visis given him. He is visited frequently Northwestern, the team that defeated
Grand Haven township have been en it to the Hop# boys at Camp Custer
by his son and many little delicacies Detroit Central Saturdayby one point. gaged in getting right of way for the and Wednesday he went to Cedar
Envious critics have charged that change of route between Grand Haven Grove, where he will ipend the remain
which are not on the jail menu are
ing daya of his furlough. On DecemHolland
this year had a one-man team. and Agnew. It ia proposed to leave the
eften brought in to him.
ber 13 he wiU leave for Camp Lee,
Some weeks ago Ernest Kohiburg *s Nothing could be more untrue. While Beech Tree road at the atone school Petersburg, Va., where he will have
little grandson died. Then the old man the greatest possible credit is given house and build the road over a new a part in the trainingof the recruits in
made his first request for favors,he has the wonderful worit of Cappon, the fact right of way east of and following the the American army.

a

asked since he became an inmate of
the jail. He expressed a wish to see
the little boy before the lad was placed
in his last resting place. Sheriff C.
Donatos immediatelyinformed the
prisoner that he wonld take him out to

that Holland won eight out

games

of

HT ri

We

sell

per cent to Banks, Capitalists and the genera^ public

who invest their money with safety.

We

sell

ALIEN ENEMIES TABOOED ON GREAT LAKES

Agnew. The right
way men stated that the right
of way was practicallyassured as all
but or three of the farmer property
The alien enemy proclamation of
owners have been seen and right of President Wilson is being strictly fol
way signatures secured.
lowed by the government departments
The cut off to Agnew alone will and in no departmentare the regula
into the village of
of

gains that tha back-fieldwas able to
make were due to a very large extent
-At hia ion’s home, Ernest Kohlbnrg to splendid support given by the whole
shorten the distance from Grand Haven tions governing aliens more closelyobgaied into the dead face of the little team.
Hd, and his eyes filled with tears.
Another bit of evidence against the to Agnew by over one mile and will served than on board of the steamers
"It is too bad," mused the old man one-man theory is the fact that two of save the tax payers over $14,000.
of the Great Lakes. Under the poeitvo
"that a little fellow like that shouh Holland’s men were picked for AllThe task of securing the right of instructions of SecretaryBedfield of
he taken instead of me. He had such a
State positionsby the Herald. Cappon way over the new route from A$new the department of commerce, all the
Ung life before him, and I am an old
to Holland will not be attemptedthi>
nun not long for the world anyway.” waa given All-State full back and Ten fall. This has been assigned to the com- steamersare compelledto get rid of
It is believed that Ernest Kohlbnrg ’s Cate All-State guard. When it ia re ing year.
all Germans, who have not received
defense in the trial which started in membered that the All-State eleven
If the weather continues good this their citizenship papers. While the
sarneat Tuesday will be temporary in was picked from seven teams it is re fall and winter, the new Agnew right
ipaity Daniel F. Pagelsen will appear markable that Holland won two posi of-way will be surveyed and prepared United States is not at war with Aua
tria officially, there have been many
as his attorney,and while no statement tions on it. Coach Drew, while praising for spring concrete work.
•f the defense has been made, it is be the work of Cappon, is emphatic in
The road eommisaion expect within cases where Austrians without their
lieved that attempts to save the o\< giving full credit to all the members of three years to have Grand Haven and
papers have been paid off, as well as
an who shot and killed his wife at the organization.
Holland connected with the concrete
the Germans.
their home in Grand Haven township
band
and
that
it
will
be
one
of
the
Here is the team’s record for this
Men falling under the ban of the
will be along that line.
finest roads of the kind in the common
season:
The onlv witness to the shooting was
wealth.
governmenthave been weeded out from
Fennville 0; Holland 127.
Kohiburg a step daughter, Mrs. Ella
The atrip of concrete built the past the crews of the G.
Kalamazoo High, 0; Holland 60.
M. steamers
Bwedeck of Chicago, who was visiting G. R. Central 20; Holland 0.
summer south on the Beech Tree road
sailing from Holland and also the boats
her mother at the Kohiburg farm. Mrs.
is one of the finest pieces of highway
Grand Haven 0; Holland 81.
making Grand Haven, and it ia safe to
Bwedeck was in the kitchen, bathin
West. State Normal 9; Holland 104. in the county.
her baby, when Kohiburg came in an
say that not a steamer making this
Benton Harbor 0; Holland 91.
tred a shot gun point blank at his
G. R. Union 3; Holland 32.
port is carryingan alien enemy, at
MUSKEGON MAN IS MISSING
wife. The daughter with the baby in
Grand Haven 0; Holland 69.
least if the officers of the ship
FROM
TORPEDOED
SHIP
her arms, fled to the neighborsand
Traverse City, 7; Bollard 20.
aware of his status. Because of tht
aaw no more of the tragedy.
The Traverse City victory was a re
J. Moriarity of Muskegon, oiler on
markable one in view of the fact that
fact that the new maritime regulations
the Steamer Acteon which was torpedCity had not been defeated
Local Hunter Presents Curio Traverse
oed by a submarine off the coast of provide a means for keeping a pretty
this year and were the chamoions for
Spain, is reported missing. Twenty-one close check on the men, there is little
to Hope College Museum
northern Michigan. They had preparsurvivors have reached safety Port chance for a man to slip by without
ed for Holland to the last ditch and
Carmrinas, Spain, but three boats con
his nationality being known.
M. Vander Bie has brought home they took the defeat so hard that after taining members
bers of the crew are missthe game some of the players shed
When the war began the Grand
ing. The Muskegon man is believed to
from White Fish Point, Chippewa countears in their dressing rooms' But the
Trunk car ferries running between
ty, a chunk of maple cut off by beav- 'oral boys give them credit for being be a member of the Moriarity family
of that city, who are well known in Grand Haven and Milwaukee carried a
«rs and he has presented it to the Hope very good sportsmen and hard fighters.
number of men in their crews who
marine circles as engineers.
One good feature about this year’s
College Museum where it will be put
were German and Austrian subjects.
team is that most of them will come
Some of these men were good sailors in
on exhibition along with other curious
back again next year. The local TO
their positions,and the officers hated
articles from many lands. While com- school will lose only three members,
PIKES to lose them from their erews. Thenon in the north country where the namely Cappon, Jappinga and Van
was. however, no alternative. The
beaver is still numerous,a piece of Donwnelen.
The Saginaw Board of Trade has government makes no exceptions.No
The team this year was made up of launched a movement for a transenemy alien may be a member of the
wood like this is seldom seen here and
the following: Harold Easing, center;
a good deal of interestattaches to it. Fred Boyce, guard; Willard Eiferdink, Michigan Pike to run from Saginaw to crew of any American steamer.
Muskegon,connecting the two most imA young chap of German birth who
Mr. Vander Bie also brought along guard; Homer Ten Cate, tackle; portant mid-state cities on the Eastern
has spent most of his life in America
photographs of trees twenty inches in George Hoek, tackle; Leon- and Western Pikes, and the Dixie high- was working on one of the big ferries
diameter, almost cut thru by the sharp ard Kuite, end; Earl Knutson, end; way and traversing a section rich in when the order came to release all citi
Dick Jappinga, quarterback; Frankiin agriculture and scenery The route zens of Germany. The officers hated to
teeth of the little fur-bearing animals,
Cappon, half-back; Peter Van Dorn will be: Saginaw to St. Louis, Alma let this lad go. He was a auict and inof
which use the trees in building their melen, half-back; Stuart Boyd, full- Edmore, Howard City, Newaygo, and
fensive chap who had never been heard
dams.
back; Lawrence Ingham sub end and along the beautiful Muskegon river tr. to say anything which would lead
Muskegon. The organization meeting suspicionas to his loyalty. But he was
Mr. Vander Bie recently returned guard; John Chervinsky,sub guard.
will be held in Saginaw and State compelled to leave the ship.
from the north woods after a stay of
$150,000,000WAR
Highway CommissionerFrank F. Hog
A few days afterwardsthe officers
about two weeks at White Fish Point
ORDER 18 SECURED
era will be asked to designate the route heard that their young sailor was
in a hunting camp with thirteen other
the police station in Milwaukee. In
BY CONTINENTILCO. as the State Trunk Highway.
men from various places in Michigan.
vertigationproved that he had been arrested for fighting. He had heard
The fourteen of them shot thirteen Muskegon, Dec. 3— With a war order
man speak slightinglyof America and
deer. One man went without his deer for $150,000,000worth of truck motors
apply a vile name ^o the Sammies
by reason of the fact that the weather of the Liberty design, used exclusively
Without a word the young sailor had
by the United States government in
Champion billiardistGeorge Spears sprung at the man, and beaten his
was very unfavorable for hunting un- the aviation service to be filled within
won from Clark in the billiard game at face into a bloody pulp with the fury
til the last day. This is the first time three years from this date, the Continthe Palace Friday night by a score of of a young* tiger. If that chap wants
in years that the party has not shot its ental Motors corporation, already the
200 to 26. The game was a benefit con- hia job back when the ban ig lifted
largest industry in this city, will more
full number of deer.
test for the war ambulance fund and
than double its present output at the after the game Mr. Spears spread an be can have it.
The weather .was warm during the Muskegon plant, now employing over
Another young German, who bad
American Hag on the pool table and however, become naturalizedworked on
first part of the season and it was only 3,000 men, it was reported Friday.
asked the spectators to throw their the boats for some time. He had been
on the last day that there was snow on Word from Detroit confirmed the state money on it as contributions.
a soldier in the Kaiser’s army and
the ground. Without snow it is very ment that the corporation had landed
Spears, who is a wonderful player, had served with the Germans in the
this enormous order.
made runs of 50, 61, and an unfinished China campaigns. He hated the land
hard to track the deer that have been
run of 100. After the game he gave of his birth with a cordial fervor and
wounded and Mr. Vander Bie declares
in
an exhibition of fancy and trick shots there were no thoughtsof loyalty
many deer died in the woods and were
the kaiser in his mind. His one wish
lost in this way.
was to smash tie whole structure
DIES AT
The Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton
army aristocracywhich is prevailing in
OF FIFTY
see the dead boy.

proven and Bankable Securities only.

Dividends on Stocks we

sell

^re from 8 per cent to

12 per cent annually on par value $10.00 per share.

We now

Tower Cotton Mills, Inc., Niles,
Mich., 7 per cent. Preferred Stock and give with
it 25 per cent of the Common Stock as a bonus.
The Common Stock issued is now earning 20 per
cent and we expect to have it paying dividends 1
per cent to 2 per cent per month within a short
offer

time.

BINKHORST & CO.

D.

Investment Securities

Kalamazoo, Michigan
Burdick House

Block

Telephone 1150

Battle Creek Office

nine Pare Marquette tracks from the ichool

one of the proofs that there
was more than individual talent in
Drew’s machine. Anyone who has
watched the games knows that the
is

-v, r»
Bonds, yielding from 5 p^r cent to 6

No. 618-19 Post

Bldg.

Telephone

3450

SEND THIS COUPON IN BY MAIL
my

Without any commitment on

may send me your

literature on

part you

Tower Cotton

Mills.
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Why

Puzzle About

What

to

Give the

Man?

CONNECT TWO
MICHIGAN

-

o

-

-.-CIGARS-:
Choosine cigars solves the preplexing problems of a hat to rive
the man. Nothing is quite so acceptable.Cigars ire bound to
win the respect and admiration of the giver. Can't you imagine
the joy of the man who receivesthem for Christmas? They are
truly a man's gift. We have them in boxes from

25 cents to $4.00

THREW CONTRIBUTIONS

ON AMERICAN FLAG

looaiTchapter
STATE MOVEMENT

TEAM

chapter of the D. A. K. has pledged to
CAME BACK”
articles of clothing for
MONDAY EVENING knit
the boys at Camp Cus-

ter. This is part of a statewide movethe
state has pledged to provide each soldier at the camp with the following:
helmet, sweater, wristlet*, two pairs of
of socks and a Comfort Kit.
In order to do their share the local

back Monday night taking revenge on
Kiefer’s Restaurant for their beating
by the Strand Theater by winning four
out of five games. Niewold of the Kiefer Restaurant and Nykamp of the
Holland Candy Kitchen were tie with

"Daughters”will put on a movie

255 for high score. Nykamp also had
benefit, the funds realized from which
the high average of 217.
will be used to buy the necessarv yarn.
o
This benefit will be put on at the
MAKES TRIP TO COAST
Strand on December 12, when two matW. R. Buss Laavas for San Francisco inees and two evening performances
will be given. Marguerite Clarke will
Monday Evening.
appear in "Snow White.” Tickets
may be purchased from any one of the
W. R. Buss of the Buss Machine Co.
"Daughten."
left Monday evening for a two or three
weeks’ business trip to the Pacific
Coast. He will stop in San Francisco
aid other coast points in the interest
of the local company.
Mr. Buss expects to return home by
TraverseCity, Mich. Dec. 6— Holthe way of Los Angeles, and he will land dashed the local high school’s amItop off in St. LoDis to visit business bitions for a state camnionshiphere
Thursday afternoon by auministering a
associates.
beating of 20 to 7 to Coach Spruit’s
lighter eleven.
INVALID WOMAft BELIEVES
SON’S BODY IN LAKE
Holland outweighed Traverse City
High 19 pounds to the man and yet
Mri. Mary Nelson of Jenison Park were forced to extend themselves to
las abandoned nil hope of ever seeing the limit to gain a victory.
Holland scored via the aerial route
her son Harry Dahl, alive and believes
lis body is at the bottom of some lake. in the first quarter and Cappon made
Dahl, who was about 35 years of age, two more tallies, one in the thirvStod
left home more than a year ago for pne in the fourth. Traverse City’s
forward pass.
Detroit and thence to Clevelandwhere score was made by
he posted a letter containinga $15 Chervenka to Tyler, over Holland’s
check, payable to his mother. Since joal line in the second period. The
that tine nothing has been heard of ocal line outplayed the Hollanders at
him. Mrs. Nelson ia appear octogenar- practicallyall stanges of the game and
ian, crippledand an invalid. She lives Cappon was the only visiting backfield
alone ia a small house at Jenison Park. man able to gain.— G. R. Herald.

- --

HOLLANDSMASHES
TRAVERSED HOPES

a

Shoes,
Balls,
Mits,

Basketball
Basket

Kree Pads,

Foot Balls,
Shirts,

Pants,

Glass Humidors,
$1 CigaretteCases

Case Pipes,

Superior Cigar Store
206 River Avenue

Holland, Michigan

AGE

YEARS

14

The Holland Candy Kitchen eamc ment in which the D. A. R. of

FOR MEN AND BOYS

Wm.

B. Nurvine died at his horn*, in
this eity Sunday at the age of 50 years.
His death resulted from bloodpoisoning after an illness of three weeks. A
little over a year ago Mr. Murvine had
a long and serious illness from the
same disease which so depleted his vi
tality that he was unable to throw off
the disease in the present case.
Wm. B. Nurvine was born in Park
ville, 8t. Joseph Co., May 24, 1867.'His
early life was spent in 8t. Joe eountv
On Jan. 11, 1906, he was married to
Miss Susan Marks. He joined the M.
E. church 12 years ago and has been an
active and consistent member ever
since. He held an official relation to
the church for some years, being
class leader and rteward. Mr. Murvine leaves a wife and brother, Perry,
of Mendon, Mich., and a host of warm
friends to mourn his loss. A brief
service was held at the home Monday
night at 7:30, the body was then taken
to Mendon for interment.

•

WIN THREE; LOSE

TWO

Germany. He

left the job to enlist in
the American army hoping to meet up
with some of his former officers on th

battlefield./
battlefield.

MUSKEGON YOUTH
IN

SUPREME SACRIFICE
IN FRENCH LINES

Charles McOeary, a former Muskehis death on the
western front in a recent action with
the Teutons, enlisted at London, Ont.,
and in a letter he sent to hia aunt
Mrs. E. J. Tiahhouie, of Muskegon, re
ceived the aame day that word of his
doath was sent out by the Canadian
official!,he urged his relatives to not
mourn should anythinghappen to him
"In case of unforaeenaccidents,
hope the memory of me will not be for
you an occasion of sorrow, but a reason
for pride,” the letter reads: "I do
not wish any mourning to b worn for
me. On the gloriousday that England
and the Allies will be victorious,there
must be no black to darken the light

gon boy, who met

Kiefers and KnickerbockersHave
that will shine."
Hard Scrap
The letter also contained a poem
Kiefers’ Restaurantwon three and
along a similar vein, apparently showlost two in their match with the Knicking that young Me Geary thot he might
erbockers last night at the Central almeet hia’ death at any time, but was
leys. Niewold of Kiefer’s restaurant
had the high average of the night, 205, more than willing to pay the coat to
and Wiersema of the Knickerbockers make the world safe for democracy.
had the high

score, 266.

-

A

o

-

Detroit manufacturing company,
gun contract for the British
quantity of
whn they bowl Kiefer 'a restaurant government,ordered
brass from Japan, but when the eight
This ought to be a very good match.
carloads arrived the manufacturers
Mrs. Alice Robinson left Thursday found that the metal wonld not smelt,
for Milwaukee to visit her daughter as it was old Chines coins eome^. wi})1
Mrt. Alice Dead.

Monday night tha Holland Candy

Kitchen will try to retrieve themeeivos

Get your Wedding Invitations

Is filling a

a

Printed at the News Office

Holland City

Newt

DIOIMMa^TAX^JUra

ordering a judgment for $50 and coata
7786— Expires Dee. IS
against the defendant. Sait was brot BTATR OF MICHIGAN— TNI
against Mr. Oildner by Louia H. Osterbate Court for th* Cooaty if 0$
hous, representingthe Chamber of Comtawa
“ LEGISLATIVE YEAR
AND AB* merce for the sum of $150, claimed to la the matter of the aetata of
represent the dues pledged to the
TIMEa
IT
Chamber of Commerce, by the defendAart Timmer Deceased.
MORE THAN IN 1016
ant, and whkh the defendanthad reNotice la bmoby given that (our
fused to pay. After the commencement
from the 26th of Nov. A. D. 1917,
of the suit, Mr. Oildner paid $100 of
Holland 'i tax gathering campaign the amount, and judgment has been have boon allowed (or erodltors to proaont
began laat Monday
City taken for the remaining $50 in an opin- tbolr dolma against aald daeaaaod to aald
court (or examination and adjuatmoat.
Assessor C. H. Nibbelink and
and City ! !on fl,ed hy J.ud«e Cr0ii- Th® sal‘
and that all creditors of aald doooaaod art
required to preoont their claltaa to aald
for
court, at the Probate Offloe In the city of
rush.
Mr. Nibbelinkhas the tax rolls | for the support of the chamber of com- Grand Haven. In aald county, on or He
in shape and the city treasurer, usisted merce are collectableby law.
fore the 26th day of March, A. D. 1918
City Clerk Overweg, began
and that aald elalma will be heard bv aald
gathering in the money Monday. The 1
court on Thursday, the 28th day of March

NORMAL

MAKE

t_

and

j

by

|

TOHAVXA

ZEELAND

tax campaign will last until the
day of December.

POULTRY SHOW

last

The Zeeland Poultry Association will
Holland will have to pay more in hold their 7th annual show December
taxes this year than last year. The 31, and January 1 and 2, next, at Wyn-

$6.83 per $1,000 valua- garden’s hall, which promises to be one
of the best yet held. W. A. Bonner, of
tion, while last year it was only $5.54.
Casnovia, Mich., has been secured to
One of the main reasons for the in- place awards which will assure everycrease is that this ie a “legislative body of a square deal. The number of
year.” The legislaturewas in session shows this popular judge is officiating
at each year is the highest kind of
at Lansing this year, which always
praise for his work. John A. Hartgermeans a heavy expense. Moreover ink is a^ain secretary of this usociatime are abnormal, which is also show- tion and will be pleased to meet all of
his old friends as well as new exhibiing in the tax rate.
rate this year

By

is

multiplying his valuation by the

-

tors.

rate each property owner can figure out

o

-

DISPOSES OF HELEN B. TO
pay this year.
KENOSHA PARTIES; TO
The total amount of taxes Holland
BUILD A FREIGHTER
will be called upon to pay in DecemCapt. Guy Boswell, who for several
how much he

will be called upon to

ber is $82,131.77,divided as follows: years has operated the B. line boats beState taxes, $32^72.27; county tax, tween Grand Haven, Spring Lake and
$84,917.16;and county road tax, $25,- Fruitport on Spring Lake was in Grand
942.32.
Haven Thursday. Captain Boswell anThe city and school taxes were col- nounced that he had sold the well
lected in August.
known gaagline passenger boat, Helen
o

—

- -

iiplfctFob.

lit'

arc ^

ill*

MORTGAGE IAIA
WHEREAS, default haa boas mad*

w.bAwmwtfVnHT
MUI

in the

pafttent of the moneva secured by a mort
gmgt, da tod April Mtk.
P. ana thouaaad •**•••• fifteen(15) weat. eontaioiag forty
mor* #r l®*4- according
nine hundred and two. executedby Jacob .(40.w
Wabeke Sr., and Hubertha Wabeke, hla wife, to the United State* ServeTownahlp of Olive Ottawa County 19??^
*** #* N0***1^.A. D‘
Michigan, to the Council of Hope College, a
DIENA VAN DEN BERG,
Corporation.0f Holland. Michigan, which
aaid mortgage was recorded In the office of n,
» A,,l**M Bortragt*.
the Register of Deeda of Ottawa County, Diekema. Kollen A Ten Cate,
Attorney*for assignee
Michigan, on the 5th day of May. A. I>. on*
thouaand nine hundred and two. at eight BuaincsaAddresa—Holland,Michigan.
o clock A. M. in Liber 70 of Mortgages, on
'age 158 and
WHERkAH the amount claimed to be due
7834— Expires Dec. 8
on said mortgageat the date of this notice,
MICHIGAN—
Fra
la the aum of eight hundred fifty-eight and
•eventy-six hundredths (|it58.7fi) dollars,
Court for
County
#•
principal and interest,and Ihe further sum Ottawa.
‘h'rtraight
flfty.five hundredths
At a leaaloD of laid Court, hole
(938,85)dollars,taxes paid by said mortga
*ud the further sum of twenty (920) At tho Probate Office In tho City of
dollars as an attorneyfee provided for by statute
A. D. 1918 at ten o'clock in the forenoon and in said mortgage, and which ta the whole Grand Haven In told County, on the
amount claimed to be unpaid on said mort
Dated November, 2^ A. D. 1917
gage and no suit or proceedings having been IGib day of November A. D. 1917.
instituted
at law or in equity, to recover the
J.
Preeent, Hon. Jonee J. Daahof,
debt now remainingsecuredby said mort
Judge of Probata.
gage nor any part thereof,whereby the pow Judge of Probate.
:o:
er of sale contained in said mortgage has
In the matter of the estate of

\

-

A

•J,

I WHEREAS

THE

STATE OF
bAU

~

tho

and

DANHOF,

NOW THEREFORE.

MORTGAGE BALE
WHKRKAH,

default haa been made in Ihe
payment of Ihe moneya aecnred by a mort.
Safe, dated the 91at day of July A. D. one
thouaand nine hundred and fourteen, executed b» Jacob Wabrke, and Hubrrtha Wabeke, hla wife, of the city of Holland, Ottawa County, Michigan,to the Council of
Hope College, a corporation, of Holland,
Michigan, and which aald mortgage wea recorded in the oftra of the Regiater of Deeda

of Ottawa County, Michigan,on the 22nd
day af July, A. D. one thouaandnina hundred and fourteen, at nina o’clock A. . M.
in Liber 102 of Mortgage!, on page 137, and
WHKRKA8 the amount claimed to be due
on the aald mortgage at the time of thia notice ia three hundred alxty-flveand thirtyfour hundredth! (|883.84) dollara, principal and intereat,and the further aum of
fourteen and aix hundredth! (914.08) dol
Isra, taxea paid by aaid mortgagee, and the
further aum of fifteen (SIS) dollara,aa an
attorney fee providedfor by atetute,which
ia the whole amount claimedto be due on
aaid mortgage and no auit or proceeding!
having been inatituted at law or in equity,
to recover the debt now remainingaerured
by aaid mortgage; nor any part thereof,
whereby the power of aale contained in aald
mortgage haa becomt operative.

Nolle# i. hereby giv
i tbat by virtue of the said power of aale
and in pursuance of the statute In such rase
made and provided, said mortgage will be
foreclosed by a sale of the premise* therein
deaer.oidat public aurltonto the highest
bidder, at the north front door of the Conn
House, in the City of Grand Haven. In said
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, on
Monday, the eighteenth day of February A.
D. one thousandnine hundred and eighteen
0 ,eJ°*k
»f»ernoon of that day
which aaid premiaeaar* described in aaid
mortgage as follows:
LoU numbered thirteen (18). sixteen (16)
and IwantMoor (84) In Slagh'a Addition to
the City of Holland. Ottawa County, Michigan. according to the recorded plat thereof
of record in the officeof the Registeroi
Deed*, of Ottawa County. Michigan.
Dated^ Nov. 22nd. A. D. 1917.
Counci of Hope CollereMortgagee.
Diekema. Kollen A fen Cate,
Attorney*for Mortgagee.
Business Addresa— Holland,Michigan.

in

Rink Schotanus, Deceased.
Nellie Schotanue, having filed her
petition,

preying tbst an

instru-

ment filed in said Court bs admitted to Probata as the lest will and
testament of said deceased and that
udminiatration of said estate be
granted to Nellie Scbotsnus or some
other suitable person.
It is

17th

Cnpinin

by virtue of tho said
power of safe t»
no powar
•aid mortgagecontained and ta pv
putMaaM e*
tha statute,in such eases Bad*
mad* Sou
and proeft
•d. Iks aald mortgage will bo forseloood by
•ala of the premia#*therein deaertbed, «*
public auction to the klcheit bidder, at
north (root door of tb* (Court Houao la*
Olty of Grand Havan, In tha aald County affi
Ottawa, on Monday tha 19th nay of Novad*
her. A. D. 1917. at three o'clock la tho afternoon of that day. Tha land, •no prvmisom
art situated in tha City of Holland,CouwTof Ottnwn, and Stale of Mlcnigan, ana
known and deecrlbed ad followe:
Lota tkraa (9), four(4),Iva (»>.
(•), and seven (7) of Hop# Oall«*

of

ii

’

hereby ap

together with th* 12-foat alloy lying !•>
the north of lota ana hundred alaffilaw (118), one hundrednineteen (119), aai# *

*n* hundred twenty (1M), wMeh l»
now vacated nr about tn be vaanlal by >
the city of Holland, together with %R
buildings •reeled' en eald propertyand o
all machinery,ahefti.ie.belling, toela,r‘
and Implementsfixed and fcovahl*.
therein, situated,nr which may
•r be placed therein before the foil paymao! of this mortaacn,It bring and or- . *
stood that all mnehlaar/
por* .
poaa ia to bo cooalddred and tmtod
.
ml estata.
1
Said propertyeonstttatoo ana eccupancm
and will therefor* ba sold as a wbrie, ari*

hom£.

)

-

-

i^

__

Addit1

{

?hd

Wabeke1'

_

1

t

FIRST STATE BANK OP HOLLAND, ”

Otto

Diekema,Kollen * Tan
Attorneys for mortgagoo.
Basinet*

Address:
Michigan.
ExpiresFeb. 9,

OHinty^MIch'

Collection of

Dlek.»?UK,,i#:,sH0^^-M"“.Xee.
Attorney*for Mortgagee,
BusinessAddress— Holland,Michigan.

TAXES

Expires Feb. 16, 1918

MORTGAGE SALE
WHEREAS, default has been made

in the
paytpent of the moneys securedby a mort
K*g*, dated the 29th day of September,in
the year one thousandnine hundred, execut.

310
V

To the Tax Payers of

Holland

the City of
NOTICE

IS

HEREBY GIVEN-That

the Gen-

Tax Rolls of the several Wards of the City of Holland have been delivered to me for the Collection of

my

office, in the

and 11th Street,

at

City Hall, corner River

L,bcr 01

01

E

u

any time before the

T--

executed by Louia Hofman, of the Town’
ship of Holland, Ottawa County, Michigan,
as party of the first part, to Henry Krcm
era, of the city of Holland, County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, a* party of
the second part, which said mortgage was
recorded in the officeof the Register of
Deed, of Ottawa County,Michigan, on the
fourteenth day of May, in the year one thou*and nine hundred and three, at eight
o clock in the forenoon, in ’Liber 72 of
Mortgages, on page 178,
•
WHEREAS said mortgage waa duly assigned by an assignmentin writingmade
slid executed by the said Henry Kremers.of
Holland,Ottawa County, Michigan,on the
twenty-sixth day of June, one thousand nine
hundred and three, assigning and transfer
ring said mortgage to Diena VanDenltergo'
Holland Township, Ottawa County. Michi
gan, and which assignmentwas recordedin
the office of the Register of Deeds of Otts
wa County, Michigan,on the third day of
July, in the year one thoiiMiid'nine hundred and three, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon. in Liber 67 of Mortgageson page 453,

and

Day

1st

of January

Next

without any charge for collection, but that five per cent

v

collection fee will be charged and collected upon
es

remaining unpaid upon said
I shall

be at

my

office on

first

every week day from the

day of January.

first

Monday

in

inclusive,

me.
until 8:30 p.

between the hours

as are offered

m.

of 8:30 a. m.

And from
and 8:30

p. m., to

5 p. m. and on
day of December

receivespaymentof such taxes

,

Dated Holland, Mich., Dec.

.

the 25th to the 31st

>

December to and

including the 24th day of December, between the hours of 8:30 a. m. and

Tuesdays and Saturdays

all tax-

3,

1917

Gerrit Appledorn
City Treasurer

^

_

•A?"

7758— Expires

J

»rc.

to the City of Holland, according to the recorded plat thereof,

1

ATE OF MICHIGAN— The

m

In the matter of the eitate of

Ukker

, .

Probate Clarence A.

as-

^ \vhfh
4W- •,,d
" JiEKEAH, the amount claimed to he due
i said mortgage at the date of this notice
is the sum of three hundred and twenty-nine
snd two hundredth (9329.02)dollars,prin
npal and interest,and the further aum of
twenty-live (925.00) dolltri as an attorney
fee provided for by statuteand in said mort
gage, aud which is the whole amount claimed
due and unpaid on said mortgage at this
tune, and
WHEREAS default has been made in the
payment of the moneys secured by a mort
rage dated the thirteenthday of May, in the
year one thouaand nine hundfed and three

Avenue

In tha

V

00 rai*

HEKEAS, said mortgage was duly

igned by an assignmentin writing, msd.and executed by said Martin Stegeman.of
AlleganCounty. Michigan, on the 27th dav
ul June, one thousand nine hundred auu
three, assigning and transferring said murt
gage to Diena Vanden Berg, of Holland
township Ottawa County. Michigan,.nd
which said assignmentwas recorded in thi
officeof the Register of Deeds of Ottawa
County, Michigan,on the 3rd day of July
in the year one thousandnine hundred aud

Taxes therein levied, and that said taxes can be paid to
at

"S

/

payment of money aeourtd by Mortonra daV
ed the 29th day •( J.nutfvA. D.rill*
ruled by Albert f. Kraal and MagdoUan
10 Gw,rf«
Pollen 9$
Holland. Mich., which laid mortgage was
recordedin the office of tha ReglAr of
leede of Ottawa county, Michigan, In Libav
10J of Mortgage*on imce 118, on tha SOti

Court for the County of Ottawa.

three, at three o'clock, in the afternoon, In

eral

me

"I?,1

\

on laid mortgage at the date of thia notice
Ii the sum of Sixty-threeand two hundredths (999 09) Dollars of principal •nd Intoreal,
the forenoon,st said probate office, and an attorney fee of Fifteen
(919.00)
Dollare provided
irovidad
for in said
_ _ mortgage
___ and i
be and is hereby appointed for by tha Statu tee of the Stato.
•
and smlilt or
ITOCMdingshaving been inatitutedat low ot'
hearing aaid petition.
in equity to recover the debt now remalnlur
It it Further Ordered. That public •ecured by said mortgaga or any part ther. of.
whereby the power of aalo in aald mortgan
notice thereof be liven by publication lies become operative;
NOW, THEREFORE, notice la herby rivof s copy of thia order, for three ew
en that by virtue of tne aaid powar of aalo
ceealve weeks previous to said day of and In pursuance of the Statuto In such cam
made and provided, tha aaid mortgagewill bo
bearing, In the Holland City Newi » foreclosed by aale of tha premise,thereto,
newapaper printed and circulated Is deecrlbedat public auction to the highest
Wdder at the north front door of the Court
eald county;
llouea in the City of Grand Haven in aaldf.
county of Ottawa, that bein' the place where
JAMES J. DANHOF,
he Circuit Court for the County of Ottownr
’ #n ,h*’ 'Dh day of February, A. D.,
(A true copy.) Judge of Probate
1918, at 10 o’clock In the forenoon of aaij
WILFORD F. KIEFT,
date which said premise!are described ia
aid mortgage aa follow*
"Lot seven (7)
Register oi Frohxte.
,l0!'uk
in ,h• flow‘»'weitAddition

IIof“>n'“f the Township of
Hollind Ottawa County, Michigan, a. party
10 M«‘in Stegeman, of
Allegan, Allegan County, Michigan, as party
of the second part, which said mortgagewas
recordedin the office of the Register of
of Ottawa County. Michigan, on the
first day of October, in the year one thou
dl
sand nine hundred,at eight o’clock in the

tn

£
i

1919

MORTGAGE EALI
WHEREAS default has boon made

Sta*“*‘*

Dated, Nov. 22nd, A. D. 1917.

Mortftfto.

Holland,

^

a

,

M

c-

every ala months
after __
Ita date,
this
_____ ____
diWi, ill
1 mortgage ia being foreclosed (or fallnre to pofl
the first InstallnMnt of princtfol and Intorest. and tha praperty will bo aold subject
to the unjieldInstillmentsnmonnllng to nlaa
thousand Sv* hundred (89,WO.OOf dollni* ,
and tbs Interesttheme until anil, <
Dated. Auguit IT, A. D. 1917.

fnd

operative,

far

•

FOUND FOUR OUT OF
NINETEEN AFFECTED

have
” *"
u-nfoll
I AddiuL'"”

»

Additionto th* Olty of HoHand, a»4
Ula on# hundred afabUen (lit), .on»
hundred nlnetaap(119), ona hnndre*
twenty (120) ,ane hundred twenty onw(121), ona hundred twenty-two(192),
one hundred twenty tkm (128), o*ahundredtwantr four (124), in Bny tlow
Addition to tb* Olty of Holland, n*~
eordlnfto the rarordedpints thereaf.

W

"a*

HeSSeTT kX*

vvsv

dm

December A. D. 1917

probate office, be and

•-

S

pointed for hearing said petition,
It U Further Ordered, That piblU
notice thsra-f be given by publicaExpiree Feb. 18, 1918
tion of a copy of tbls ordur, (o.
three successive weeks previous to
MORTGAGE RALE
N HKREA8 default has been made in the »ald day of hearlnr, in tbs Holland
pay meat of th* moneya securedby a mort City News s newspaper prlated and
nine
^
A> ^ on# ‘kauaano
mue hundred and
twelve executed by Jacob circulated la eald county.

....

Koon

NOW THEREFORE notic* Is herohy gtvo*
ist

it ten o'clock in the forenoon, at iai<i

B. to Kenosha, Wia., and she will hereafter be operated on tha west shore.
Captain Boswell states that he will NOW THEREFORE Notice la hereby given
build a big gasoline freigter to operate that by virtue of the aaid Power of Sale Wabeke and Hubertha Wabeke, kit wife of
JAMBS J. DANHOF,
ii express service between Milwaukee and ia pursuance of the atstute in aueh caae the city of Holland, Ottawa County,Mt'ehiMayor John Vandersluisexpresses tad Benton Harbor. With the sale of made and provided, aaid mortgage will be gtn, to the Council of Hope Collegea cor(A true copy
Judge of Probate
of the premiaea therein poration of Holland.Michlg.r wYl’ch ..id
his appreciation to those who donated
th. Helen B. It i, likely that
.V p\bf
W ILFORD F. DEFT,
JS***8
,n
kc
office
of
tha
money for the purchase of a flag for Boswell Will not operate
operats his line on bidder, at the north front door of tho court Register of Beeda of Ottawa County,Michi
the city hall:
of Probata.
j houae, in the city of Grand Haven, in aaid
‘a« 12th day of July, A D? one
Spring Lake.
loii
“As mayor of this city I want to Capt. Boswell h.a
I0001^ of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, thousandnine hundred and twelve at eight
has been identifiedon Monday, the eighteenth day of FebruanT, twenty o’clock. A. M. in Liber 108 of mVrt
express my appreciation to the coutrib- with several steamers sailing
from A. D. one thouaand nine hundred and aifh- gages on page 86. and
7835 — Expires Dec. 8
utora toward the fund to bay a new
WHEREAS the amount claimed to be due
teen. at two o'clock in the afternoon of that
Holland and is well known here.
day, which aaid premiaeaare described In on said mortgage at the date of this notic* STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro
flag for onr city hall. While the city
aaid mortgage, as follow* i
[a the sum of twelve hundred twelv* and
still has on haud a new 12 ft. wool
bate Coart for tbs County of OtLot seventeen(17) of Steketee Brothers ninety-aeven hundredths(91112.97)dollara
bunting flag that has been used only a
Addition to the City of Holland, Ottawa principal and intereat,and tha further sum tawa.
few times we felt like keeping this
County, Michigan, according to the recorded f»27 40 Wtu!*® . •nd forty-hundredtha
At a session of ssid Court, held si
flag for specialoccasions and using the
' # U\"
‘,,U1 ^ uM mort the Probate Office In the City of
fir.*.’
(urlh"
»»
of
thirty five
more or less worn flag, as in these sev(|8j) dollara, as an attorney fee, provided Grand Haven In aald County, on the
ere gales a new flag is soon destroyed. county which though apparently) Alao all that part of the northwest quar17th day of Nov , A. D. 1917
“While the city is financially able to healthy was tested for tuberculosisand ' lfr of the northeast quarter of Section
buy a new flag when neeeasary,still we out of 19, four were found to
Present, Hon. Jarei J. Danhof,
n Jr.nAh,ip.flJ!K(?.,,,Dor!.k
fully appreciate the patrioticspirit of the disease and disposed of according- ^ oa the north side by the south margin debt now remainingsecured by said mort Judge of Probate.
the donors and we want to publicly
ly. “Thu ought to provide food for line of Seventeenth
‘
street; on the fiogc; nor any part thereof, whereby the
power of sale conUined in said mortgage
In the matter of the eitate of
press our thanks assuring them that a thought among our dairy farmers,” south side by a line -unning paral- has become
^
Mr
therewith and aixty-aix (68) feet south
new flag to wave over our city hall will nid
all
•NVU THEREFORE, Notice ia hereby giv
Sol- Beosdicti Deceased.
said Mr. BentalL
^‘iere, ar®. many , therefrom; bounded on the eaat aide by the
be purchased with the money.
herds in which may be found, as in this . west margin line of College Avenue, and en that by virtue of the aaid Bower of Sale
and in purauanceof the statute in such case
Diekema, Kollen & Ten Cate by
“J. Vandersluis, Mayor.” case, a COW which for some reasons ! hounfiffion the weat side, by the east boun- made and provided, aaid mortgage will be
o
Geo.
E. Kollen having filed in said
jeem. to be run down .nd unlee. the
on.?’ u vSB" foreclosed by a sale of the premises therein
GRAND HAVEN 0. OF 0.
test is used serious damage may be Berg’s plat, all situated In the City of Hoi- described at public auctionto the highest court their petition praying that the
at the north front door of the Court
. WINS TEST CARE IN OTTAdone in the herd before the situation ,*nd' County of Ottawa,and State of Mkhl- bidder
House, in the City of Grand Haven. In administration of aaid estate be
WA CIRCUIT COURT is realised It is good sound policy that t
, ..
said county of Ottawa,and State of Michi
gan. on Monday, the eighteenthday of granted to Daniel Ten Cate or aome
The Grand Haven Chamber of Com- every herd should be tested. The cost
NoT- 22n<1- A- D. 1917.
merce has won its test case in circuit is small compared to the insurance it I _ . Counf>> of Hope College, Mortgagee. .nif Mi?. A‘ D'’ on" lhou,*ndnine hundred other suitable person.
and
in the afternoon
ik.< eighteen, at 2 o’clock
« nwe* iDiaaaru-rnoon,on
court against George Gildner. proprie- provides against the large loss likely to
*0?*B
5 * ft7, W.h Ch ,,id Prenilj,#* »re described It is Ordered. That the 17th day of
Attorneys for Mortgagee,
in
laid
mortgage
si
e as follows:
tor of the Gildner hotel, Juoge Cross occur.
BusinessAddress — Holland,Michigan.
Dec., A. D. 1917, st ten o’clock in
The north forty-two

Mayor Appreciates Donations
For a New City Flag

erottve,

Ordered, Tbat the

day

tffis»

-Baak of Holjwifi,a bankiag corporation,«v
ffi**1**4nndar tha laws of tfia Htal* $>
Michigan, which said mortgaga was m*NU>
>“ ta« oflra of Iho RcgisWr of Doodt ft
Oitowa Gouty, Michigan, on tho ttk dny a#
February. A. D. 1917, In Llbtr 101 of Mmrft*
«n t>aga 882, and
VHEREAS the amount claimed to ho Saw
on said mortgageat the date of thia
is the sum of Avt hundred (9600.00),
t>*l. and three hundred (9900.00) di
making » total of tight hu
,(9600.00)dollara,and th* fuxthtr aum
thirty five (985.00), attornayfee, pi
by statute, and in aaid mortgaga,and hm
suit or proceeding having been institnledaffi
law or In equity to roeovor th* dent uw,
remaining secured by said mortfago; la»
any part thereof, and tha powar of dMw
in said mortgage haa bocamo a»-

become np>-ralive,

Kipirea Feb. 10, 1918

dafaxlt kaa b«ta mafia la

isn.-.* ers 7;r,h%TS9r

lhl*

. v

-

JAMES

*]

•TT

.

. 0E0- E- KOLLEN.

Mortgage*.

Attorney for said Mortgager.
UusinesiAddresa,
Holland,Michigan.
Dated November 12th, 1917.

Johannes Arensman, Deceased.

Notice is hereby given that foui
months from the 7th day of November
A. D. 1017 ha vo been allowed for

(Exuires

29. 1917)

MORTGAGE BALE
Whereas, default has been made in the
he condition! of a mortgage dated November
twenty second. 1910, oxecutad by Herman A.
Gunter and Sena Gunter, his wife, mortgag

creditor! to present their claimi
against said deceasedto said court for £•’ .of »£V.CU,r0L(,r‘“d Kspid*. Kfn»
Michiganto Dirk Mulder, mortgagee,
exam nation and adjustment, and that County,
of the same place, which mortgaga is of
creditors of said deceased are re record In the office of the Register of Deed#
for Ottawa County, Michigan, in Liber 87 of
Mortgageson page 395, on the twenty ninthi.
of November, 1910.
And by reason of euch default there i»
claimed to be due upon the
secured by
iuv debt
ur
before the
said mortgage,for nrinripal, interest and)
7th day of March,
D. 1918 an attorney fee provided Inlaid mortgage.
tha sum of
Hundred Ninety and 20-100
and that said claimi will be heard b> (9800.30)Eight
Dollars, and no oiiit
ouit nor pronroceedings
at
law
or
in chanceryhaving been
said court on Mon. the 11th day of March
instituted to recover the amount dua, so
A. D. 1918 at ten o'clock in the fore aforesaid,or any part thereof.
Now. Therefore, notice ia hereby given
noon.
that by virtue of tha power of isle in aaid
mortgage contained and of tha statutes of
Dated November, 7 A. D. 1917.
Mlrhigsn in such esse msde and provided,
J.
the undersignedwill sell st public autcion.
to the highest bidder, at the front door of
Judge of Probate.
the Court House in the City of Grand Havan,
where the Circuit Court for Ottawa County
is held, on Ssturdsy, tha twenty-ninthday
7819— Expires Nov. 21
of December,A. D.. 1917, at ten o’clock in
forenoon, the premises described in said
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate Court the
mortgage, which are as follows,to-wit:
for tbs Ojunty of Ottawa.
nituste in the Township of Jamestown,
At a session of said court, held at th»
Ottswa County, Michigan, described as
ProbateOffice in the City of Grand Havao
follows:— All thst part of the Southesst quarter (H) of Section twentyin said County, on the 1st day of
eight (26) in Township five (5) North
of Ranre thirteen(19)' West, ComNovember, A. D. 1917.
mencing at the Southeast corner of said
Present, Hon. James J. Danhof,
quartersection; running thence North
eighteen (18) rods; thence West two
Judge of Probate.
(2) rods; thence in a Southwesterly
the matter of th* astato of direction to a point ton (10) rods West
and nine (9) rods North of the Section
John Tiesinga,Deceased.
lines; thence South nine (9) rods;
thsnce East ten (10) rods to the place
Henry J. Poppen having filed hi
of beginning, containing one hundred
forty-four (144) square rod# of land.
petition,praying that an instrument
Dated at Ofand Rapida, Michigan, thia Aral
filed in said Court be admitted to
day of October, A. D., 1917.

quired to present their claims to aaid
court, at the probate office, in the Cit)
of Grand Haven, in said county, on oi

•nd
WHEREAS the amount claimed to he due
on said mortgageat the date of this notice is
the sum of three hundred and eight and
eleven hundredths '4308.11) dollars, pnn
cinal and interest,and the further sum of
fifteen (915) dollars, as an attorneyfee
provided for by the statute and in aaid
mortgage and which is the whole amount
claimed due and unpaid on aaid mortgageat
this time.
NOW THEREFORE, notice is hereby given that hi virtue of said powers 6f sale

A.

yl*
'

JAMES

DANHOF,

—

In

Probate as the last will and testa- Jacob Steketee. , DIRK MULDER.
ment of said deceased and that ad- Attorney for Mortgagee.
67 Monroe Avenue, N. W.
ministration of said estate be grant- Grand Rapids,Michigan.
ed to Henry J. Poppen or some other
suitable person.
782R Expires Dec. 8

-

It ia

Ordered, That the 2Gth day

of Nov., A. D. 1917

at ten A. M.,

STATE

0

-

OF

MICHIGAN— The Probato
Court for the County of Ottawa. ‘
In the matter of the Estate of

at said Probate office, be and is here*aid morthgeges contained and folly
CorneliusVer Schure, Deceased,
forth, and in pursuanceof the statue*
by appointed for hearing said petithis state in such cases made and provided,
Notic* is hereby gmo that four month*
each of said mortgageswill be foreclosed by tion. 7
from the 16th of Nov., A. D. 1917, h«Tc
a sale of the premises therein described at
public auction at the north front door of the
It Is Further Ordered, That public been allowedfor creditors to preeent their
Court House in the City of Grand Haven,
claima againat laid deceased to said court of
ia said County of Ottawa, to the highest notices thereof bei given by publics examination aad adjuitment, and that all
bidder on Monday, the 18th
Feb- lion of a copy of thia order, for thret creditors of said deceasedarc requiredto
ruary, A. D. one thousand nine hundred and
successive weeks previous to said day present their claims to said court, at tho
eighteen, at nine o'clock in the forenoon
probato office, in the City of Grand Haven,
of hearing In the Holland City Newt
that day.
Since the mortgageris the same in both a newspaper printed and circulated in said County, on or before the 16(h day of
mortgage* ami the said Diena Vanden Berg H
March, A. D. 1918, and that said claimt
the holder df both mortgagesand the prem In said county.
will be heard by said court on Mon. the
iset described ir both of said mortgagesare I
JAMES J. DANHOF, - 18th day of March, A. D. 1918. at tew
the same, the property describedin aaid
J"1!* °* Prabato,— o'clock in the forenoon.
mortgage*will be told under one foreclosureI
^
at the time and place above mentioned. I (A
(A Trua
True Copy)
The prem
Dated Nov. 16 A. D. 1917.
premieeedescribed in said mortgages WILFORD F. KIEFT,
are located
cated in the Townahlp of
R rflgtST of Probati,

day

........

I

_

HolUmd.

%

News

Holland Ci*y
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.figured in a church wedding at the St. $116.60; Ninth Bt. Chr. Reformed. Kolyn of this city found time in that
| Francis church Thursday forenoon. The
$382.84; Central Ave. Chr. Reformed, brief period to go to Ecorse, a suburb
ceremony was performed by Father $773; FourteenthBt. Chr. Reformed, of petroit, become a married man, visit his parent* 16 Holland and go back
Buba in the presence of a large num$368; Sixteenth 8t. Chr. Reformed, to his company in Kansas.
I ber of friends and relatives. The bride
IfBDDINO 0BEEM0HIE8 UNITED is the daughter of the custodian of $122; Maple Avenue Chr. Reformed, Mr. Kplyn is captain of Company
Macatawa Park and the groom is elec- $230; Prospect Park Chr. Reformed A of the Seventh if. 8. Engineer* staWITH THANHAOIVINO ,
tioned at Fort Leavenworth. His martricianat the power plant at Macata- $517.31.
CELEBRATIONS
riage to Miss Helen Marie Riopelletook
wa. The pair are taking a wedding trip
The collectionswere for various pur- place in Ecorse Thursday and fMday
to Chicago.
Thursday waa a day of wedding* iu
At 3 o’clock in the afternoonthe poses connectedwith various church the young couple visited Captain
Holland. Threo young couple* were marriage took place of Henry Van Reg- organization*,but a considerable share Kolyn 's parents.
:o:
joined in holy wedlock on Thankigiv- onmorterand Miss Nellie Erkelens at of the money in some of the churches
will go for charity purposes among the
Friends Help Supertheir home on Pine avenue, the ceredag day.
Mr. members of the church and among the
visor Celebrate WedAt one o’clock at the new Lokker mony being performedby the Rev.
poor of the general public. In some
Broekstra. The ceremony was performding Anniversary
lome, Weat Eleventh street, the niar- ed in the presence of friends and rela- churches also eollectious were taken
for the suffering Armenians and Syrriage took place of Att. Clarence A. tives, and the couple have left for ChiIt was thirty years ago Thunday
ians.
Lokker, aon of Mr. and Mr*. C. J. Lok- cago for a wedding trip. They will
So altho Holland feasted Thursday that Mr. and Mrs. John Y. Huizenga
make their home in Holland.The bride
ker, and Miss Elizabeth Van Burk of
l the people of
this city did not forget living a mile east of the city on the
is from Chicago.
Jfew York.
I those less
Zeeland road, became man and wife. No
:o:
preparations had#bcen made by the
About forty immediate relative*had
$4,000
IS
COL1
couple to celebrate the event but
>een invited to witness the ceremony

TEHEES COUPLES
. . ARE MATtRTID

Dec. 1

THAKKSQIVIKO

-

ns.
- •

Q I

—

and these sat down to a bountiful
Thanksgiving dinner. The wedding
march was played by Mian Mary Lokker, sister of the groom, and Mr. Frank
D. Kleinheksel sang a solo. The ring
ceremony was used. Both the bride and
{room were unattended.The ceremony
was performedby Dr. J. E. Kuizenga.
The bride wore a gown of white net
and filet lace and carried a large bridal
bouquet of pink roses. The parlor
waa decoratedwith pink chrysantheaums and smilaz and the dining room
with yellow chrysanthemums.
la the afternoonthe young couple
Uft for a wedding trip to Chicago. The
bride wore a neat traveling suit of

IN

SEVERAL WAYS

LECTED IN CHURCHES

^oir ^r*en^9 ^ia(^ fi8urcd it out

SEVXEAL SUKPSI8E8 DEVELOP
1. 8. Boter ft lo., took the Warm

The fact that more calls have been
made upon the pocket book for various
causes during the past few months than
has perhaps ever before been the case
during the present generation did not
stop the people of Holland from coming
across with a liberal Thanksgivingoffering in the various churches' Thurs-

Last year a good many people took advantage of our Holiday Sale,
thereforewe have decided to repeat the sale this year, beginning
Dec. 1st and will continue up to Christmas Eve. All of our Furniture, Rugs, Electric Lamps, Pictures, Brass Jardinieres,Smoking
Stands, and Toy Specials for the children will be sold at Greatly

differ-

^

Reduced Prices.

your

Select

gifts

now,

During this sale we are
going t o sell Solid Oak
Tables similar to cut at
$11.35, others ranging in
price to $35 in .Quartered
Oak Plank Tops.

* _
Warm
place jjjE8

turn around and beat the
HAVEN SOLDIER
The exact total cannot be ascertain-.Friends who were considered first
p* HARRISON
.
ed by reason of the fact that in some contenders four out of five. The race
is half over and it is not possible to! Word has been received of the sudof the churches the exact amounts could
pick tho winners with any sense of Jen death Sunday from pneumonia of
.

not be given, but so far as reported the suretv. Tonight Kiefers' RestaurantPrivate John Reft at Fort Benjamin
Prussianblue.
total amounted to the goodly sum of bowl the Knickerbockers at 8 o’clock. (Harrison,Ind. Mr. Kieft was 19 years
of age and the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Lokker are grad $3,833.50.
Kieft, 227 Fulton street, Grand Hawatea of Hope College.Mr. Lokker is
The churches that reported made col- CAPT.
ven. He enlisted Labor Day from
also a graduate of the law department
A BRIDE Grand Rapids. He had the chance to
of the University of Michigan and he lections as follows: First Reformed,
spend Thanksgiving with his parents
is now connected with the law firm of $212.44; Hope, $175 for charity and $85
Though he had only a four days ’j but decided to wait and come jater
Diekema, Kollen ft Ten Cate. The bride for specialpurposes, making a total of
: leave of absence and had to come way when he could stay longer. The body
after her graduation served as teacher
$240; Third Reformed,$806.31; Fourth from Fort Leavenworth,Kansas. Mar- will be brought to Grand Haven for
3a the Mt. Pleasant high school.
Miss Mae Leath and Joseph Hulbert Reformed,$65; Trinity Reformed, ion Kolyn, son of Dr. and Mrs. M. burial.

--

until

SPECIAL

_

v

them

EXTRA

games.

w

we’ll hold

Christmas Eve.

out of five
enpaclty.
The dope has been shattered in quite The -£rjends j,ad brought spmething
a few ways In the last week. The Hoi- cl9e than thcm8eives howcver and the
and Candy Kitchen tho it was t hot to table i,ndbeen laid for all present when
have a cinch on firs place were beaten tbc hM(1 ^ thc housc and hl# helpmeet
five straight by the Strand Theater canie back There wa8 nn abundant
day. Holland has won a reputation for and ousted out of first place, last week of ch|ckpn and everythingelse that
fou- g0M t0 n,ake up a Thanksgivingsuplarge Thanksgivingofferings and yes- Kiefers Restaurant
.out of five games and now the Boters
1_;0:
terday was no exception to the rule.
|

Xmas Eve.

Furniture House

noon whj|0 t,(e pair were away and
Friends by surprise in the Commercial wllCn Mr and Mr8 Huizenga returned
league Wednesday night and won four they £ound th# home 0CCUpied to it*

beat

to

De Vries & Dornbos

at

03IC

fortunate.
-DOPE SHATTERED IN

NEARLY

Dec. 1

Xmas Eve.

Special Holiday

!

-

to

Come

early and seled your gifts as

we may

not be able to du-

plicate any of these bargainsbefore Christmas.

MARION -----KOLYN
TAKES

De Vries & Dornbos

------

|

58 60 East Eighth

Street

Holland,Michigan

(

t

GREET

1

Make

His Christmas Cheerful
The thought
will

t(iat

you have given him something useful— worth while,

work wonders

making his Christmas a happy one. While we

in

all appreciate Christmas Gifts, a

man appreciates the practical sifts most. Thus two birds are

stone. You have made someone happy and

You know
the

OwnToo^

and Your

this is primarily a

purchase of stock and our

happy

as a resul t are

MAN’S STORE —

prices will appeal

yourself.

a store of practical sifts,

to you on account

killed

HARK

,

where quality is held uppermost

of the values

i

with one

offered

you.

Check the

in

list

and come in today.
No. 4130 Blue Serge Suit

Clothcraft Suit,

No. 5130 Blue Serge Suit,

Handkerchiefs,

Boxed Holiday Set

Sweater Coat,

Belt,

Fancy Vest,

Sweater Vest,

Cuff Buttons,

Watch Fob,

Bath Robe,

Umbrella,

Smoking Jacket,

Cane,

Underwear,

Lojwging Robe,

Suit Case,

v

Gloves

Neckties,

Collars,

f

i

••

OVERCOAT

Hat

Muffler,

Trunk

are especially well equipped with

apparel. With an

.

Raincoat,

Shoes

Shirt,

Suits and Overcoats, Gloves, Etc.
We

both

purchased at

of

Collars and

Neckwear

All sorts, colors and styles. Our Motto is:— The best
and most durable Merchandise for the lowest Price.

these articles of wearing

LOKKER-RUTGERS

Our Shoe Department

the cus-

y

tomer need not

r

fear the winter frost while

his purchase will save him

lars, owing to the reasonable prices offered here.
not be afraid that

it

will ho emptied here.

Our

Your

dol- Is filled with the latest
of
We deal with
pocketbook need
such well known houses as

makes

FOOTWEAR.

&

there will always be money

SUITS

left for future

are of the latest style

workmen

and

purchases. Our

of the best

Cross, Dorothy Dodd,
others, reputated to make
the finest shoes in the world

OVERCOATS and

Red

and

material and makeup by the

see our

fine

assortment of

.

garments are unbeatable.
for

Come and

"

Kalmback

SHOES
obtainable. In other words our

.

the 11

prices are so reasonable that Ralston, Rindge, &
Co.,

t

Bag,

Scarf Pin,

Traveling Bag,

Scarf,

Hosiery,

Collar

Suspenders,

Cap,

Garters,

Clothcraft Overcoat,

GLOVES—

suitable for

Xmas

Men,

Women and

at prices that

Gifts.

Children

are reasonable

and honest.

Extra — Children's Shoes
!

200 Pairs copper toe shoes for children, good to
kick around in, purchased some time ago at $2.50, will
sell them as long as they last
•

at

at

mlr
‘j

$1.98 per Pair

iwi'j

The Lokker-Rutgers Company
Merchant Tailoring Clothing Shoes and Gents’

Furnishings

39-41

E. Eighth St., Holland, Michigan

